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Re-entry Cultural Adaptation of Foreign-Educated Academics at
Chinese Universities
Mingsheng Li1, Stephen Croucher2 & Min Wang3
Massey University, New Zealand and Yunnan Minzu University, China
Abstract: This study investigates the re-entry acculturative experiences and challenges facing
foreign-educated returnees working at Chinese universities. Fifteen returnees from five
universities in a southwestern province of China participated in semi-structured interviews.
The study, using the ABC theoretical framework, highlights the acculturative process of
returned academics in terms of role expectations, transformed identities, and cultural learning.
The process involves challenges and unmet expectations, including low salaries, heavy
workloads, unsupportive administrative bureaucracy, political control, and lack of a healthy
academic community culture. The findings show that re-entry acculturation is a never-ending
process. Returnees need constantly to realign their expectations and to negotiate and
reinterpret shifting realities.
Keywords: re-entry acculturation, cultural identity, returned academics, cultural integration,
knowledge transfer.
___________________________________________________________________________
1. Introduction
Despite a plethora of literature on cross-cultural transition and adaptation of immigrants and
international students in host countries, the theme of cross-cultural re-entry acculturation by
high-level returned academics and professionals is unexplored or under-researched. Re-entry
acculturation is more psychologically distressing and adjustment is more difficult than in a
new culture (Cox 2004, Sussman 2000). Attention needs to be given to the study of
academic returnees in their re-entry adjustment in a global community (Ai & Wang 2017,
Chen 2017). This study examines the re-entry acculturative experiences and challenges
encountered by foreign-educated Chinese returned academics in Chinese universities, using
the theoretical framework of re-entry acculturation (Martin & Harrell 2004). The framework
consists of the ABC model that includes affective, behavioral, and cognitive dimensions. The
affective dimension involves feelings of well-being, satisfaction, and psychological
adjustment. The behavioral aspect is concerned with sociocultural adaptation, cultural
learning, behavioral change, and functional fitness. The cognitive perspective is about
developing, changing, and maintaining intercultural identity (Masgoret & Ward 2006).
This project contributes to the study of re-entry adjustment of foreign-educated
returnees with higher degrees from Western universities. It highlights Chinese universities’
high ambition in their quest for world-class position as well as the sociocultural, structural,
and contextual constraints impacting the re-entry acculturative experiences of returnees. It
underscores the fact that contextual factors significantly influence the process of re-entry
adjustment. The study contributes to scholarship and debate over the development of Chinese
higher education and global talent-management policies, understanding of the unique re-entry
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cultural process of this group of academics, and enrichment of the previous literature on reentry acculturation.
The study focuses on local conditions by examining the challenges and experiences of
returned academics in their re-entry psychological adjustment and reintegration, and diffusion
of Western knowledge and international norms in their teaching and research at lesser-known
universities in China. Unlike the tiny proportion of returned academics recruited through the
1000 Talent Scheme, who upon return receive a large amount of research money from the
government – up to millions of Chinese yuan – a high salary comparable to remuneration at
Western universities plus other benefits, the academics participating in this study represent a
large number of returned academics working at Chinese universities, especially those
specialized in liberal arts, humanities, and social sciences. The remuneration levels of these
returnees are reported to be “dismal” (Paul 2018: 8). The acculturative adaptation of this
unique group of academic returnees in Chinese university internationalization and world -class
construction has been largely ignored in intercultural research (Ai & Wang 2017, Chen 2017).
2. The need for Chinese universities to employ returned academics
In internationalization practices, Chinese universities, driven by desires to conform to the
“institutional isomorphic pressure” (Li & Ding 2013:506) exerted by the discourse of worldclass construction and global university rankings, have pursued internationalization strategies
and policies aiming to entice foreign-educated returned academics with experience,
knowledge, foreign language and cultural skills, global vision, and international perspective.
Internationalizing the faculty is regarded as the core of higher education internationalization
(Li & Pu 2017, Liu & Metcalfe 2016, Yang & Welch 2012). The best source of
internationalized faculty is believed to be the returned academics as agents of educational,
economic, social, cultural, and political transformation (Biao 2011, Cheng 2002). They
understand Western culture, norms, rules, and standards. They are called “glocal” talents:
high-level people with local cultural knowledge and global vision (Zhao & Jia 2015: 1).
These returned academics work in an era of “glonacal” higher education with interconnection
between global, national, and local layers of higher education (Marginson et al. 2011: 14). As
international boundary spanners, their overseas academic and work experience provides them
with both knowledge and legitimacy in China’s quest to achieve world-class universities.
They bring back not just hard knowledge but soft skills and cross-cultural understanding (Pan
2011, 2016).
However, unlike the first-tier universities in China – such as the 39 universities in the
985 Project and the 112 universities in the 211 Project, where most academics have higher
degrees from Western universities – lesser-known second- and third-tier universities have
difficulty competing to attract top returnees in terms of working conditions, material
incentives, salaries, and other benefits (Ai & Wang 2017, Pan 2016). Senior leaders of
these universities are acutely aware of the urgency of recruiting foreign-educated returnees
to participate in the internationalization of their universities (Ai & Wang 2017, Li & Pu
2017, Wang 2017). The number of returned academics with foreign degrees at these
universities is disproportionately small. They are keen to recruit academics with a doctoral
degree from a Western university, hoping to boost the university’s image through
internalization and talent-management initiatives.
3. Theoretical foundations
Re-entry acculturation is defined as “the process of readjusting, re-acculturating, and reassimilating into one’s own home environment after living in a different culture for a
significant period of time” (Gaw 2000: 83-84). MacDonald and Arthur (2005) identify four
variables in re-entry adjustment: individual variables that include a person’s values, beliefs,
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attitudes, needs, expectations, and personal traits; job variables characterized by the tasks and
characteristics of one’s job; organizational variables that reflect the culture of the
organization; and non-work variables that involve friendships, relationships, and one’s
general social and cultural environments. Martin and Harrell (2004) developed a theoretical
model of re-entry acculturation to conceptualize the acculturation process. This is called the
ABC model in the work of Ward (2001) and her colleagues (Ward et al 2001). It includes:
•
•
•

affective components in psychological acculturation,
behavioral perspectives in cultural learning, and
cognitive elements highlighted in the expectations model and cultural-identity model.

The affective aspect of the acculturation process involves psychological adjustment, emotions,
feelings, and levels of satisfaction in response to changes as significant events in one’s
sociocultural environment, life, and career orientations during the acculturation process (Ward
2001, Ward et al 2001, Ward 2004). These changes can cause psychological stress and
require coping responses by drawing on adjustive resources to achieve a person -culture fit,
person-environment fit, and person-organization fit (Adler 1987, Martin & Harrell, 2004).
Re-entry acculturation is believed to present the greatest challenge when returnees return to
their home culture, unaware of the fact they themselves have changed during their overseas
sojourn even as the home country has experienced sociocultural, political, and environmental
transformations (Cox 2004, Ward 2004). Studies have shown psychological acculturation is
problematic (Kartoshkina 2015; Sussman 2000).
The behavioral aspect of the acculturation process involves cultural learning and
functional fitness and acquisition of social skills appropriate to the culture through
observation and learning (Cox 2004). Martin (1984) conceptualizes re-entry as new cultural
learning. She considers the home culture as a new culture where returnees need to retain old
reinforcers acquired from host countries and develop new reinforcers, new interpretations, and
new definitions of new verbal and non-verbal symbols in the home culture. In this “new”
culture, returnees develop the ability to carry out social and professional activities in the reentry environment through learning and relearning the home culture’s values, appropriate
communication patterns, protocols, and norms of interaction (Martin & Harrell 2004, Smith
2002). In the re-entry acculturation process, returnees who have undergone profound
personal transformation and internalized the host country’s rules of communication and
behavioral responses required in the host culture are expected to understand the differences in
intercultural communication styles, rules, norms, and conventions, and pay attention to
culture-specific knowledge, perceptions, and interpersonal behavior in the home culture
(Ward 2004). Cultural learning, together with overseas acculturative experience and
adaptation skills, facilitates returnees’ re-entry acculturation, adaptation, and familiarity with
sets of home cultural norms and behaviors (Black 1992; Smith 2002), and helps them change
themselves and their environment to achieve the best organizational fit (Adler 1981).
The cognitive aspect of the acculturation process contains the expectations model and
cultural-identity model. The expectations model suggests that returnees hold pre-re-entry
expectations about the home environment and home culture, life, relationships, career, and
impending experience (Martin & Harrell 2004, Szkudlarek 2010). These expectations,
fulfilled or unfulfilled, can greatly influence the process of re-entry acculturation and
reintegration in the home culture (Szkudlarek 2010). Re-entry shock may occur because what
returnees have experienced during the re-entry is unexpected (Martin & Harrell 2004).
Research shows that positive rating and satisfaction of the acculturative experience
attributable to fulfilled expectations (met or more than met) can lead to smooth adjustment;
negative rating and dissatisfaction of the experience resulting from unfulfilled expectations
can lead to readjustment difficulties (MacDonald & Arthur 2005). It is the discrepancies
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between pre-re-entry expectations held by returning individuals and their actual re-entry
experiences that affects their re-entry acculturation and social difficulties (Sussman 2000).
Thus, accurate and realistic pre-re-entry and post-re-entry expectations result in higher levels
of satisfaction, readjustment, and job performance (Black 1992).
The cultural-identity model focuses on identity change in re-entry adjustment (Martin &
Harrell 2004). While in the host country, one is expected to adapt to the host environment and
consequently develop an intercultural identity in the process of acculturation and identity
transformation (Kim 2001, 2008; Ward 2004). Identity shift influences their sense of belonging,
values, beliefs, attitude, and ways of communication (Cox 2004, Szkudlarek 2010). Identity
change influences re-entry acculturation (Martin & Harrell 2004, Sussman 2002). Identity
alteration becomes salient upon return to the home country and can be a source of distress when
there are “identity gaps” that can cause ineffective communication and personal discomfort
(White 2015). Re-entry adjustment is likely to be a difficult experience, especially for longterm expatriates having undergone deep identity change to fit into a host culture. Sussman
(2010) proposes that when returnees realize there are discrepancies and lack of fit between their
cultural self, goals, expectations, and the new cultural milieu, they modify their dormant
identity and behavior to accommodate the environmental and contextual demands, to allow
them to understand and use the game rules governing social and professional life.
On the basis of the three aspects of the ABC framework and the current literature on
returnees, the following two research questions were formulated to elicit answers from returned
academics at Chinese universities, to examine their re-entry acculturative experiences:
RQ1: How did returnees perceive their re-entry acculturative experiences at Chinese
universities?
RQ2: What were the challenges that returnees encountered in their re-entry acculturation?
4. Method
The aim of the study is to investigate returned academics’ re-entry acculturative experiences
and challenges at Chinese universities, with a focus on how the contextual factors and local
layers of conditions impact their experiences in their home-coming journey and the process of
knowledge transfer in their pedagogical practice, research, social relationships, and
professional activities. This research project was conducted at five universities in a
southwestern city of China, from September to December 2017. A qualitative approach was
adopted. Fifteen returned academics participated in semi-structured in-depth interviews in
Mandarin, each lasting 40 to 60 minutes. Participants held doctoral degrees from five Englishspeaking countries: the United States (6), the United Kingdom (3), Australia (3), Canada (2),
and New Zealand (1). Their length of overseas stay ranged from four to eight years and their
length of stay from two to four years (see Table 1).
We approached some returnees through personal networks and, through their
introduction, contacted other participants who met the interviewee-selection criteria: holding
doctoral degrees from Western countries, currently teaching at Chinese universities, and
having returned to work in the university system in the past two to four years. The qualitative
approach allowed the researchers to listen to the participants’ narratives in the process of
inquiry to have a deeper understanding of the dynamics and complexity of the issues.
Narratives provide meaning that is socially constructed between researchers and participants
(Goodson & Sikes 2001) and thus ensure “intrinsic study” to “investigate and report the
complex dynamic and unfolding interactions of events, human relationships and other factors
in a unique instance” (Stake 1995:3). Narrative analysis presents a “‘big picture’ about
experiences or events as the participants understand them” (Schutt 2011: 339). It provides
data and context for multiple interpretations and knowledge production, while uncovering the
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meaning and implications of the issues embedded in the experiences (Dwyer & Emerald
2017).
Table 1: Demographic profiles of participants.
Participant

Title

Gender

Highest Degree

Host country

Home
university

Length of
return

1. LEI Ming

professor

M

PhD linguistics

USA

university 1

4 years

2. YANG Guangying

lecturer

F

PhD education

USA

university 3

2.5 years

3. LIAO Deming

lecturer

F

PhD linguistics

New Zealand

university 2

2 years

4. YAN Yue

assc. prof.

M

PhD economics

Australia

university 2

3 years

5. YUAN Shumin

assc. prof.

M

PhD psychology

USA

university 1

4 years

6. PU Yanhong

lecturer

F

PhD sociology

UK

university 2

2 years

7. LIN Jiamei

assc. prof.

F

PhD communication

Australia

university 4

3.5 years

8. GAO Furui

assc. prof.

M

PhD geography

Canada

university 1

4 years

9. WANG Dianhong

lecturer

M

PhD education

USA

university 4

3 years

10. LONG Xiumei

assc. prof.

F

PhD philosophy

USA

university 5

3.5 years

11. QI Youzhong

lecturer

M

PhD English

UK

university 1

2.5 years

12. LIANG Xiaoming

lecturer

F

PhD economics

Australia

university 5

2 years

13. WU Wei

assc. prof.

M

PhD business

USA

university 5

3 years

14. ZHAO Shumin

assc. prof.

F

PhD English

UK

university 4

3.5 years

15. SHI Haiqin

lecturer

M

PhD history

Canada

university 3

3 years

All interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim for analysis. The transcripts
of this study were thematically classified, coded, and assigned meaning for data analysis, then
put into logical categories based on the ABC framework and literature on Chinese returnees,
to identify significant thematic structures. The data was analyzed through an inductive
approach to let the critical themes emerge, and examined in a holistic fashion (Berg & Lune
2017, Suter 2012). The transcripts were coded according to the major themes and repeated
key words, such as “identity”, “expectations”, “challenges”, “teaching”, “research”, and
“cultural learning and transformation”. Coding provided a framework for further data
analysis to make sense of all the words (Gibbs 2007). The names of participants are
pseudonymous. The names of the universities at which they were working, as well as the
overseas universities from which they graduated, are not included to protect confidentiality.
5. Analysis
The ABC framework is useful to analyze the four interrelated perspectives of re-entry
acculturation: psychological adaptation, cultural identity, expectations, and culture learning.
Through cultural learning, these returned academics had gone through transformation in
personal and intellectual growth as demonstrated in behavioral changes, cultural
understanding, pedagogical innovations, and enhanced social cognition. Stress in the process
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of psychological adaptation was found to arise from identity changes and mismatched
expectations, such as lack of effective guanxi networks, barriers to knowledge transfer, low
salaries, heavy teaching load, lack of support system, and management guan mentality.
5.1 Cultural learning and transformed identities
In the re-entry ABC acculturation model, cultural learning refers to behavioral, perceptual,
and cognitive changes through learning, re-learning, and internalizing cultural values, norms,
hidden rules, and communication protocols in the workplace and society in the process of
acculturation. A large number of participants felt they had experienced acculturative stress,
frustration, and setbacks as well as joys, gains, personal growth, and identity transformation.
They developed social skills, abilities, and functional fitness to carry out professional
activities to be well integrated into the academic community through transformation of
knowledge and skills. They found their re-entry acculturative experiences rewarding despite
the many institutional constraints, environmental stress, and unmet expectations.
Most participants felt that they had, through cultural learning, experienced identity
transformation during their intercultural adjustment while pursuing academic degrees as
international students in their host countries. They had to adjust to fit into the sociocultural
and educational environments and thus they acquired a hybrid identity associated with
Western knowledge, research philosophies, higher education standards, and global vision.
Many participants found their transformed hybrid identity enabled them to understand their
own culture better through comparison and contrast. They used the intellectual tools they
developed during their overseas sojourn to enable them to analyze and find solutions to local
issues. LIN Jiamei (communication, Australia) said she acquired a new set of identities. Her
foreign intercultural experiences facilitated her re-adaptation and reintegration:
My cultural attitudes have changed and I have begun to objectively rather than
subjectively view people and things. I have become more open-minded, receptive of
different views, values, beliefs, and behavior. I am positive about life and career. I have
developed very good relationships with my students, based on the concept of equality. I
encourage my students to call me by the first name. This is an important change in a
hierarchical society like China where inequality is the norm.
LIANG Xiaoming (economics, Australia) reported that her acculturative experience in
Australia formed her intercultural identity:
I thought I had achieved a hybrid identity as an identity capital that would allow me to
transcend cultural boundaries, live between cultures, and easily integrate into the home
space.
LONG Xiumei (philosophy, USA) said she now could take a balanced view towards the
positive and negative sides of her society. She knew much better how to deal with some
social issues in China, such as guanxi (relational networks) and her relationship to colleagues
and senior leaders. She became more accommodating towards diversity and differences in
opinions, attitudes, and behavior. YAN Yue (economics, Australia) agreed that he understood
much of the rules of the games in the workplace. He could use his cultural knowledge to help
him navigate the social and political terrains. WU Wei (business, USA) reasoned that vision
and identification with both host and home cultures developed his perceptual acuity and
mindset to deal with many emerging problems.
LIN Jiamei noted that her international mobility had expanded her “inner mobility” and
the imaginary landscape of the self. She began to understand herself much better than ever
before and take an empathetic attitude towards others, identifying with their feelings,
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thoughts, perceptions, and attitudes. YAN Yue acknowledged that his social cognition
increased in the acculturation process:
Having experienced two cultures, I think I have developed a useful interpretive
framework to help me wade through difficult times in the workplace. They are called
social skills or emotional intelligence that are essential interpersonal skills in the
workplace.
Both LIANG Xiaoming (economics, Australia) and SHI Haiqin (history, Canada) asserted
that they had changed their behavior in the process of acculturation. They became adaptable
in problem solving workplace issues. In their subjective life, they adopted a positive attitude,
tolerant stance, and empathetic understanding of others.
5.2 Fulfilling role expectations
The study found that participants tried to fulfil the accountabilities and role expectations set
by their universities in association with the identity, obligations, and conduct that their roles
defined, with particular focus on internationalization of programs, course and syllabus design,
introduction of education philosophies, and development of teaching pedagogies.
LEI Ming (linguistics, USA) reported that his home university expected him to
introduce new programs at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels, lead a research team,
write textbooks, publish articles in high-ranking journals – SSCI journals in particular – and
build networks with American universities. In his four years at the university, he had
introduced two courses: English literature and communication, and research methods. He
said he had fulfilled some of the university’s expectations and would meet other expectations
in the future. He indicated there was a rough match between his expectations and those of the
university.
As expected, many returnees introduced new courses, textbooks, research methods,
teaching approaches, and educational philosophies. LIN Jiamei introduced three
communication courses, using Western textbooks: cross-cultural communication, media and
communication, and business communication. QI Youzhong (English, UK) introduced
interactive and student-centered teaching approaches and research methods popular in
Western universities:
I have introduced the interactive teaching approach in my class. In my postgraduate
class, I organize seminars, group discussions, and group projects. I have also introduced
Western research methods. I encourage my students to adopt Western writing styles,
structure, organization, and the APA citation style in their writing.
ZHAO Shumin (English, UK) said introduction of Western teaching and research methods
was seen as a first step to internationalizing the university. She added that knowledge transfer
might not be successful without localization and cultural fit. LIAO Deming (linguistics, NZ)
agreed that knowledge transfer involves recontextualization, localization, and transformation
into new knowledge. She maintained that Western approaches should not be directly
transplanted into the Chinese classroom without localizing them to fit the local cultural
expectations. She emphasized that only by embedding Western knowledge into the Chinese
cultural context could it effectively be transferred and accepted. She described her
pedagogical practice as a balanced, systematic and integrated combination of Western and
Chinese traditional teaching approaches.
Another role expectation was high-quality research output in line with universities’
goals of achieving high status in global university rankings. These returnees were expected to
publish in Chinese Social Sciences Citation Index (CSSCI) or Social Sciences Citation Index
(SSCI) journals. Three participants (LEI Ming, YUAN Shumin, and GAO Furui) reported
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having published articles in CSSCI journals. Three (ZHAO Shumin, YAN Yue, and WU
Wei) were awarded national and provincial government research grants. Some had
collaborated with their former supervisors and published journal articles and book chapters
outside China. Most participants found that they had experienced high pressure to publish.
Research outputs were closely pegged to their academic promotion.
5.3 Unmet expectations
It is obvious that these returnees held various expectations. Not all of their expectations were
met. Many environmental and organizational factors contributed to their disappointment,
frustration, and stress, and thus hampered their re-entry acculturation process.
5.3.1 Academic returnees perceived as “flower vases”
Chinese universities are under high pressure to achieve high rankings by recruiting foreigneducated academics, in a belief that these academics from Western universities can help them
improve their position through knowledge sharing and transfer. That said, universities
seemed more interested in doctorates from Western universities than actual persons and
human capital. PU Yanhong (sociology, UK) observed that returned academics were seen as
“flower vases” to show to the outside world that their universities had been internationalized
in response to the calls of the Chinese central government. She reported:
Nobody cares about you. Colleagues do not care. Senior leaders do not care . The
university does not care. We were recruited to save the face of university senior leaders.
We are flower vases for window dressing.
GAO Furui (geography, Canada) observed that Chinese universities generally regarded
academic returnees as marketable pieces and as numbers in their statistical counts on their
webpages promoting the universities’ interests and reputation; returnees were rarely treated as
valuable human capital and as individual human beings with their own thinking, ideas, and
knowledge that could make positive contributions to transformation of the Chinese
educational system. WANG Dianhong (education, USA) said that having worked at his
university for three years, he did not find any sense of belonging; instead, he felt marginalized
with an invisible boundary between him and his local colleagues. YANG Guangying
(education, USA) noted, “I do not want to be a flower vase. I want to do something to bring
about changes to teaching and research at the university.” In LONG Xiumei’s view,
perceiving returnees as political flower vases manipulated by university senior leaders as
face-saving devices and pluses to their scorecards erected a barrier for returnees to
communicate and share knowledge with local colleagues, and thus slowed and even prevented
them from re-entry acculturation and reintegration. Their strengths and knowledge were not
fully used for the benefit of the university. To save face, according to WU Wei, some
university senior leaders liked to recruit anyone with a Western doctoral degree, whether there
were positions for them or not. He said, “it is a waste of human capital and talent resources!
Universities are proud of possessing rather than developing and utilizing these returnees.”
5.3.2 Barriers to knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer
A knowledge-sharing culture did not seem to exist in these universities in spite of returnees’
strong desire to share and transfer knowledge through formal and informal academic and
social activities. LIANG Xiaoming had worked at her university for more than two years,
but she had not found any knowledge-sharing activities or social interactions, such as
seminars or workshops where colleagues could engage in discussions of teaching, research,
social and personal concerns, beyond the long hours of compulsory political studies every
week.
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WANG Dianhong observed that his university had never established a culture of
learning and knowledge sharing. Instead, it was a culture of distrust, competition, and selfprotection. PU Yanhong supported the view that instead of a culture of knowledge sharing,
there was one of knowledge hiding. Her colleagues tried to protect themselves by hiding any
information that might impact their teaching, career advancement, research, or academic
promotions. The perceptions of distrust from their colleagues made knowledge sharing and
transfer difficult and unlikely. LEI Ming explained that such perceptions might come from
the perceived threat to local colleagues in a context where recruitment and academic
promotion are pegged to foreign educational experience and credentials, as essential
requirements.
In addition, the universities’ hierarchical structure and centralized bureaucratic
management were found to have contributed to stifling the emergence of a knowledge-sharing
climate. QI Youzhong said that a knowledge-sharing culture did not emerge because, at his
university, everything was centrally planned and executed: programs, syllabi, assessments,
teaching modes and methods, and teaching notes. Textbooks and course content were
nationally prescribed. The role of an instructor was to deliver what was in the textbook, and
repeat what had been done the previous year.
Another knowledge-transfer barrier was students’ resistance to new teaching approaches
introduced to the classroom by returnees. These imported teaching approaches were considered
incompatible with the local culture. The account by ZHAO Shumin (English, UK) provides a
good example of cultural incompatibility of pedagogical innovations:
Initially, I adopted an interactive and learner-centered approach in my undergraduate
class teaching. I organized group discussions, group projects, presentations, and
tutorials, which are very popular in universities in the UK. However, I realized that my
students did not appreciate my teaching. They did not consider group discussions,
group projects, and tutorials relevant to their learning.
LEI Ming (linguistics, USA), had a similar experience. His postgraduate students appreciated
his Western knowledge and experience, but not the way he delivered his classes, because he
did not lecture like other Chinese academics. The students did not feel they learned anything
from him. He began to adopt traditional Chinese teaching approaches: lecturing from the first
minute to the last, without any participation from the students. Surprisingly, the students
evaluated this teaching model highly. However, he had a sense of guilt. To him, what he did
was against his beliefs about learning and against his teaching philosophy: one cannot learn
from spoon-feeding; active participation and engagement are required. He realized that
contextual factors had shaped and restricted his pedagogical practice.
Similarly, WU Wei found it difficult to introduce Western academic knowledge to
Chinese students. He believed postgraduate students should develop their information
searching and research skills. He introduced the APA citation style. The ability to use
citation styles was a basic requirement for undergraduate and postgraduate students in the
West. Yet he met strong resistance from the students. They complained that the style
restricted their ways of thinking and flow of writing.
5.3.3 Low salaries and heavy workloads
Remuneration and benefit packages reflect how returned academics are positioned and
rewarded in the workplace. All participants agreed that their salaries were too low to
compensate for their professional skills, knowledge, qualifications, and performance. Low
salaries posed a significant challenge, dampening their enthusiasm and placing so huge a
stress on them that they struggled to survive, leaving no room to seriously consider teaching
innovation or research. This narrative by YANG Guangying is illuminating:
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I cannot afford the time to think about research and pedagogical innovations now. My
salary is very low, about 70,000 CNY [approximately $US 10,353] per year. I receive
about half of the salary after different sorts of compulsory payments, such as medical
insurance, superannuation, etc. I have to survive first, right? Research and teaching
innovations are not my priorities at the moment. I want to have a quick payback by
teaching extra hours inside and outside the university.
Like her, many other returnees reported that they spent 25 to 30 hours per week on teaching,
not to mention hours of moonlighting outside the university. SHI Haiqin gave this account:
Life is extremely tough. I have to work very hard to earn money to pay expensive rent.
I am in a dilemma. On the one hand, I have to earn money to survive by teaching as
many hours as possible. On the other hand, I am interested in research. There is a
high pressure from the university. We are required to publish 2-3 journal articles per
year. It is difficult for me to find a balance.
WANG Dianhong reported that the number of students in his university had risen sharply, but
the number of lecturers had not risen in proportion. Although the university decided every
lecturer was expected to teach six to eight hours per week, a shortage of faculty required them
to teach ten to fifteen extra hours at a low pay rate. LIANG Xiaoming noted the teaching
loads were so heavy that no one was willing to teach new courses or courses that required lots
of preparation.
PU Yanhong recalled her first year at the university. She did not get any pay in the first
eight months. The university’s ineffective bureaucracy disheartened her. It took the university
HR department a long time to process paper work, such as her hukou (residence permit) and
background and qualification checks.
These returnees were in a dilemma. They had strong interest in pedagogical innovation
and research. However, research and quality teaching would not bring them a quick fix to their
financial pressures. Low salaries became a huge barrier to their re-entry cultural adjustment in
the workplace.
5.3.4 Lack of support and the management guan mentality
Social, professional, and administrative support is critical to returnees in the process of reentry acculturation and integration. Returnees need support to integrate themselves into the
organization’s system, to familiarize themselves with its values, norms, conventions, and
written and unwritten rules. Such support was found to be missing. Returnees became
frustrated with their comparison-induced expectations that they should receive warm support
from senior leaders and colleagues as they had witnessed in foreign countries.
YAN Yue said that there were no support systems in his university. All were left to
struggle by themselves: sink or swim. There was no service awareness among the leadership
or administrative staff. There was an assumption that, as the returnees held the highest
foreign degrees, they must know how to cope with their lives, teaching and research, so any
support was unnecessary.
In addition, there was a strong guan (control, monitoring, supervising) culture and
mentality at these universities. There was a perception that universities possess or own their
faculty; therefore, guan must be in place. Senior leaders and line managers, WANG
Dianhong noted, would present themselves as Big Brother, always watching you, “making
sure your performance and behavior are politically correct”. PU Yanhong, who taught
courses in social sciences, reported that she was invited by her university’s senior leaders to
have a tea talk: a special political terminology offered as severe warning for inappropriate
remarks in her teaching, reportedly deviating from orthodox Chinese ideology and the party
line. Her students, recruited by university leaders to monitor teachers with “radical” political
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views, reported to the authorities that, in her teaching, she discredited Chinese culture and
exalted Western culture. QI Youzhong added:
In every classroom, there are cameras. New technology monitoring systems have been
introduced to all classrooms to record, monitor, and analyze lecturers’ classroom
activities in the central control room. Liberal arts, humanities, social sciences subjects,
and academic returnees are the main targets. Students are encouraged and mobilized to
monitor and report their teachers. Teachers who are found to mislead students and
derail from the “correct” path are sacked or kept away from classrooms.
Such a guan mentality, in SHI Haiqin’s view, suggests that academic returnees have to be
very cautious what they say and teach in class, as there is a lack of trust and respect. The
organizational culture made it difficult for returnees to integrate themselves into the core of
academic circles and professional norms. GAO Furui argued that over-administration,
intensified political ideology, political pressure, and cumbersome bureaucratization limited
the freedom and autonomy of academics and their flexibility for introducing new programs,
curricula, ideas, and pedagogical innovations. The management tried to assert firm
hierarchical control over academics’ teaching, research, and even private lives under the name
of “following international standards”, which were not familiar to these foreign-educated
returnees. LONG Xiumei asserted that managers’ negligence of administrative ethics
undermined the morale, confidence, dignity, and enthusiasm of returnees and corrupted the
organizational culture.
6. Discussion
This study used the ABC theoretical framework proposed by Martin and Harrell (2004) to
investigate the affective, behavioral, and cognitive dimensions of re-entry acculturation, and
examine the re-entry acculturative experiences and challenges facing returned scholars at
Chinese universities. The three dimensions of the framework are interrelated and
reciprocally influence each other. In re-entry cultural adaptation, in spite of their hybrid
identities, returnees must relearn their own culture – especially workplace culture, gradually
find a person-organization and person-environment fit to achieve psychological equilibrium
in response to the dynamics of cultural and organizational changes, and eventually change
their behavior. This is a stressful process for returnees who are unaware of the changes in
themselves and in the home society during their study in foreign countries.
The favorable public perception and perceived urgency of the Chinese government’s
drive to construct world-class universities (Yang & Welch 2012) have created an environment
to enable returned academics to play their expected roles as agents of transformation in
Chinese higher-education internationalization. Their identities and intercultural personhood
(Kim 2015) lend credibility and legitimacy to their unique position in the discourse within
Chinese universities. They have introduced new ideas, education philosophies, pedagogies,
and research standards and scholarships into Chinese universities, aiming to improve
teaching and research. Their intercultural experiences have helped them to identify,
interpret, and react to situations based on the role expectations and role-appropriate behaviour
that their identities entail.
Returnees’ negative feelings are related to their experiences and perceptions of their
working environments, reward systems, support systems, and relationships. They have
encountered many challenges that inhibit their psychological adaptation. Their expectations
are inter-crossed with those of the university and those of the students. This study cannot tell
what universities’ expectations are; but it does provide ample evidence that returnees’
expectations have not been met. Returnees expect to be respected and have their participation
valued; but they are treated as decorative articles (“flower vases”) without substantial value.
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This runs counter to the initial goal of recruiting foreign-educated talent to improve educational
and research standards. Returnees’ knowledge and expertise are under-utilized or ignored.
Many have to work more hours than expected, leaving little time for research and pedagogical
innovation. They are seen as laborers rather than highly qualified scholars. Their salaries are
miserably low, incomparable with their investments in their foreign education and their
consequent high qualifications. Their teaching content and classroom delivery are closely
scrutinized by their universities. Returnees specializing in humanities, social sciences, or
liberal arts fear that they may be invited to “tea talks”. The sense of polarization becomes a
painful experience when they compare what is happening with what they experienced in
Western countries. Their re-entry acculturation is filled with complexity, dilemmas, and
frustration in an organizational culture where there are no support systems in place, except the
guan mentality featuring conformity, control, and micro-management. In such an inhibiting
work environment, it is difficult for returnees to apply their knowledge to their teaching and
research; access social networks and relationships (guanxi); and use their personal agency
resources to initiate, execute, and control their actions.

7. Conclusions
This study found that returned academics played a role in Chinese higher education
internationalization by introducing Western knowledge and educational philosophies along
with new courses and programs, teaching pedagogies, research methods and standards. Their
human capital was enhanced through international mobility and cultural learning. Their
transformed identities and intercultural personhood became highly valued assets that Chinese
universities were seeking. Chinese sociocultural, organizational, and contextual factors both
facilitated and inhibited their re-entry acculturation and reintegration. In the process of
knowledge transfer at Chinese universities, returnees experienced stress and challenges as
constraints to their performance in teaching and research, including lack of a supportive
organizational culture, lack of a knowledge-sharing climate, low salaries, heavy workloads,
and organizational guan culture. These environmental constraints were major sources of
stress significantly influencing returnees’ re-entry acculturation and integration and limiting
the fulfilment of their role expectations.
One of the objectives of recruiting returnees is to use their knowledge acquired from
the West to serve the internationalization goals and strategies of their home universities
through formal and informal activities of knowledge sharing, knowledge transfer, knowledge
application and formation of communities of practice (Wenger 1998). To achieve this, it is
important to remove knowledge-transfer barriers and create a knowledge-sharing environment
by organizing workshops, seminars, conferences, and other discipline -specific research and
academic activities where faculty members can share their knowledge; freely discuss
pedagogical, research, and social issues; and be highly committed to pedagogical innovation
and research agendas.
A world-class university cannot be constructed by faculty who struggle to survive with
miserably low salaries and bogged down by complex guanxi and heavy workloads. Oversupervision, strict control, conformity, and micro-management in every aspect of academic,
social, and research activities prevent academics – returnees and locals alike – from pursuing
pedagogical innovation and research-capacity development. A world-class university cannot
be built by a few top scholars imported from other countries. It is the collective endeavor and
commitment of the faculty along with organizational culture; senior leaders’ vision;
government support; and socio-cultural, political, and environmental factors that matter.
This study suggests that it is important for Chinese universities to address the re-entry
acculturative issues facing returnees. They are unlikely to address low salaries that are
determined by the labor market, but other supportive strategies can be taken to cushion the
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impact of re-adaptation and facilitate re-entry integration. University senior leaders and line
managers can carefully listen to their views, recommendations, cases, and stories of challenges
and hardships, help them solve their problems in life, teaching, and research, and encourage
them to utilize the knowledge and innovations. In addition, returned academics should be
allowed to form their own associations or clubs inside and outside the institution to exchange
their views, provide mutual support, and identify ways to help them make effective re adaptation. It is also helpful for universities to treat both local faculty and returnees without
biases, and encourage them to socialize, and collaborate in teaching and research.
Both universities and academic returnees should not hold unrealistic expectations
concerning university ranking. Global stratification in higher education has shaped global
hierarchy of national systems (Marginson 2016) and parameters have been consolidated. It is
unlikely for low ranking universities in Chinese provinces to chase the shadow of the “worldclass” status by importing some Western-trained academics, although they indeed can help
improve teaching and research. Research requires scholarship, experience, time, and financial
support. It is unrealistic to expect an academic who teaches 25-30 hours a week in class, earning
a salary of less than $US900 a month, to conduct a reasonably high-quality research project.
Academic returnees should be aware that cultural learning is a long-term process because
of the nature of dynamics and changes of culture. Like expatriate’s adaptation, re-entry
acculturation is “an ongoing, never-ending process” (Haslberge 2005: 169). When seeking a
cultural fit or organizational fit, the relatively stable states should be seen as temporary. Their
hybrid identities do not guarantee that they can deal with all emerging problems. They need to
develop adaptation skills through constant learning and behavioral changes to match the
unimagined and unexpected challenges in the new environment, constantly realign their
expectations and behavior with the shifting contexts, negotiate and reinterpret the social and
cultural realities.
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Intercultural communication in the Spanish language classroom
in Thailand: Differences in Power Distance, Individualism and
Expressiveness
Benedanakenn Jenvdhanaken1 & Nunghatai Rangponsumrit2
Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
Abstract: This study aims to explore cultural differences between Thais and Spaniards in the
classroom setting to identify problems caused by cultural differences and propose guidelines
for coping with those issues. We interviewed forty Thai university students majoring in
Spanish and ten Spanish teachers working in Thai universities about their expectations and
experiences with regards to teachers’ and students’ behaviors and interactions in the
classroom. The results highlighted the two cultures’ stark differences in power distance,
individualism and expressiveness and revealed insights that can help international teachers
cope with the learning disposition of students from hierarchical, collectivist, and reserved
cultures.
Keywords: intercultural communication, cross-cultural communication, cultural differences.

1. Introduction
According to Chastain (1988:298), language and culture are inseparably bound: language is
used to convey meaning, but meaning is determined by culture. Speaking the same language
does not mean people get the same message. Speakers of different languages with different
cultural backgrounds see their realities differently according to the language and culture that
shape their thoughts. Differences in language and culture influence interlocutors’ perceptions
and interpretations and lead to different ways of expression and communication.
Communicating in a foreign language requires intercultural competence. Linguistic
competence alone is not enough for individuals to understand and interpret the meaning of an
interlocutor’s message unless one understand the culture and ways of thinking. As Allwright
and Bailey (1991, cited in Leveridge 2008) remark, learning a new language involves the
learning of a new culture, so it is important for learners of a foreign language to have
intercultural competence, in order for communication to be successful.
Communication between a native-speaker teacher and local students in a foreign
language classroom is far from perfect, not only because of the much-less-than-perfect
mastery of the medium of communication by one end, but the different norms and
expectations, which can further lead to unpleasant misunderstanding. When one expects
certain expressions, behaviors or results but the reaction is the opposite, the experience can
leave a bad taste in one’s mouth. What is polite in one culture may be considered
inappropriate in another. Those in contact with another culture – in this case, the foreign
teacher and the local students – need to know the cultural differences to enjoy smooth and
pleasant interactions in the classroom and achieve effective communication, as that is an
essential factor for successful teaching and learning. The aim of this paper is to explore
cultural differences between Thais and Spaniards in the classroom setting to identify problems
caused by cultural differences and propose guidelines for coping with those issues.
1
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2. Literature review
Exploring and understanding intercultural communication in the foreign-language classroom
is essential for both the teacher and student. In a study conducted on intercultural
communication in the language classroom, Lai and Kato (2008) explored the communicative
behavior of teachers and students in a Japanese-language classroom in Singapore. They found
significant differences in students’ and teachers’ perceptions of good teacher/student
interaction: how teachers and students are to behave in terms of character, professionalism (of
the teacher), attitude toward studies (of the students), and general attitude. From the students’
perspective, the Japanese teachers should be less soft-spoken and should teach outside the
syllabus, while the Japanese teachers would prefer that the Singaporean students be more
active, outspoken, and willing to ask questions in class. They should argue with the teacher.
This difference between expectations and reality can hinder effective communication and
learning in the classroom.
In another study, Zhao (2007) investigated differences in classroom behaviors of
Chinese teachers and New Zealand students in a Chinese-language classroom and those of
New Zealand teachers and Chinese students in an English-language classroom. One of the
differences found is that Chinese students were not allowed to interrupt their teacher for
whatever reason. If they had questions, they were told to raise their hands first and ask the
question only with the teacher’s permission. Most Chinese students are used to listening to the
teacher and seldom ask questions in class. If they do want to ask questions, they would rather
wait until after class. Chinese teachers might feel offended if a student interrupted their
lectures with questions. The Chinese teachers in the study thought that Western students who
get involved in discussion and presentation of personal views are less respectful and less
disciplined, whereas the New Zealand teachers felt the Chinese students to be less active in
answering questions and participating in activities. From the Chinese students’ perspective,
the Western teachers gave the impression of not working so hard and being conservative with
their knowledge, because they asked the students to read books and discuss answers to
questions among themselves; whereas the New Zealand students felt that the Chinese teachers
paid a lot of attention to their own identities as teachers, including their attire, speaking
manner, behavior in class, and dignity as a teacher. If asked a question by their students to
which they did not have an answer, they would look embarrassed and appear to lose face.
Phumchijzarnan and Rangponsumrit (2018) studied expectations of Thai stud ents and
Spanish teachers in a Spanish-language classroom in Thailand with regards to roles and
desirable traits of teachers and students. The most striking difference in the interviewees'
expectations towards the teacher's quality was that most Thais students thought the teachers
should dress politely: i.e., no revealing or flashy clothes; while half of the Spanish teachers
did not appreciate the importance of proper attire. On the other hand, while respect toward the
teacher was the quality of a good student that most of the Thai students mentioned, very few
Spanish teachers considered this to be important.
All three studies reflect a common feature of Asian hierarchical cultures: teachers are
expected to be the authority and students are to respect them. Placed within a broader
framework of cross-cultural studies (Hofstede 1980, 1986; Hofstede, Hofstede & Minkov
2010; Gesteland 2002), this falls into the cultural dimension of power distance (or
formality/hierarchy in Gesteland's terminology). This concept is explained by Hofstede,
Hofstede and Minkov (2010:69-70) in a school setting in the following manner:
In the large-power-distance situation, ...teachers are treated with respect or even fear
(and older teachers even more so than younger ones). ...The educational process is
teacher centered; teachers outline the intellectual paths to be followed. In the classroom
there is supposed to be a strict order, with the teacher initiating all communication.
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Students in class speak up only when invited to; teachers are never publicly contradicted
or criticized and are treated with deference even outside school….
In the small-power-distance situation, teachers are supposed to treat the students as
basic equals and expect to be treated as equals by the students…. The educational
process is student centered.... Students make uninvited interventions in class; they are
supposed to ask question when they do not understand something. They argue with
teachers, express disagreement and criticisms in front of the teachers, and show no
particular respect to teachers outside school.
As reported by Hofstede and colleagues (2010:55-60), Spain is classified as medium to high
on the power-distance scale (57 out of 100), whereas Thailand is classified as high on this
dimension (64 out of 100). Although the countries' scores do not differ much, Phumchijzarnan
and Rangponsumrit (2018)'s work reveals that differences in this cultural dimension might
hamper smooth interaction in the classroom between teachers and students of these two
nationalities.
Another cultural aspect known to distinguish East from West is individualism vs.
collectivism. Hofstede and colleagues (2010:117-118) describe this difference as follows:
...A typical complaint from [teachers from a more individualist culture who moved to a
more collectivist environment] is that students do not speak up, not even when the
teacher puts a question to the class. For the student who conceives of him- or herself as
part of a group, it is illogical to speak up without being sanctioned by the group to do
so. If the teacher wants students to speak up, the teacher should address a particular
student personally….
In the collectivist classroom, the virtues of harmony and maintaining face reign
supreme. Confrontations and conflicts should be avoided or at least should be
formulated so as not to hurt anyone; students should not lose face if this can be
avoided….
In the individualist classroom, of course, students expect to be treated as individuals and
impartially, regardless of their background. Group formation among students is much
more ad hoc, operating according to the task or to particular friendships and skills.
Confrontations and open discussion of conflicts are often considered salutary, and face consciousness is weak or nonexistent.
Another cultural dimension which strikingly differentiates East Asians from southern
Europeans is expressiveness (as explained in Gesteland 2002) or affectivity (as explained in
Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner 1998). This concept focuses on non- and para-verbal
communication such as facial expression, vocal volume and tone, conversational overlap,
interpersonal proximity, eye contact, touch behavior, and hand gesture. A culture in which
these features are heightened in communication is considered expressive.
According to Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998) and Gesteland (2002), Spain is
a very expressive culture. Spaniards tend to speak loudly and frequently engage in
conversational overlap, interrupting each other in mid-sentence. They indulge in frequent
physical contact with people they know well and expect strong eye contact. Thailand, on the
other hand, falls into the reserved type. Thais tend to speak softly and use almost no gesture.
There may be long pauses between comments, on rare occasions extending over several
minutes. Eye contact is very indirect (Foster 2000:116-118, Gesteland 2002:145).
Since the existing literature (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner 1998; Gesteland 2002;
Lewis 2006; Hofstede, Hofstede & Minkov 2010; Phumchijzarnan & Rangponsumrit 2018)
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suggests that Thailand and Spain are significantly different in power distance, individualism
and expressiveness, we will focus our analysis on these three dimensions.
Although this study refers to Thailand and Spain as national cultures, we by no means
assert that each culture is homogenous or static. As many studies have pointed out (see, e.g.,
McSweeney 2009 & Yi 2018), there are variations within countries, either by geographic
area, gender, ethnicity or level of education. Besides, cultural values change over time.
Therefore, we refer to national cultures as loose categories. The relation between their
members is more like that of family resemblance, where a common trait need not be shared by
all members of the family. A national culture is a prototype each of whose features are shared
not by all but by the majority of members.
3. Method
We conducted semi-structured in-depth interviews with Thai students (n=40) and Spanish
native-speaker teachers from Spain (n=10) from the Spanish-language major at two
universities in Thailand: Chulalongkorn University and Khon Kaen University. We
interviewed all Spanish native-speaker teachers from Spain who taught in either university
and selected the Spanish-major students by systematic random sampling. The interviews
consisted of open-ended questions related to expectations and reality with regards to teachers'
and students' behaviors and interactions in the classroom, along with impressions of the
Spanish teachers compared to Thai counterparts (for the students) and Thai students compared
to Spanish students (for the teachers). Participants were allowed to tell anecdotes, resulting in
very detailed information.
4. Results and discussion
4.1 Interaction between teachers and students
4.1.1 Thai students
All of the interviewed students felt that Spanish native-speaker teachers were more friendly,
less formal and less distant than Thai teachers. First, the use of respect-based personal
pronouns and politeness final particles in Thai marking social distance between teacher and
student were absent.
Second, many Thai students said they were afraid to argue or otherwise express
disagreement with Thai teachers. One said that, in Thai culture, one has to respect a senior
such that the senior is always right. The Thai teachers tended to keep distance and maintain
serious and formal expression with students both in and outside classroom. The Spanish
teachers were friendlier and more approachable; they treated students as their equals, yet the
students still respected them. The students said that, when they felt relaxed and observed less
distance with their Spanish teachers, they were more likely to voice their opinions.
Third, the general impression the students had of Thai teachers was they were uptight
and strict, even with things not relevant to their studies, such as their uniform, appearance,
and how they spoke. This made the students tense.
4.1.2 Spanish teachers
All of the interviewed Spanish teachers agreed that the Thai students treated their teachers
with great respect. This, however, could sometimes become an obstacle in teaching and
learning, as the students did not want to interrupt the teacher to ask questions or express
views. In contrast, Spanish students would question the teacher: what the teacher said or even
the way the teacher conducted the class. They always asked questions. Some Spanish teachers
said that finding fault in others is a part of Spanish character. Irrespective of background or
occupation, Spaniards tend to question and criticize.
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4.1.3 Discussion
From the interview results, one can conclude that Thailand is a culture with considerably
larger power distance than Spain, even though their scores are only seven points apart in
Hofstede and colleagues’ (2010) study (Spain scored 57 and Thailand 64 on the powerdistance dimension). One can see significant power distance in the use of formal personal
pronouns, respect for elders in Thai culture, the strict way of teaching and the highly strict and
authoritative image of Thai teachers. All of the Thai students interviewed felt more distant to
and more tense with their Thai teachers than with their Spanish teachers.
The use of formal personal pronouns and politeness final particles marks social distance
between teacher and student. According to Prasithrathsint (1999:75), the use of address terms
and personal pronouns is determined by interlocutors’ social status. The Thai language has a
wide array of first-person singular pronouns whereas in Spanish there is only one: yo. The
speaker who speaks Thai has to pick a first-person singular pronoun appropriate to the social
relationship or status one has with one’s interlocutor: e.g., chan (“male”/“female”, informal),
phom (“male”, formal), dichan (“female”, formal), nuu ([mostly] “female”, used when talking
to an older interlocutor), and khruu (“teacher”).
The second-person pronoun is also a great example in this respect. Thai speakers may
address an interlocutor as khun (formal), nuu (addressing a younger interlocutor), or aachaan
(“professor”). Prasithrathsint (1999:75) writes that Thai speakers change their language
according to social context, and speaker attitude also affects language use: when the speaker
feels serious, she will use formal language. In university-level classrooms in Thailand, Thai
local teachers often call themselves khruu (“teacher”) and address the students as nisit or
naksuksaa (“student”), whereas Thai students call themselves nuu ([mostly] “female”, used
when talking to an older interlocutor) or phom (“male”, formal) and address their teachers as
aachaan (“professor”).
The Thai language has the politeness final particles khrap (“male”) and kha (“female”).
Although the use of these hierarchy-based pronouns and politeness particles is more
automatic than deliberate, it inevitably frames the relationship of student and teacher as
hierarchical, according to the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis (Sapir 1921, Whorf 1956), which states
that the structure of the language one speaks determines one’s thoughts and behavior.
The Spanish teachers and Thai students both called themselves yo (“I”) and addressed
one another as tú (“you”, informal). In Spanish, the first-person singular pronoun used to refer
to oneself (yo) is neutral: neither formal nor informal; whereas Thai has a wide range of
pronouns to be used according to social distance and the relationship between individuals.
Spanish has formal and informal forms of the word “you” (usted and tú, respectively). The
second-person singular pronoun usted is more formal and is generally used to express respect
for those socially higher in status or those with whom one has no close connection or meets
for the first time. Tú is informal and more familiar. It is used among friends, family and young
interlocutors. In non-familiar settings, one would use usted, the formal “you”, until the other
person explicitly gives permission to use tú. One may conclude that the choice of yo and tú
between Spanish teachers and Thai students made the students feel more intimate and relaxed
with their Spanish teachers compared to their Thai teachers.
Our interview results are in line with the findings reported by Hofstede and colleagues
(2010) who classify Thailand as high on the power-distance dimension, implying that Thai
culture accepts an unequal distribution of power, with respect for elders and those of higher
status: the latter is considered a basic virtue. Spain is classified as medium to high on this
dimension, implying that Spanish culture also accepts that power is distributed unequally but
not as much as in Thai culture.
The Thai students were afraid to ask questions when they didn't understand something,
because it might mean interrupting the teacher. They were afraid to disagree because doing so
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might cause the teacher to lose face. Because these behaviors could be considered
disrespectful, the Thai students rarely interrupted the teacher with a question, they didn't
express an opposing point of view, and they didn't object when the teachers made mistakes.
This attitude was viewed by the Spanish teachers as an obstacle to teaching and learning.
Chamberlain (2005, cited in Salend 2008:285) remarks that cultures and individuals
have different ways to show respect for elders and authority figures, such as teachers. In
many cultures, teachers and other school personnel are viewed as prestigious and valued
individuals worthy of respect. Respect may be demonstrated in many different ways, such as
not making eye contact, not speaking unless spoken to first, not asking questions, and using
formal titles (Salend 2008: 285).
4.2 Expressing ideas and opinions
4.2.1 Thai students
When asked about their behavior and participation in class, 39 of the 40 students answered
that they usually avoided giving a different opinion because being in the minority could be
viewed negatively. One Thai student who had been an exchange student in Spain commented
that, before she went on a cultural exchange program, she had never given opinions or asked
questions in the classroom. However, after she came back from the six-month-long exchange
program, she was more courageous, more prepared to voice an opinion, ask questions or
disagree with the teacher, because in the Spanish classroom students were encouraged and
trained to do so. When she was back to Thailand, she still kept the habit of expressing
opinions and asking questions.
The majority of Thai students indicated they would express their opinions with Spanish
teachers but not with Thai teachers, because generally Thai teachers were not, they said, openminded or accepting of different opinions. Thai teachers usually had an answer in mind and
wanted students’ answers to be the ones they expected. The Thai students commented that,
when a student's answer was different from what the teacher expected, the teacher would not
accept it and would give the student a stern look, showing that the teacher did not accept the
student’s idea.
In Thai culture, those who think differently get rejected. If a student says too much in
class, it could be viewed as showing that she knows better than the teacher. Thai teachers take
it as an offense if students point out their mistakes. When students notice anything wrong in
what the teacher has said, they do not offer their opinions or point out the mistake. They let
the teachers find out later by themselves. Most Thai students don’t want to have problems
with their teachers. They don’t want to interrupt a lesson; when they see that other classmates
have understood the material well, they don’t want to waste others’ time.
In some cases, in the Spanish-language classroom, the reticence was due to limited
language proficiency. It took time for students to formulate ideas in Spanish, finding
appropriate vocabulary and putting together sentences. Sometimes they didn't know how to
form the interrogative sentence so they decided to keep quiet.
Some students who were not afraid of giving opinions stated that expressing one's
opinion depended on many factors, including teacher, classmates, classroom environment,
and topic. Although they had the courage to offer opinions to their Spanish teachers, they still
had to sound neutral and gentle when doing so. They said that the language used in expressing
opinions had to sound like it was just a personal opinion. It shouldn’t sound like imposing
one’s idea or criticizing anyone – the better to avoid conflict with their classmates. They
would start by saying “personally, I think...”. They seldom expressed opinions or ideas
because they were afraid their classmates would think ill of them or mock them. They chose
to be silent and observe discussions quietly. Some said they would never express their
opinions with Thai teachers because they were afraid that would lead to conflict and might
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affect their grades. Other Thai interviewees said they would never voice their opinions with
either their Spanish or Thai teachers if they were contrary to the class’s prevailing opinion.
4.2.2 Spanish teachers
All of the Spanish teachers agreed that the Thai students adhered to the Thai concept of kreng
jai (“being considerate of others' feeling or condition”) and were reticent to express their
emotions, feelings, and opinions. This was a major problem for Thai students. One Spanish
teacher commented that, in classroom activities when he asked students a question or asked
for opinions, the students often remained silent. If there was no leader who began to answer,
no one would have the courage to speak. When one student started to answer, the rest would
copy and give the same answer. No one would offer a different answer. This, said the Spanish
teachers, was what Thai students should work on. Most of the Spanish teachers felt Thai
students should be themselves more often and have their own ideas and their own ways of
leading their lives. They thought that the Thai education system could be improved, as this
learning style didn't help students have their own ideas or be self-reliant. It was very difficult
to ask Thai students to give opinions or participate in class discussion. The Spanish teachers
had to adapt their teaching techniques. It took them much time to get students to speak up or
give opinions in the classroom. Spanish students, on the contrary, would ask questions or
express opinions right away and wouldn't stop until the teacher asked them to do so.
One Spanish teacher said that, when asking questions to Thai students individually, if
the student didn't understand or catch the question, she would turn to her peer for help;
whereas Spanish students would ask the teacher to repeat the question again or, if they still
couldn't answer, they would say “I don't know but I will try”. When Thai students couldn't
answer a question or didn't do their homework, they would ask their peer sitting next to them
for help and copy the answer. From the Spanish teacher’s perspective, this behavior was not
good. The teacher felt that the student was irresponsible and lazy. “If I want to know the
answer from the classmate next to you, I will ask that person, not you.” “Copying homework
right in front of the teacher is the behavior that Spanish students would never do. If they want
to copy, they would do it before class, never right in front of the teacher.”
4.2.3 Discussion
The differences between Spaniards and Thais in how they express their ideas and opinions in
the classroom can be analyzed on the cultural dimension of individualism vs. collectivism.
The Thai participants' behavior fits Hofstede and colleagues’ (2010: 117) description of a
collectivist classroom: “students do not speak up, not even when the teacher puts a question to
the class”. “The virtues of harmony and maintaining face reign supreme. Confrontations and
conflicts should be avoided or at least should be formulated so as not to hurt anyone; students
should not lose face if this can be avoided.” (2010: 118) Such behavior is, in the Spanish
teachers’ collective opinion, a significant obstacle to learning.
In a collectivist society, apart from harmony, the concept of “face” is key. It is
important to save face: both one’s own and others'. Thais tend to avoid conflict. They avoid
words and actions that might embarrass or shame someone, even unintentionally. This is
evidenced by the Thai students' statement that they would evaluate the situation before
expressing an opinion and choose neutral words that would not offend anyone. They indicated
they would ask classmates who had similar opinion to support them if and when they
expressed theirs. As Klausner (1993:253) puts it, “one of the most pervasive of Thai cultural
imperatives is the avoidance of social confrontation”. The Thai students waited for their
classmates to ask questions; they listened for their classmates’ opinions. They tended to
evaluate situation and listener. They chose to give opinions to listeners who were open and
supportive. If the Thai students saw that the teacher already had an answer in mind, they
chose not to express their own views. They thought that expressing an opinion that differed
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from the majority opinion was not good. As one of the students said, “students should
participate in class activities without drawing attention to themselves” and “should give
opportunity to other classmates to answer questions”. This highlights the collectivist character
of Thai society. Thai students didn't like to stand out from their peers. They chose to maintain
social harmony and emphasized group goals over individual desires and needs. Most of the
time, this was why Thai students didn't ask questions or give opinions in the classroom.
The interview results are in line with Hofstede and colleagues’ (2010) conclusion
categorizing Thailand as a highly collectivist country, with a score of 20 out of 100 on the
individualism index. In a collectivist society, people value group membership and cohesion
over individualism. Thais are not confrontational and are very sensitive to showing shame in
front of the group. They emphasize the needs and goals of the group over their own. Spain,
with a score of 51 out of 100 on the individualism index, is a relatively more individualist
country. This may be the reason why Spanish students feel free to interrupt their teachers in
class with questions, points of clarification or even corrections.
It was evident from the interviews that those more individualist Spanish teachers who
fail to understand the collectivist nature of their Thai students could interpret some of the
students' behavior negatively, yielding dissatisfaction. One Spanish teacher was annoyed
when a student who could not answer his question turned to a peer for help. He labeled this
behavior – the student did not do the homework as assigned – “copying”, “lazy”,
“irresponsible”. In a collectivist-oriented classroom, this is viewed as collaboration, not
cheating: students belong to the same group, helping one another carry out group tasks and
achieve the group's goals.
That Thais students do not usually interrupt class with questions or comments can be
explained with another cultural dimension: expressiveness. Gesteland (2002:71, 143, 260)
writes that, in expressive societies, people regard interruptions as a normal part of
conversation, even as it is considered rude by people from reserved societies. For expressive
Spaniards, it is normal to interrupt each other in conversation. Thais, however, have a
reserved communication style. Thai students might be afraid to interrupt a teacher with a
question.
One significant obstacle that the Spanish teachers reported, teaching in the Thai
classroom, was the silence and general inexpressiveness of the Thai students. The Spanish
teachers were unable to tell if the students understood what they explained.
Lewis (2006:472) reports that Thais are docile, obedient listeners. They rarely interrupt
a speaker and give no feedback unless requested. Thais are not confrontational; their “yes”
might not mean acceptance or agreement (Hofstede Insights n.d.).
One can analyze the cultural differences using yet another cultural dimension: power
distance. As discussed in 4.1, Thai culture has higher formality and greater power distance
than Spain. Thai students do not ask questions when they do not understand or point out when
teachers make mistakes due to the highly hierarchical Thai culture. To cope, teachers need to
find techniques and tailor activities to the Thai learning style. Teachers still have room to
make the classroom environment more relaxed and less formal. Our interviews showed that
students were courageous expressing opinions when they were more relaxed and when they
found the teacher to be open-minded, supportive, and welcoming to different opinions.
There was another, non-cultural factor that discouraged Thai students from asking
questions or giving opinions as much as the Spanish teachers would expect: language
proficiency. Some students reported that they needed time to think before they could
formulate questions or worried that they couldn't state their questions in correct Spanish.
Sometimes they didn't know the vocabulary required for the situation or how to formulate the
interrogative sentence. The Spanish teachers should adopt appropriate tactics to encourage
their Thai students to express themselves more in class: e.g., by making questions into a
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game. The teacher should teach how to formulate questions, then have the students play a
game in which they must ask questions. This way, the students learn how to form
interrogative sentences and get practice asking questions. This can help them be more
confident asking questions in the classroom. To increase student participation and expression
of opinions, one could also take Hofstede and colleagues’ (2010: 117) recommendation to
create small subgroups, with each group appointing a spokesperson. In this way, individual
answers become group answers, and those who speak up do so in the name of the group. In
other words, the teacher should deal with the student as part of a group, not as an isolated
individual.
As noted by Bui and Turnbull (2003), humility is important in cultures that value group
solidarity. Students from cultures that view achievement as contributing to the success of the
group may perform better on tasks perceived as benefiting the group. They may avoid
situations that bring attention to themselves, such as reading out loud , answering questions,
gaining the teacher’s praise, revealing problems, or demonstrating expertise (cited in Salend
2008: 286).
Some of the Spanish teachers offered insights into how they coped with Thai students’
dispositions. They found that they needed to be friendlier, smile more, got closer to each
student, and attend to students’ questions. They found that most students were afraid to ask
questions in front of their classmates but were more likely to ask questions when the teacher
was standing near them. The teacher had to develop a positive classroom climate, promoting
positive peer relationships, making students get to know each other better, support and be
kind to one another. Arranging chairs in a circle so that all students can sit facing each other
can help for easy communication. When they felt relaxed with their teacher and peers,
students were more comfortable asking questions in front of their classmates. The teachers
found it important to teach students to form a question: the vocabulary and grammatical
structure necessary. When students learned to ask questions properly, they began to ask when
they didn't understand. In this way, the habit of not asking questions can change.
4.3 Emotions and non-verbal communication
4.3.1 Thai students
Almost all of the Thai students described that their Spanish teachers as expressing their
feelings more than their Thai counterparts. The Spanish teachers didn't hide their emotions;
the teachers expressed their feelings explicitly, through facial expressions and gesture. When
the teachers were glad, they would smile, raise their hands, and speak with a loud voice. They
expressed their anger or displeasure instantly and openly. They would frown or speak with a
raised voice; some even threw papers or pounded the table. The Spanish teachers had the
common behavior of speaking directly and frankly when they were not happy.
The Thai students reported that their Spanish teachers expressed their displeasure
through careful choice of words: they would talk as though they were joking but, in fact, they
were criticizing. Some of the Thai students were fine with this. Others did not like this way of
expressing annoyance or displeasure. The students said that while both their Spanish and Thai
teachers expressed anger, the Spanish teachers did so through words and facial expression,
whereas the Thai teachers used only words. Some students found their Thai teachers’
emotions easier to read; they couldn't tell if their Spanish teachers were happy or not when the
teachers were quiet.
All 40 students affirmed that they preferred the Spanish teachers’ tendency toward
instant expression, the better for them to know how they should behave and improve
themselves. However, they didn't like the facial expressions or raised voice. They preferred
words without emotions.
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All of the Thai students liked the Spanish teachers’ enthusiasm. They said that the
teachers showed their enthusiasm through vocal expression and gesture. The Spanish teachers
got closer to the students than their Thai colleagues and moved constantly around the
classroom. They did not remain seated. When they were excited about teaching, their positive
energy made students feel more motivated and willing to participate. The students’ energy,
participation and eagerness to learn depended on the energy of the teacher. When the teacher
was tired and spoke slowly, the students felt that their energy and motivation decreased. All of
the students said that when their teachers were friendly and made caring gestures, they felt
encouraged to ask questions and express opinions. They said that they liked it when the desks
were arranged in a circle so they could sit facing their classmates and not need to feel shy
giving opinions.
What the majority of the students didn't like was when the teachers spoke with a loud
voice, spoke too fast, stared into a student’s face while speaking, pressured students to
answer, frowned incredulously, or made a surprised face when students gave wrong
responses. The students said that these facial expressions made them feel bad, so that they
didn’t want to answer questions ever again.
4.3.2 Spanish teachers
The Thai students’ silence and their habits of never asking questions, hiding or controlling
negative feelings, and smiling in every situation posed real challenges to their Spanish
teachers. All of the teachers commented how Thai students always had the same facial
expression. It was hard for the teacher to tell what was on a student’s mind: if she was
curious, happy, or unhappy, if she understood or didn’t understand the lesson. The teachers
affirmed that it took time for them to get to know their students before they could tell what the
students were thinking. When the Thai students felt more intimate with the teacher, they were
more willing to express their opinions, but still not as much as Spanish students would.
Thai students control their emotions and feelings a lot. They try to avoid showing
negative feelings or emotions. They express emotions more freely when they are happy and
having fun. It can be difficult to know Thai students’ feelings because the only emotions they
express are when they are having fun and laughing a lot.
It seemed to the Spanish teachers that their Thai students tried to make themselves look
happy all the time. The teachers said that the students often teased classmates who were
sharing a story with the class by making sounds or saying things: something that Spanish
students wouldn’t do.
The teachers pointed out that, while their Thai students would smile in every situation,
smiling didn’t necessarily mean agreement, understanding or satisfaction. Students replied sí
(“yes”) or otherwise agreed to every question, even when they didn’t understand the question.
They would say sí even when the question wasn’t yes or no. Understanding their Thai
students required time and effort. The teachers had to guess whether the students understood
what they explained. It took time for the teachers to learn to read students’ gestures implying
a lack of understanding.
The classroom atmosphere in Thailand tends to be more silent than in Spain because of
the reduced participation. Thai students rarely ask questions. They try not to draw attention to
themselves.
The teachers had to learn from the students’ limited expressions how the students felt
and if they needed more explanation. One Spanish teacher said that expecting Thai students to
say “I don't understand” or “there is a problem” is impossible. When the students were asked
if they understood, no one would raise a hand to say she didn’t understand. There was always
a question at the back of the teacher’s mind whether students really understood what was
being taught. Everything looked perfect and, in the exam, every student could answer
correctly. It was possible that they memorized the answers for the exam but didn’t truly
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understand the lessons. One teacher said that, even now, she doesn’t know if students do well
on the exam because they understood the lessons or because they memorized the answers.
All of the Spanish teachers stated that Spanish students are open and direct: no matter
how they feel, they express their feelings through facial expression, voice and gesture. They
speak loudly in high-pitch voices making it clear that they are dissatisfied or disagree.
4.3.3 Discussion
Thailand is described as one of the world’s most reserved cultures. Thais generally speak in
soft, hushed tones. They use almost no gestures and are emotionally restrained (Foster
2000:114, 116-118; Gesteland 2002: 145; Lewis 2006: 473). Spain, on the contrary, is among
the world's most expressive cultures (Gesteland 2002: 69). As the two cultures are at opposite
poles, one could expect a considerable amount of displeasure caused by differing
expectations. On one hand, many of the Thai students said they didn’t like it when Spanish
teachers spoke loudly or used too many hand gestures while speaking. Although the students
liked the instant feedback of the Spanish teachers – so that they could adapt themselves
accordingly – some teacher expressions made them uncomfortable. Those include criticizing
with a joke or sarcasm, making an incredulous face, and frowning at a wrong answer. The
teachers explained that facial expressions like frowning were to show students that they gave
a wrong answer so that they could try again, but the Thai students said they didn't like that.
The Spanish teachers viewed criticizing in a joking manner as a way of indirectly expressing
anger or annoyance. They tended to express emotions through voice, face and gesture, which
sometimes led to displeasure or anxiety, as Thais think all negative emotions should be kept
inside. The Thai students hardly ever showed negative states of mind – even doubts or
uncertainty – and would smile in almost every situation. The Spanish teachers, who were used
to getting feedbacks and questions, found these behaviors an obstacle to teaching.
It is interesting that, while some students commented they couldn’t figure out the
meaning of their Spanish teachers’ nonverbal expressions, the same was said of them by the ir
teachers. Such cultural difference are a barrier to smooth communication. As Sriussadaporn
(2006:339) points out, expatriates should learn to read accurately the true meaning of such
nonverbal actions as smiling, nodding the head, and being silent. The teachers had to take
time to learn their students’ nonverbal language, to understand what the students were
thinking. They had to adopt a different teaching approach suitable to the Thai learning style:
e.g., building good relationships between teachers and students and among students, or
arranging chairs in a circle so students can sit facing each other for ease of communication
and reduced classroom tension.
The teachers should avoid using a raised voice or expressing negative emotions likely to
create an uncomfortable situation. They should use words to express their feelings because
their students like when they are direct, letting them know how to improve their language
skills. Students should learn to understand and respect differences in way s of expressing
emotions.
5. Conclusion
Even in the age of low-budget travel, Internet and social media, classroom instruction still
plays a major role in foreign-language learning and teaching. Understanding the differences in
the ways teachers and students think, feel, and act is a condition for successful learning and
teaching. This study shows striking differences between Spaniards and Thais in the classroom
setting, especially in terms of power distance, individualism and expressiveness. Although we
analyzed answers from just a small sample, we nevertheless achieved strikingly similar
answers from two geographically distant areas: Chulalongkorn University in central Thailand
and Khon Kaen University in the northeast. The answers we found are in line with Thai traits
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pointed out by numerous previous studies (Hofstede Insight n.d., Gesteland 2002,
Sriussadaporn 2006), implying that the patterns can be applied at the national level.
It is common in Thailand, being a hierarchical society, to see students treat teachers
with a lot of respect inside and outside the classroom. Students rarely ask questions or offer
opinions, partly because of the respect they have towards teachers and partly because they
don't want to stand out from the group. Expressing opinions is even less likely in a collectivist
culture when they differ from those of the group. Spanish teachers enter the classroom
expecting students to speak out and have their own opinions and ideas. Some Thai students
find it uncomfortable to see their Spanish teachers using lots of facial expression, a loud
voice, copious gesture and intense eye contact while teaching – even more so when the the
teachers express anger or displeasure.
Differing value patterns in the cultures from which the teacher and the student come are
one source of problems. When the students’ learning behavior and the teachers’ expectations
diverge, this affects the relationship between teachers and their students. The findings of this
study can help both sides understand what the other side thinks and why they behave as they
do. By acknowledging differences in behaviors and expectations, smoother communication
and more pleasant classroom interaction can be achieved: essential factors for successful
teaching and learning.
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Тhe History of the Acculturation Concept
Ludmila Sokolskaya1 & Arturas Valentonis2
State University of Humanities and Technology
Abstract: The historical concept of acculturation proposed by American researchers in the
early 19th Century is important nowadays. The object of contemporary scientific knowledge
is intercultural interaction not so much between individual ethnic groups or nationalities but
between prominent cultural systems or civilizations. The idea of analyzing the concept of
acculturation in the historical aspect seems quite timely: migration processes that have swept
the world, and Europe in particular, are closely connected with the multidimensional process
of acculturation of migrants. The various approaches to understanding what acculturation is
and what makes it different from enculturation make it necessary to dig to the roots of the
concept and study its further development. That testifies to the relevance of th e paper. In this
article, based on the methods of analysis and synthesis, diachronic and synchronic
comparison, we have made a historical investigation into the insight history of the
acculturation concept’s development and traced the transformation of acculturation in foreign
and domestic science. Studying the history and development of the acculturation concept, the
authors draw the conclusion that its content changes with the development of scientific ideas
and social processes, gaining a new meaning and acquiring new features and characteristics.
Keywords: culture, acculturation, intercultural communication, interaction of cultures,
dialogue of cultures, integration, globalization, civilization.

1. Introduction
One of the most significant challenges science faces is the problem of defining concepts and
categories. Society development brings about changes in the concept. It acquires a new
meaning and new features and characteristics. Nowadays, research of concepts’ history is
becoming more and more promising in various fields of humanitarian science in Russian
historiography and around the world.
The aim of our research is to make an attempt to trace the connection between the
history of concepts and the history of acculturation and to analyze the modern definition of
“acculturation”, which seems rather contradictory. Methods of analysis and synthesis,
diachronic and synchronic comparison, are used to trace the history of the acculturation
concept’s development and the transformation of acculturation in foreign and domestic
science.
The article has practical significance. It can be used by teachers developing courses on
the history of intercultural communications.
The term “concept” is considered to have been introduced by the French 12th Century
philosopher Pierre Abélard (Dialectica), one of the founders of medieval conceptualism, and
further developed by the 13th Century scholars Thomas Aquinas and Johannes Duns Scotus,
among others. The idea of concept was revived by Immanuel Kant, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
Hegel, Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling, and other philosophers and then linguists. The
term can be found in the lectures on the history of Hegel's philosophy . Hegel (2001:69-109)
believed that the history of concepts is a reflection of history itself and the way the history of
art, law and religion transforms into the history of philosophy.
1
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The history of concepts (from the German word Begriffsgeschichle) appeared in
German historiography only at the end of the last century and quickly became
interdisciplinary. A huge contribution to the formation and development of this science was
made by historians Reinhart Koselleck (2006) and Carsten Dutt (2011) and political scientists
Mark Bevir (2002) Terence Ball (1988). In the case of German history of science, the direct
subject of concepts’ history is the development of terminology for sociopolitical theories.
That said, the field claims to extend much further, because it is based on the assumption that
the study of basic historical concepts is the shortest way to comprehend history. The term
“basic historical concepts” (geschichtliche Grundhegriffe) comes from the German
Begriffsgeschichle (“history of concepts”). The approach is imposed by the meaning of the
word Begriff, which contains the idea of intuitively grasping the meaning of a phenomenon,
directly expressed by concepts. As Russian scholar N.E. Koposov (1998: 31-32) rightly
noticed, the evolution of concepts’ content in history is undoubtedly connected with the
structures of language itself, the experience of their use, and even the focus on “the horizon of
expectations” of the community. “Now history is not just conceptualized in terms of a new
type – it is becoming different and new in itself. It does not create the language but it is
created by the language of basic historical concepts rushing into the future and shaping the
future…” (Koposov 1998: 31-32).
The main historical concepts include the concept of acculturation, which in its meaning
is universal and neutral at the same time. It differs from “simple words” (Reinhart Kozelek's
term – L.S.) as it is fundamentally indefinable, internally conflicted, open to mutually
exclusive interpretations, filled with ideologies, and eludes any attempt to fix its indisputable,
universally recognized content (Koselleck 1979: 85-88).
Scientific interest in the study of acculturation as a form of intercultural
interaction/communication is understandable: intercultural communication is becoming not
only a social reality that can no longer be ignored but a phenomenon that has a direct impact
on the development of many social institutions. The establishment of the true nature and role
of acculturation in the surrounding world is of scientific interest to scientists worldwide.
To have an idea of acculturation as a form of intercultural communication (Hall 1959),
it is necessary to turn to the history of this concept’s formation and development, to find out
how and why its content has changed and what place it occupies in scientific and even
political discourse.
2. The history of the acculturation concept in American ethnology and anthropology in
the late 19th - early 20th centuries
The term “acculturation” is an English neologism (acculturation: cultivation, education,
development) proposed for the first time in 1880 by American ethnologist John Powell, who
treated it as cultural similarity arising from cultural contacts of different ethnic groups.
American anthropologist Franz Boas (1920: 311-322) and Austrian scientist Richard
Turnwald (1932) were the first who tried to give theoretical proof to this phenomenon. At
first, Boas (1895) investigated acculturation and scattering as historical methods; he
acknowledged that the influence of acculturation of the Spanish on the indigenous culture of
the Zunyi tribe caused concomitant changes. Ethnologist E. Parsons (1933) devoted his work
to acculturation: in particular, what Native American culture borrowed from Spanish culture.
She treated acculturation as cases of syncretization and obvious borrowings from the
Spaniards.
In general, the historical school of Boas focused on the reconstruction of native cultures.
It failed to explain the problems occurring on the Native American reservations in the ‘30s.
The economic crisis that broke out in the United States in the early ‘30s brought about the
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need for reviewing all traditional values, beliefs and images in the cultures of Native
American.
Richard Turnwald proposed to interpret the concept of acculturation as a process of
adaptation to new conditions of life with various stages of development, where “the shape of
society is determined by its people rather than by their racial (hereditary) peculiaritie s, by
human interaction rather than their wealth” (Klein 2005). The scientist focuses on the
psychological aspects of acculturation.
An ethno-psychological approach to the concept of acculturation was developed by
Ralph Beals (1932) while studying the intercultural communications of developing countries.
He defines acculturation as the whole complex of processes that occur while borrowing or
rejecting new cultural elements in the reorganization of the old culture. Sometimes he does
not distinguish between acculturation and diffusion; he believes that both concepts represent
cultural changes that occur as a result of culture transfer from one group to another.
Ethnographic expeditions of the 19th – 20th centuries contributed to increasing interest
in the analysis of acculturation. Contact with the life and culture of other peoples enabled
American ethnologists to identify stable deep and surface characteristics of intercultural
communication. The period witnessed numerous scientific studies on acculturation that
explained the causes of many problems created by the interaction between ethnic groups
during the colonial era. The results were of practical value for colonial and national policy.
The data accumulated during expeditions enabled American scientists Robert
Redfield, Ralph Linton and Melville Herskovits (1936) to formulate a unified definition of
“acculturation” that formed the basis for most subsequent definitions. They also developed a
model for its study. They treat acculturation as “the combination of phenomena arising from
the fact that groups of individuals belonging to different cultures keep a permanent direct
contact, thereby changing the original cultural models of one or both groups” (Redfild, Linton
& Herskovits, 1936: 150).
According to ethnologists, the initial cultural model of the recipient group changes as a
result of the donor group influence. The recipient responds differently to social and cultural
contact. It can fully adsorb the culture of the donor by abandoning its original cultural model
(acceptance). It can partly change its culture, maintaining traditions and customs (adaptation)
or completely reject the cultural model of the donor, keeping its original model unchanged
(negative reaction).
As a result of intercultural interaction, fundamentally new cultural models may
emerge. For example, in the study of syncretism among African American religious cults,
Herskovits (1937) notes the emergence of new syncretic religious cults. Such an interpretation
of acculturation does not provide an exact definition and requires further scientific
development. Herskovits (1938) went on to outline his main theoretical positions on the
problem of acculturation.
Linton (1940) researched two types of acculturation: free mutual borrowings of
cultural elements by contacting cultures, occurring in conditions free of military and political
domination of one group over another; and direct cultural change, in which the dominant
military or political group holds the policy of violent cultural assimilation of the subordinate
group. Linton referred to these types of acculturation as voluntary and violent.
In 1948, this idea was followed up on by Alfred Louis Kroeber, an American
anthropologist who assumed that acculturation is a gradual, mutual process resulting in the
cultural absorption of one nation by another, especially if the cultural impact is accompanied
by economic or political pressure. For Kroeber, the mechanism of acculturation is diffusion:
i.e., a spontaneous, mutual penetration of cultures of two ethnic groups. It is diffusion that
provides the explanation of what has happened with the original elements; acculturation
explains what process the culture as a whole has undergone (Kroeber 1948: 425).
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However, the diffusion model of culture was soon rejected. Anthropologist Octave
Mannoni (1950: 22-23) wrote: “it would be obviously easy to think of two cultures as of two
vessels filled in an unequal levels, and to believe that if they are interacted, their contents will
come to the same level. We are surprised to discover that some elements of our civilization
were more or less easily accepted by the native population of the colonies, while the others
are strongly rejected. To sum up, the population of the colonies obtained only certain details
of our civilization, but rejected it as a whole."
Until the 1950s, the study of acculturation was mostly carried out by American
anthropologists in connection with the investigation of changes among the North American
aboriginals and African Americans cultures. The result of this research was a second
“Memorandum on the study of acculturation”, in which the definition of acculturation was
updated and corrected. Acculturation referred to changes occurring during the contact of two
or more autonomous cultural systems. Multilateral, bilateral and unilateral models of
acculturation were developed. The claim was that direct contact is not necessary: the impact
can be realized indirectly; the contact may not be continuous and not necessarily in-group.
In the 1930s, within the framework of the study of personality problems at the turn of
cultures, Robert Park, Ruth Benedict, Margaret Mead, and Everett Verner Stonekvist began to
study the acculturation of an individual, by which they understood the change in cultural
patterns of a person caused by contact with another culture. In the preface to Stonekvist
(1937: 4), Park wrote: “A personality at the turn of cultures... is destined for life in two
societies and in two not just different, but antagonistic cultures”. He justifies his thesis on the
claim that, since the main carrier of culture is an individual, so contacts among people become
the key reason for cultural changes. Herskovits (1952) emphasizes the importance of the
ethno-historical aspect of group-acculturation study. The scientist recognizes that culture is
only a series of patterned reactions characterizing the behavior of individuals in a particular
group. Theodore D. Graves (1967) proposes to distinguish between acculturation in the
collective (changing the culture of society) and the individual aspect (accompanied by a
change in human psychology, transformation of values, behavioral models, individual social
attitudes, etc.). The transformation of the acculturation concept was caused by the spread of
the psychoanalytic concept of culture. It led to the study of acculturation with in a
psychoanalytic approach as primarily individualistic trends in the development of culture.
Acculturation was seen as a result of changes in values, role behavior, and personal social
attitudes (Acculturation 1954).
If culture is the object of influence during acculturation, the interpretation of this
concept depends on what the researcher understands by such phenomena as culture. The
concept of culture is characterized by polysemy and uncertainty. Methodologically, it is
customary to distinguish between philosophical, anthropological, sociological, and symbolic
schools, each of which has brought something new to the comprehension of culture and social
processes.
The authors of the present article do not aim at detailed analysis of the existing
approaches to culture studies. Within any one philosophical school, there are many concepts
(anthropological, axiological, symbolic, synergetic, psychoanalytic) that are significant for
researchers at a given time. For example, the spread of the psychoanalytic concept of culture
led to the treatment of acculturation not only with an ethno-historical approach but also an
ethno-psychological one. More detailed analysis of the relationships between the concepts of
culture and acculturation may become the subject of further research.
The ’50-’60s witnessed the expansion of acculturation research. Works devoted to the
interaction of sociocultural systems were published: e.g., the influence of Japanese, Chinese,
and Spanish cultures on the culture of other societies. More and more attention was paid to the
reverse influence of the recipient society culture on the donor society (Foster 1960). The term
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“acculturation” was widely used in scientific discussions; it appeared in the titles of numerous
works (e.g., Herskovits 1938; Linton 1940; Johnson 1943; Lee 1943; Hallowell 1945, 1949;
Beals 1951). It became a buzzword used by sociologists, ethnopsychologists, and linguists. In
1955, a thematic collection of works called “Acculturation” came out. It reviewed 39 books
and 55 scientific articles devoted to the problem. Acculturation began to be differentiated
from such forms of exchange as cultural diffusion, assimilation, and enculturation.
Nevertheless, Ralph Bealshas (1997) claims that the existing “...definition of the term
‘acculturation’ and its use is varied and unsatisfactory”.
A comparative analysis of the acculturation concept in works by foreign scientists of
the late 19 th – mid-20 th centuries allows one to draw preliminary conclusions about features of
contemporary acculturation content and treatment of the term by scientific schools of the
time. The term “acculturation” was introduced by American ethnologists, who treated it as
ethnic cultures’ interaction, during which change, assimilation of new elements, and
education take place, as a result of mixing different cultural traditions into a fundamentally
new cultural synthesis. Ethno-historical and ethno-psychological approaches were dominant.
3. Transformation of the acculturation concept in the second half of the Twentieth Century
In the mid-Twentieth century, European researchers began to study acculturation in
connection with the disintegration of the colonial systems of France, Great Britain, Italy, the
Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain. The former colonies became sovereign states and tried to
emphasize their independence from the colonial culture.
In the ’60-’70s, acculturation became an object of research for German scientists
Wolfgang Rudolph and Wilhelm Emil Mühlmann. The former explored the problems of
European cultural influence on the Third World. Rudolph (1968) stresses that acculturation is
always associated with difficulties of mutual understanding among the ethnic groups involved
in cultural contacts. Mühlmann explored ethnic groups’ subordination in the process of
acculturation: in particular, the way the culture of a smaller group is absorbed by the culture
of a more developed and larger society.
In the same period, there was a school for the study of acculturation in Mexico. Interest
in acculturation research was driven by political motives: the problem of the intercultural
interaction of native and Mexican populations in the Twentieth Century was considered at the
state level. Due to the ethnographic features of the region, there was a need for practical
recommendations to prevent ethnic conflicts. Well-known Mexican ethnologist Gonzalo
Aguirre Beltran, director of the National Institute for Indian Affairs, investigated (1957) the
problem of intercultural communication. Aguirre Beltran proposes to study the following
types of acculturation: voluntary and violent, group and individual, past and present,
continuous and episodic, motivated and spontaneous (see also Khoroshaeva 1963: 234-236).
This approach was supported by the founder of the French legal anthropology school
Norbert Roulan (1988), who studied the interaction between traditional African and European
legal systems. He concluded that, under conditions of colonization, acculturation may be
violent, ideological and assimilative.
In various ways, the development of historical knowledge, ethnography, cultural
anthropology, and archeology extended the idea of acculturation as a form of intercultural
interaction.
The Soviet school contributed to the study of acculturation, researching the processes of
cultural exchange, cultural-ethnic assimilation and consolidation. Soviet scientists turned to
the works of foreign ethnologists. Several monographs analyzing the concepts of American,
British and West German researchers were published in the USSR. So Vladimir Maryanovich
Bakhta (1963: 188) emphasizes acculturation as a process of direct contact between
representatives of two ethnic groups different in culture. As a result of this interaction, the
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material, spiritual and cultural values of each are selectively assimilated by the other. In
general, the cultures of ethnic groups in contact undergo changes. The level of these changes
depends on demographic, geographical, economic, historical, political, psychological, and
other factors.
In the late ’70s, Soviet scientist Sergei Tokarev (1978: 16), who analyzed the work of
American ethnologists, clarified their definition of acculturation, referring to it as the process
of changing the culture of one nation because of the influence of another: usually a
neighboring one. According to Tokarev, this is a reciprocal process, as both nations influence
each other: borrowing something, losing something, or otherwise changing their cultural
heritage. Sergey Arutyunov (1978: 3-14) believed that acculturation is only the first stage of
integration processes in society. The final stage is cultural assimilation: i.e., complete or near
complete loss of the original culture by the recipient society and equally complete
assimilation by the donor society. One can agree with this point of view if one treats
acculturation, assimilation, integration, expansion, and convergence, as different forms of
intercultural communication.
Despite the positive contribution of Soviet scientists to the study of acculturation, we
must admit that research into acculturation was not carried out properly, given that the idea of
borrowing foreign institutions was totally denied in the Soviet Union; there was no practical
need for understanding acculturation, except as an idea of academic interest.
From the beginning through the middle of the 20th Century ethnographers,
anthropologists, and philosophers considered acculturation to be the result of long-term
contact between different cultures, resulting in change of the initial cultural models of the
contact groups. Acculturation processes were believed to occur automatically, cultures mixing
and so achieving a level of cultural and ethnic homogeneity. Obviously, the less-developed
culture changes more dramatically than the more-developed one. The results of acculturation
were likewise seen to depend on the number of people in the interacting groups.
These discussions gave birth to the concept of the United States of America as a melting
pot of cultures, whereby the cultures of all the peoples coming to the US are mixed and, as a
result of the process, a new homogeneous American culture formed. Something similar can be
observed in the USSR, where a long tradition of cultural exchange and the Soviet education
system led to the appearance of a new cultural-historical community: the Soviet people. A
considerable amount of pseudoscientific work of the Soviet period dealt with this. That work
attempted to prove that, in the Soviet period, more than 120 ethnic groups living in the
territory of the USSR became a united Soviet people as a carrier of Soviet culture. History has
proven the opposite: after the fall of the Soviet political regime, the pseudo-ethno-cultural
system ceased to exist.
4. Interpretation of the acculturation concept at present
In the late 20th – early 21th centuries, research on acculturation received new impetus in
connection with the processes of global economic, political and cultural integration, the
expansion of cultural contacts with all their consequences, and the aggravation of intercultural
conflict between migrants and natives. Earlier, acculturation was treated only as cultural
communication between highly developed Western culture and the supposedly primitive
cultures of developing nations.
Since the middle of the ’90s, however, the traditional approach to acculturation has been
gradually revised. More and more, scientists are inclined to think that acculturation as
primarily the interaction of two or more previously equal and autonomous cultures or
subcultures. This interpretation of acculturation appeared in united Germany, where
representatives of the German scientific school faced the problem of interaction between
communities whose views and values were formed in absolutely divergent political systems:
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Soviet and West European. “...Two generations of Germans, brought up in different sociocultural environments, and having very little opportunity to communicate with each other,
after the unification of Germany had to face problems of acculturation” (Ushanova 2001: 45).
Such political processes can now be observed in various regions of the world: e.g., in
the post-Soviet space. After the fall of the Iron Curtain, the amount of intercultural
communication between citizens of the former Soviet state and Western Europe increased
dramatically. In contemporary Russia, the great interest in migration research, including
acculturation, is caused by a sharp increase in the number of migrants and cultural contacts.
Refugees and migrants from neighboring countries are actively involved in intercultural
communication. Therefore, scientific research on the acculturation of these groups is vitally
important for the country. What one is witnessing is the birth of a new Russian scientific
school for the study of theoretical and practical aspects of acculturation.
Given contemporary social conditions, problems of intercultural interaction in Russia
have become the subject of almost all social sciences: anthropologists, ethnographers,
ethnologists, psychologists, philosophers, linguists, teachers, historians, political scientists,
sociologists, economists, lawyers are interested in research into acculturation. Despite
disagreement on certain issues, in all these fields the term “acculturation” is used to reveal the
process and result of mutual cultural influence between societies as between individuals, in
which all or part of the representatives of one culture (the recipients) adopt the norms, values,
and traditions of another (the donor culture).
In studying acculturation, Russian researchers face a number of problems. The first is
that works by Russian-speaking scientists contain some confusion of concepts due to the
insufficient scientific/theoretical development of the acculturation concept and the
peculiarities of using concepts belonging to the same semantic field – acculturation,
inculturation, enculturation, etc. – or scientists’ neologisms.
Sometimes different phenomena are understood as acculturation. J.B. Berry (2001), a
Canadian psychologist studying a hypothetical Italian family in Canadian society, and
Vladislav Georgievich Sobolev (2003), a Russian historian, investigating the emergence and
activity of Muslim communities in Western Europe, distinguish four models of acculturation:
assimilation, separation, marginalization and integration. We find it difficult to agree with
these researchers that separation (whereby cultures exist in isolation from each other, not
coming into any contact) and marginalization (rejection of both cultures, leading to a search
for a third culture or the loss of personal identity) can act as models of acculturation.
Along similar lines to Berry and Sobolev, Natalia Vladislavovna Yankina (2006: 84),
examines the problem of tolerance in intercultural communication. Yankina defines
acculturation as “the process and result of the mutual influence of different cultures in which
all or a part of the representatives of one culture (the recipient) adopt the norms, values a nd
traditions of the other (donor)”. Acculturation is indeed very important for preserving cultural
identity while being (or becoming) engaged in another culture.
However, we believe it would be wrong to include separation and marginalization as
acculturation “strategies” alongside assimilation and integration. In doing so, Yankina seems
to contradict herself. By separation, she means denying another culture while maintaining
identification with one’s own culture, in isolation from the dominant culture. Marginalization
is seen, on the one hand, as loss of identification with one’s own culture; on the other, as
absence of identification with the culture of the majority. In both cases, possibilities for
contact and mutual influence are denied. Interaction – one of the essential features of
acculturation – is missing.
Further, it is contestable whether accommodation (adaptation of people to life in a new
cultural environment or adjustment of this environment to mutual coexistence and interaction)
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can be seen as the result of acculturation processes. This term – “accommodation” – borrowed
from biology, has been applied successfully in psychology and sociology to indicate
achievement of psychological satisfaction within the new culture. We prefer a more
traditional term: “adaptation” (assimilation of elements of the donor culture).
Another problem with treatment of the acculturation concept – at least in Russia – is
connected to semantics. In English, there are several terms that are translated into Russian the
same way: “inculturation”, “acculturation”, and “enculturation”. We agree with Olga
Alexandrovna Yanutsh (2014) that these concepts must be differentiated. She emphasizes that
inculturation is a constant process of development and self -development of an individual as a
subject of culture; acculturation is the conventional recognition and use of the norms and
traditions of a culture by an individual or group.
It is likewise necessary to distinguish between such concepts as reception and
acculturation. We disagree with Sergey Vitalievich Tkachenko (2018: 38), who believes that
“acculturation” is used in theory of law as a synonym to the reception of law. One of the
many arguments against this point of view is seen in the most important feature of
acculturation: synchronicity. Unlike legal reception, which can be diachronic (interaction
between cultures of the past and present: e.g., reception of Roman law in medieval Europe),
legal acculturation can only be realized between cultures existing in the same time. The term
“reception” is used in Tkachenko’s sense only within theory of law, whereas “acculturation”
is used in many social sciences, including law.
We conclude that the term “acculturation” is formally and nominally neutral. This can
be seen as being to its advantage and disadvantage. The advantage is that this generally
recognized term is neutral in its meaning, allowing one to define the subject of research in a
form equally acceptable to the representatives of various social sciences. The disadvantage is
that the term does not fully reflect the achieved level of subject knowledge of any specific
historical period. Therefore, when discussing acculturation, it is advisable to use a more
precise term, the scientific merits of which are the term’s temporary historical/cultural
characteristics. In this spirit, researchers are studying various types of acculturation:
•

•
•
•
•

•

Linguistic acculturation: processes occurring in language involving direct, longterm interaction and causing both linguistic and cultural changes. As a result of
language acculturation, a person masters a new language, forms an attitude
towards the need (if any) to use her mother tongue, or simply switches from
using her mother tongue to that of the dominant group (Ushanova 2003, Perez
2011).
Legal acculturation: interaction between legal cultures of different societies
(Rulan 1988, Sokolsky 2014).
Religious acculturation: interaction between religious cultures (Sobolev 2003,
Awad 2010).
Ethnic acculturation: interaction between ethnicities (Avdeeva & Bolotin 2016,
Mashau 2012).
Online acculturation: intercultural interaction through an online environment,
involving not only the cultural transformation of an individual or group, but also
the formation of a new culture in the global space: Internet culture. The online
environment becomes a space of intercultural dialogue with unlimited
possibilities. Online acculturation implies not only intercultural interaction
between individuals of different cultures but also their adaptation to use of the
information resources of various states (Kosik 2015).
Psychological acculturation: interaction of an individual with another
sociocultural environment (Graves 1967, Bochner 1982).
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•

Political acculturation: changes in the political beliefs and values of an
individual or group, influencing the form of participation in the activities of
political institutions and level of assimilation of the normative system of a new
society. A person acquiring new political experience faces the need to preserve
her own prior political culture (Berry & Annis 1988, Iovan 2015).

What this means is that contemporary researchers apply the concept of acculturation with
more exact definitions, thereby emphasizing types of cultural interaction: legal, ethnic,
religious, political, etc.
A third problem with study of acculturation lies in the fact, that in most cases,
acculturation research arises not only from development of different scientific trends or
schools but also in response to the practical needs of society. The contemporary migration
boom led to the study of acculturation from a psychological point of view, but only in relation
to migrants and immigrants. Changes in the 19 th Century in the sociopolitical life of many
European states including Russia resulted in the acculturation concept acquiring new
connotations associated with the politicization of migration. Obviously, political policy has
always had an impact (direct or indirect) on acculturation processes. Contemporary political
elites are looking for answers to many questions: in particular, what encourages the increase
of acculturation stress among migrants and refugees. John Berry (2001) believes that,
although the main cause of stress depends on how large the gap is between cultures, the
policies of the host country also have an impact on the psychological state of newcomers.
In connection with the processes of global integration, the acculturation concept goes
beyond any ethno-national framework to become an objective reality of worldwide scale.
German researchers Rainer Silberaizen and Eva Schmitt-Rodermund (1999) study
acculturation influenced by changes in the ethnic composition not only of Germany but the
whole of Europe. The European community faces problems of cultural competition, with the
influence of Eastern cultures increasing significantly, as a result of rapid migrant growth. The
high degree of adaptability to the European lifestyle while maintaining commitment to their
own culture, to the disappointment of the Europeans holding “traditional” Christian values
uncomfortable with the ideas of postmodernism and policies of multiculturalism. Young
people of European descent are often in search of new ideas, even including radical forms of
Islam. Inevitable changes in the ethnic composition of European states result not only in
changes in the physical appearance of the populace but cultural change as well. The future of
Europe and Russia depend to large extent on how well intercultural differences – between
host populations and new migrants – are settled. Only the interaction of equal partners will
put an end to disputes and outright conflicts. “It is important to remember that to have a
common culture, one way or another, means to forget one’s own. However, a culture of every
country, every nation, big or small, is of a great value and losing it means doing harm to the
mankind" (Avdeeva & Bolotina 2016: 258).
It is no surprise that a great number of books on the study of acculturation in the era of
globalization have been published recently. Sergey Nikolaevich Artanovsky writes (1994)
that the shortcoming of most acculturation studies in the era of globalization is “the desire to
isolate themselves from the broad picture of the mankind historical development”.
Intercultural communication under the conditions of globalization is becoming more urgent.
Studies of acculturation focusing on its global axiological aspects are of increasing practical
importance. Researchers are witnessing the ethno-national content of the acculturation
concept gradually transforming into a larger content of interaction between super systems (or
super-cultural systems: Pitirim Sorokina’s term). Increasingly, the objects of research are not
ethnic or national cultures but entire cultural systems: e.g., Western (individualist) vs. Eastern
(collectivist) cultures. These cultures differ in their basic values and their attitudes to their
history, literature, traditions and customs. “Representatives of Eastern, Central Asian, Arab
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countries (countries with the largest outflow of population) appreciate, honor and protect their
own culture much more than the representatives of Western Europe (countries with the largest
number of migrants). Immigrants from the East are very religious, even if they reside in one
of the European countries. It is extremely difficult to encounter an Arab atheist even today ”
(Avdeeva & Bolotina, 2016: 259).
The axiological aspect is of great importance for study of changes in super-cultural
systems caused by acculturation processes. Nowadays it is necessary to analyze the value
bases (archetypes) of each super system. Changes in the core values of culture cause the most
significant changes in people’s outlooks. G.P. Vyzhletsov (1996) writes that changes in basic
values will determine the future direction of acculturation: which new elements of culture will
be adopted or rejected, by society or individual. An axiological approach to the study of
acculturation enables clarifying the nature of acculturation, extending acculturation theory
significantly and opening up opportunities for its further development.
5. Conclusion
Scientific research into acculturation helps one understand the broad picture of human
development, in all its diversity. In the process of community development, the content of the
concept changes. In particular:
1. The acculturation concept is interdisciplinary. Many definitions of “acculturation”
both scientific and descriptive contribute to the development of acculturation theory:
either as confirmation of previously expressed hypotheses or as new theoretical and
practical developments.
2. According to almost all scientific schools, acculturation and understanding of the
reality described by the concept are directly determined either through culture or
through its individual features or types. Various modifications to approaches are
possible; but, in any case, acculturation is the interaction of two or more subjects
(social individuals) of different cultures, leading to cultural, psychological, social,
political or other changes in one of the interacting parties.
3. The most important features of acculturation recognized today are duration,
continuity, poly-subjectivity and equality as the result of interaction between
cultures. Other subjects of acculturation study today are macro-and micro-socii and
individuals. If, previously, acculturation was studied only as subject/object relations:
contact of donor and recipient society); the modern form of legal acculturation
involves a dialogue – subject-subject relation – that is only possible between equal
participants in a cultural exchange between cultures and partner socii.
4. Contemporary acculturation research goes beyond the ethno-national framework of
cultures’ interaction. In the era of globalization, it crosses the boundaries of previous
acculturation study on a worldwide scale.
5. As a theoretical scientific category, acculturation research goes beyond academic
discourse and is increasingly taken into account in political debates. Acculturation is
becoming a reality that needs consideration in many political decisions. The present
global social space is a world of worlds, where each component has its own cultural,
ethnic, religious, and political peculiarities. Analysis of any specific form or model
of acculturation involves further, specialized research.
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Parent-child Engagement and Dissonance in Refugee Families
Resettling in Brisbane, Australia1
Val Colic-Peisker2, Nigar G. Khawaja3 & Aparna Hebbani4
RMIT University, Queensland University of Technology & University of Queensland
Abstract: This Australian-based study examined demographic and psychosocial factors
associated with refugee parents’ communication with their children. Refugee parents (n = 222)
from Ethiopia, Congo, and Myanmar took part in a survey. Logistic hierarchical analysis
showed that parents with a higher level of acculturation were more engaged in meaningful and
positive communication with their children. Parents’ acculturative stress increased their
perception of intergenerational dissonance. Refugee parents’ employment status showed
unexpected effects: unemployed parents reported interacting more, and more positively, with
their children. Those who were confident in securing a job also interacted meaningfully with
their children. Those in the workforce reported that their relationship and communication with
children deteriorated.
Keywords: refugee family, parent-child communication, acculturation.

1. Introduction
Australia has had humanitarian immigration programs for refugees from war-torn countries
since the Second World War (Jupp 2002). Starting with a large cohort of European “displaced
persons” in the late 1940s / early 1950s, successive waves of refugees have included
Vietnamese, Lebanese, Chileans, Ethiopians, Sudanese, Congolese, Afghanis, Iraqis,
Bosnians, Burmese, and Syrians as the larger groups, with a host of smaller intakes from other
countries (DoHA 2020, Jupp 2002, Neumann 2015). Since the 1990s, significant intakes of
refugees from Africa, the Middle East and Asia have resettled in Australia “offshore”, through
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), which gives the arrivals the
right to “permanent protection” visas (DIBP 2014, DoHA 2020). In recent years, an
increasingly higher proportion of the humanitarian intake consists of people who have
substantial family and community links in Australia: a humanitarian version of family-reunion
immigration. This shift away from the UNHCR-sponsored refugee program has been
criticized; yet much more fraught is the process of asylum seeking in Australia, especially for
people who arrive on boats: granting lasting protection this way (“on shore”) was virtually
halted in 2013 (RCoA 2020).
Our study explores the experience of permanently resettled refugees, who tend to arrive
in Australia as family groups; in many cases, these are large, one-parent families with
dependent children (Hugo 2011). As a result of settling in a vastly different social
environment, refugee families must acculturate, which often includes considerable change and
disruption in gender and intergenerational relationships within the family (Renzaho, Green,
Mellor & Swinburn 2011). This paper focuses on refugee families from Ethiopia, Myanmar,
and the Democratic Republic of Congo (henceforth “Congo”) who have relocated to the
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Australian state of Queensland and now live (predominantly) within the metropolitan city of
Brisbane.
Family communication has been investigated extensively within communication and
family studies. However, there is a gap in the extant literature, as migrants and refugee
families have been largely unexplored (Akkoor 2014: 232). A review of the familycommunication literature indicates that although there are numerous instruments (mainly
psychological scales) designed to measure parent-child communication, there is a dearth of
instruments designed to target refugee families living in a cross-cultural context. While we
know that parent-child communication can vary on a continuum from highly positive to
highly dysfunctional in any family unit (Hynie, Guruge & Shakya 2013), a range of
demographic and additional cross-cultural and adaptation-related factors are involved in
determining the quantity and quality of communication between migrant/refugee parents and
their children. Even though settlement and social-work professionals often find the
intergenerational relationships in migrant and refugee families to be problematic, the issues
are not fully understood, and more research is warranted. The present study draws upon
demographic and psychosocial factors associated with refugee parents’ communication with
their children, focusing especially on educational and career aspirations that parents try to
communicate to their children. This paper draws from a survey of refugee parents, focusing
on data collected through the Refugee Parent-Child Relational Communication Scale
(Khawaja, Hebbani, Obijiofor & Gallois 2017) – relating these data to the respondents’
demographic characteristics and employment status, as well as their acculturative stress and
life satisfaction.
1.1 Intergenerational family relations
The literature on family relationships, mainly originating from developed countries, indicates
that effective parenting includes intense engagement of parents with their children. Kwak
(2003) notes that family represents a key unit of social organization. Given its central role in
the socialization of children, parent-child relations are the most significant aspect of social
interaction within the family unit. It has been well documented that family relations can be
placed on a scale from positive/helpful to negative/dysfunctional. Positive relations with
children are marked by mutual respect, close engagement with children through shared
activities, openness to sharing problems, and opportunities for parents to advise their children.
Negative family communication primarily implies relative neglect of children and various
manifestations of communicative dissonance (Baumrind 1991; Hillaker, Brophy-Herb,
Villarruel & Haas 2008).
The family communication literature indicates that positive intergenerational
communication is marked by openness in discussing problems. Ritchie and Fitzpatrick (1990)
found that different perceptions of family communication (open and critical vs. conforming to
parental authority) are widespread between parents and children but also between mothers and
fathers, and that these patterns may change as children mature. They suggest that families
should not be classified along the dimensions of conversation/openness vs.
authority/conformity (as “pluralistic”, “protective”, “consensual” and “laissez-faire”) without
taking into account the widespread discrepancies in family members’ perceptions of their
communication patterns. This is an important theoretical and methodological consideration
for family communication research, which we heeded in our interpretation of findings.
Ritchie’s (1997) US-based study found that family’s socioeconomic background, represented
through parents’ levels of education and their workplace and housework experiences,
significantly determine communication patterns in the family, while parents’ communication
pattern reflects their general ideological position towards openness vs. conformity.
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Intergenerational relations within families are extremely complex, influenced by a range
of factors such as the broader cultural environment that families find themselves in, the age
gap between parents and children, the gender relations in the family and broader society, the
education and employment status of parents, and their general satisfaction with life, among
other factors (Dinh & Nguyen 2006; Hebbani, Obijiofor & Bristed 2009; Ritchie 1997;
Shimoni, Este & Clark 2003). The usual factors and complexities involved in family
communication and resulting relationships are exacerbated by the migration process and
especially the acculturation issues involved in it. The negative influence of migration on
family relationships is more likely to be present in forced displacement, subsequently
affecting refugee families the most.
Migrants – especially refugees – who resettle in Western countries are likely to
encounter a vastly different sociocultural environment. When families migrate or flee and find
themselves in an unfamiliar host society with significantly different social norms and
customs, acculturative factors are likely to impact on relationships of parents with their
children (Hebbani et al. 2009). Berry (1980) quotes the classical definition of acculturation
proposed by Redfield, Linton and Herskovits (1936: 149): “acculturation comprehends those
phenomena which result when groups of individuals, having different cultures, come into
continuous first-hand contact with subsequent changes in the original culture patterns of either
or both groups”. Refugee parents not only adapt and acculturate to a new socio-spatial setting,
but they also have to adjust to novel and often alien cultural practices of the host country
(Cook & Waite 2015; Hebbani, Obijiofor & Bristed 2012; Hebbani, Colic-Peisker &
McKinnon 2018; Berry 1997). Such adjustment may be difficult and can lead to acculturative
stress, especially for those who migrate as adults, past their primary socialization age. In the
same vein, an acculturation gap between parents and children may appear post-migration as
children adapt and acculturate faster than adults (Berry, Kim, Minde & Mok 1987; Birman
2006; Dinh & Nguyen 2006; Hebbani et al. 2012).
Refugees who have been granted permanent protection in Australia come from
countries affected by war and violence. They are, with rare exceptions, “visibly different”
from the Australian majority population: in appearance, dress, religion and everyday
practices. They come from non-English-speaking countries that are, in most cases, culturally
distant to Australia. A considerable adjustment is necessary to the new circumstances, which
can be difficult and stressful (Colic-Peisker 2009; Ward, Bochner & Furnham 2001).
Australia’s refugee settlers have the poorest employment outcomes of all migrant categories,
due to “cultural difference” and also mainstream reaction to the perceived difference (“racial”
or “cultural”) in the form of prejudice and discrimination (Colic-Peisker & Tilbury 2007). The
authority of refugee parents and their ability to be inspiring role models to their offspring may
be threatened by unemployment or loss of occupational status, low income, lack of Englishlanguage proficiency, and lack of social capital: the afflictions that plague refugee
resettlement in “Western” countries, including Australia (Correa-Velez, Barnett & Gifford
2013; McKay 2009; Morantz et al. 2012).
Many factors influence the acculturation that follows migration: type of family or
household, size and cohesiveness of the migrant community, socioeconomic background and
type of job (or lack of one), age, education, language proficiency and “cultural distance”
between the original and new cultural contexts. These acculturative challenges have an impact
on the parents’ relationship with their children. Problematic intergenerational relationships in
the migrant/refugee family can significantly negatively impact on the social mobility and
general life chances of the second migrant generation: the children of the migrant/refugee
family. The lack of social mobility for the second generation of migrant and refugee families
can, in turn, become a multifaceted problem for the wider society (Portes & Zhou 1993,
Haller et al. 2011).
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1.2 Family communication in the context of migration
Past studies have shown that various factors facilitate or hinder migrant and refugee family
relations. Demographic and psychosocial factors influence refugee parents’ probability of
engaging in positive and helpful communication within their immediate family unit. In their
Canada-based study of refugee family relationships, Hynie and colleagues (2013) found that
children’s age did not impact on family conflict. In their study of refugee youth aged 16-24,
they found that a role reversal within the family, where youth took on parental roles, usually
because of the children’s better command of the host country’s language; however, these
changes did not necessarily lead to conflict. In another Canadian study of engagement of
refugee fathers, Shimoni, Este and Clark (2003) found that family stressors included
underemployment or unemployment and the (gender) role reversal which occurs when
mothers find paid work outside the home while unemployed fathers face social isolation and
loss of self-esteem. Betancourt and colleagues (2014) found that fathers’ loss of status
affected their relationship with their children and the role that they played in their children’s
lives. In terms of education, studies have found that a mother’s education and occupation
predicted the quality of the home environment and parent-child relations more than father’s
(Dinh & Nguyen 2006, Menaghan & Parcel 1991, Ritchie 1997). Dinh and Nguyen (2006)
found that children whose mothers had higher levels of education were better supported
through mother-child relationships; this may be because educational level is generally
positively correlated with socioeconomic status, which in turn may reduce financial strain and
other life stresses.
It has been shown that the differential speed of acculturation of parents and children into
the Australian (host country’s) way of life – where children learn English and acculturate
faster than their parents – often causes discrepancies in values and behavioural expectations
between generations and can lead to a devaluation of parental authority (Koh & Walker 2013;
Morantz, Rousseau & Heymann 2012; Ng, He & Loong 2004; Valtonen 2004). Those who
are adapting well to their new country may be more engaged with their children, while those
who are relatively unsettled may have an ineffective relationship. Vu and Rook (2013) found
that better acculturated Vietnamese young adults, especially women, were more likely to
report being criticized by, and having arguments with, their parents, due to differences in the
speed of acculturation between parents and children. Dysfunctional family communication in
the context of dissonant acculturation is likely to exacerbate the problems both refugee adults
and their children experience in the process of adjustment to a new social context (ColicPeisker & Tilbury 2008; Hebbani et al. 2009; 2010). Much literature and anecdotal evidence
from settlement-service providers indicates that acculturative stress is likely to disturb family
relationships post-migration (Fox 1991; Hebbani et al. 2009, 2010; Luital 2012; Meschke &
Juang 2014; MYAN 2011). Some studies emphasize the central importance of close
intergenerational engagement and communication as factors that can moderate the
acculturation gap and prevent it from causing conflict within the family (Hynie et al. 2013,
Michel & Peng 2012).
Our study explored parents’ perceptions of their communication with children, focusing
on parents from refugee backgrounds resettled in Australia from Congo, Myanmar, and
Ethiopia. The analysis in this paper focuses on a newly developed Refugee Parent
Communication and Relational Scale (Khawaja et al. 2017), which was used to identify the
relational and communication patterns employed by refugee parents.
It was hypothesized that socio-demographic and psychosocial factors would increase the
probability of parents from refugee backgrounds either engaging in constructive or dissonant
communication with their children. Sociodemographic (English proficiency, education,
employment, and longer duration of stay in Australia) and psychosocial factors (high
acculturation, low acculturative stress, and high life satisfaction) that indicate some stability
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in the relocated county increase the probability of parents engaging in positive and
constructive communication with their children. Alternatively, sociodemographic (limited
English proficiency and education, unemployment, and shorter duration of stay in Australia)
and psychosocial factors (low acculturation, high acculturative stress, and low life
satisfaction) indicate limited stability in the new country, increasing the parents’ perception of
having dissonant or dysfunctional communication with their children. Due to limited research
in the area and the exploratory nature of the study, no direction was specified for gender, age,
or country of origin.
2. Method
This paper draws from a larger project conducted in Brisbane, Australia, in the period 20132015. The interdisciplinary research team consisted of five chief investigators from three
Australian universities who all participated in data collection, alongside a research assistant
and several bilingual assistants from the three national groups in point. The data collection,
assisted by interpreters where needed, consisted of a face-to-face administered survey and
follow-up in-depth interviews with refugee parents from Congo, Myanmar, and Ethiopia. In
this paper, we focus on the survey data analysis.
A total of 222 participants took part in the survey; they were from Myanmar (51%),
Congo (31%) and Ethiopia (18%). Our sample was gender-balanced, with 50% male and 50%
female participants. The age of participants ranged from 21 to 61, and the mean age was 42
years (SD = 9). The average length of stay in Australia for all participants was 6.6 years. Of
these, 39% had been in Australia for three years or less; 25% had been in Australia between
four and six years; 36% had been in Australia for more than six years. At the group level,
those from Ethiopia had the longest average residence in Australia (ten years), while
participants from Congo had an average length of stay of six years, and participants from
Myanmar had been in Australia for four years on average. Thirty-two per cent of the survey
participants were employed; 67.6% were not employed. Thirty-four percent were studying,
while others were retired, stay-at-home parents or unemployed. Education levels varied; most
(69%) had some schooling, while a minority had vocational (18%) or university education
(7%). A few (5%) had no formal education at all, while data were missing for 1% of the
participants.
The survey collected quantitative and some qualitative data. The survey questionnaire
battery employed in this study consisted of the following five sections:
1. Demographic and socioeconomic information: Introductory questions asked
about the participant’s age, gender, ethnicity, family composition, country of
origin, duration of stay in Australia, education level, English-language
proficiency, employment status and type of employment in Australia. Three
items (“how confident are you of being able to secure your ideal job in the
future?”, “I know what I need to do to improve my work prospects”, and “I am
currently working towards improving my work situation prospects”) measured
job improvement.
2. Acculturation and resilience were measured through the acculturation and
resilience subscales of the Adult Acculturation and Resiliency Scale (AARS)
(Khawaja, Moisuc & Ramirez 2014). The AARS was developed using a
culturally and linguistically diverse population in Australia. It is a 27-item scale
with three factors: resilience, acculturation, and spirituality. The acculturation
factor measures respondents’ successful management of the new cultural
environment, integration into the new society and positive development of
adaptation (e.g., “I am ok with accepting both Australian and my own cultural
values”). The resilience factor measures a respondent’s ability to use personal
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and interpersonal strengths and skills to solve problems, cope with new
situations, and learn new ways to communicate in the adopted country (e.g., “I
am able to cope with new situations”). Higher scores on these two factors
indicate higher levels of acculturation and resilience. The two-item spirituality
factor was excluded from the current study. A few items (such as “I can manage
my two worlds”) were excluded, as they were considered too abstract and
inappropriate for a refugee population with vastly varying levels of education.
Finally, 23 items were included in the present study’s questionnaire. The
acculturation factor demonstrates good internal consistency (α = .83) and
test/retest reliability (r = .65). The resilience subscale has been shown to have
good internal consistency (α = .80) and test/retest reliability (r = .89) (Khawaja
et al. 2014),
3. Acculturative stress was measured by seven items extracted from the
Multidimensional Acculturative Stress Scale (MASS) (Jibeen & Khalid 2010).
The 24-item scale measures the stressors experienced by immigrants. The scale
comprises five factors: discrimination, threat to identity, lack of opportunities for
occupation and financial mobility, language barrier, and homesickness (e.g., “I
am constantly reminded that I am different”). The internal consistency for the
subscales, as measured by Cronbach alpha coefficients, ranges from .66 to .86.
Concurrent validity has been shown to be satisfactory, as the scale correlates
positively with the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) (Minhas &
Mubbashar 1996) and negatively with the Psychological Wellbeing Scale (Ryff
& Singer 1996). The items selected for the present study covered the migrants’
experiences of discrimination, feelings of disappointment and not fitting in with
the host society, and potentially increased burden of managing relationships
within the family.
4. Refugee Parent-Child Relational Communication Scale: A 20-item scale was
developed to measure refuge parents’ perception of their communication with
their children (Khawaja et al. 2017). Some items were adopted or adapted from
Richie and Fitzpatrick (1990) and Ritchie (1997). The new scale has three
factors: engagement, hope/aspirations and dissonance. Engagement measures the
parent-child positive communication and relationship, including time spent
together, common interests, and mutual respect (e.g., “my children often talk to
me about their friends”). Hope/aspirations measures parents’ communication
with their children about educational and employment goals (e.g., “I tell my
children that success in education will help them to have a good life”).
Dissonance measures parents’ dysfunctional communication with their children
(e.g., “My children think I am old-fashioned”). Higher scores indicate a high
level of the specified communication. The internal consistency for factors 1, 2,
and 3 was satisfactory at .75, .77, and .63 respectively.
5. Satisfaction with Life Scale: Consistent with the ideas proposed by Diener,
Emmons, Larsen, and Griffin (1985), a scale comprising seven items was
developed. One item (“I am satisfied with my life”) was taken from Diener and
colleagues’ scale. Considering the previous studies on refugees and migrants, six
other items that measured participants’ satisfaction in various spheres of life
were generated: “my health is good”, “I am satisfied with my financial
situation”, “Australia is a good country to live in”, “I live in harmonious family
/household”, “I have a supportive community”, and “I have good Australian
friends / work colleagues / neighbors”).
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We met with bilingual assistants to review the battery measures. Community leaders from the
respective refugee communities also took part in this exercise and, alongside a bilingual
assistant, helped the research team adapt the measures to make them more user-friendly and
culturally appropriate. Once the English master version was created, the battery underwent
back-translation into Congolese (French and Swahili), Ethiopian (Amharic), and Burmese
(Karen and Mizo) to secure accuracy and consistency across languages (Brislin 1970).
Ethics clearance was obtained from the universities. Our industry partner, Access
Community Services, Ltd. (henceforth “Access”) circulated information about our study
among the local refugee families from Myanmar, Congo, and Ethiopia. Parents from these
refugee communities who had been in Australia for at least one year and had at least one child
above the age of eight years were invited to participate in the study. The one-year requirement
was used because the first year of settlement in a new country is often unsettled and includes
many changes and challenges. During the first year, permanently protected refugees in
Australia attend English-language classes and receive intensive settlement support. We
expected high quality and reliable data from parents, who had achieved some post-migration
stability by having a chance to look for a job and becoming at least minimally acquainted with
their new social environment, neighborhoods, children’s schools and Australian educations
system. The condition of having at least one child over eight years was needed as these
children were considered mature enough to have conversations with their parents about their
lives, schooling, friends, and hopes for the future.
Before embarking on the data collection, the research team conducted a training
workshop, where the project aims and research instruments and procedures were explained to
bilingual assistants who were inducted into the questionnaire-based survey data collection
procedures – including gaining consent, offering language assistance and offering assistance
with completing the battery. Data were collected at venues such as Access offices, in the
suburbs where participants lived, and at community or church gatherings. At these datacollection sessions, researchers – with the help of bilingual assistants – explained the aims of
the study and helped participants understand the consent form. It was pointed out that
participants were free to participate and could withdraw at any time. Confidentiality was
explained and written consent obtained. The battery was available in English and the
participant’s native language. Participants completed the battery individually, but those who
were not literate in English or their native language were assisted by the bilingual assistants
with interpretation, reading, or translation (as and when needed). Participants complete the
battery in 20 to 40 minutes and were offered a $20 gift card as a modest compensation for
their time. The survey data were collected 2013-14.
3. Results
Hierarchical logistic regression was conducted to examine whether socio-demographic and
psychosocial factors affected the probability of parents engaging in constructive/positive
communication with their children or, alternatively, perceiving to have dissonant or
dysfunctional communication in its many aspects covered by our Refugee Parent-Child
Relational Communication Scale. Tests were run to check the linearity of logit and
multicollinearity. The data met the assumptions for logistic regression (Field 2005).
3.1 Factors associated with parents’ perceptions of engagement and helpful
communication with their children
The scores on the factor “engagement” were converted into a binary variable using a median
split. This dependent variable (DV) “engagement” therefore had two discrete categories: high
engagement (1) versus low engagement (0). Two models were tested. In the first model,
socio-demographic variables were entered as the independent variables (IV). Binary IVs were
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“gender” with male (1) and female (0); “education” with tertiary education (1) and no tertiary
education (0), and “employment status” with employed (1) and unemployed (0). “Country”
had three levels: Ethiopia, Congo, and Myanmar. Ethiopia was used as a reference category;
dummy variables were used to identify Congo and Myanmar. The other independent variables
(age, English proficiency, and duration of stay) were continuous variables. In the second
model – after entering the socio-demographic variables – acculturation, acculturation stress,
parents’ future job improvements and life satisfaction were entered as IVs.
Two binary logistic regression models were specified in an incremental way ; see Table
1. As seen in Table 1, Model 1 was significant (X2 (8) =19.58, p=.01) and Nagelkerke R2 was
.150. Gender (female/ mother) and employment (unemployed) status were significant
predictors of intergenerational communication. The second model was also significant (X2
(12) 56.71, p=.001) and the Nagelkerke R2 increased to .390. With the addition of the
psychosocial variables, gender was no longer significant. It is interesting to note that the odds
of being engaged with the children decreased by 72% with each unit increase on employment
(Exp (B) =0 .278). The odds of being engaged with children increased by 39.7% with each
unit increase in scores on the acculturation scale (Exp (B) = 1.397). Finally, the odds of being
engaged in positive communication with children increased by 21.2% with each unit increase
on scores on the life-satisfaction scale (Exp (B) = 1.212). This means that, after controlling for
demographics, employed parents were less engaged in positive communication with their
children than unemployed ones. Acculturation and life satisfaction were associated with more
positive communication.
Table 1: Factors associated with parents’ perceptions of positive engagement with their
children.
Model 1
Independent
Variable

Exp(B)

Model 2
95% C.I for
EXP (B)

Exp(B)

95% C.I for EXP
(B)

Lower Upper
Lower Upper
Constant
0.813
0.000
Gender
0.477
0.234
0.973* 0.490
0.216
1.114
Age
1.003
0.961
1.046
0.992
0.943
1.044
Ethiopia
Congo
0.820
0.286
2.348
1.362
0.407
4.557
Myanmar
0.455
0.158
1.308
0.845
0.255
2.805
Length of stay
1.026
0.945
1.114
1.033
0.923
1.157
English
1.315
0.981
1.764
1.190
0.852
1.661
proficiency
Tertiary
0.683
0.281
1.660
0.652
0.230
1.851
education
Employed
0.271
0.117
0.629
0.278
0.107
0.722**
status
Acculturation
1.397
1.186
1.646**
Acculturative
1.020
0.916
1.135
stress
Future job
1.029
0.818
1.294
improvements
Life
1.212
1.021
1.439**
satisfaction
Note: *=p<.05; **=p<.01); Country (Ethiopia ) and gender (female) were reference categories.
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3.2 Factors associated with parents’ perceptions of dissonant communication with their
children
The scores on the factor “dissonance” were converted into a binary variable, using a median
split. This dependent variable (DV) had two discrete categories: high (1) versus low (0). Two
models were tested. In the first model, the socio-demographic variables were entered as the
independent variables (IV). “Gender” with male (1) and female (0), “education” with tertiary
education (1) and no tertiary education (0), and “employment status” with employed (1) and
not employed (0) were binary. “Country” had three levels: Ethiopia, Congo, and Myanmar.
Ethiopia was used as a reference category; dummy variables were used to identify Congo and
Myanmar. The other IVs (age, English proficiency, and duration of stay) were continuous
variables. In the second model – after entering the socio-demographic variables –
acculturation, acculturative stress, job improvements and life satisfaction were entered as IVs.
Two binary logistic regression models were specified in an incremental way ; see Table
2. As seen in Table 2, Model 1 was non-significant. However, Model 2 was significant (X2
(12) =28.839, p=.004), and Nagelkerke R2 increased from .072 to .208. After considering the
demographic variables, acculturation stress, life satisfaction, and future job improvements
were significantly related to parents’ perceptions of problematic communication with their
children. The odds of experiencing dissonant communication with children increased by 14%
with every unit increase in acculturative stress (Exp (B) =1.140). Acculturative stress was
correlated with parents’ perceptions of strained communication with their children. Similarly,
the odds of experiencing negative communication with children increased 19% with each unit
increase in life satisfaction. Finally, the odds of experiencing dissonance decreased 26% with
each unit increase in future job improvement (Exp (B) = .735). Therefore, an improvement in
the future job situation was likely to be associated with a decrease in dysfunctional
communication in the family.
Table 2: Factors associated with parents’ perceptions of dissonant communication.
Model 1
Independent
Variable

Exp(B)

Model 2
95% C.I for EXP (B)
Lower

Upper

Exp(B)

95% C.I for EXP (B)
Lower

Upper

Constant
0.650
0.301
Gender
0.820
0.423
1.591
0.884
0.436
1.790
Age
1.000
0.961
1.040
1.002
0.961
1.046
Ethiopia
Congo
2.235
0.821
6.089
2.021
0.698
5.851
Myanmar
1.140
0.432
3.011
0.913
0.323
2.576
Length of stay
1.001
0.926
1.083
0.993
0.913
1.079
English
1.064
0.814
1.390
1.106
0.830
1.474
proficiency
Tertiary education 1.684
0.724
3.916
2.379
0.952
5.945
Employed status
0.792
0.378
1.659
0.649
0.294
1.437
Acculturation
0.963
0.861
1.077
Acculturative
1.140
1.030
1.261**
stress
Future job
0.735
0.602
0.898**
improvements
Life satisfaction
1.190
1.019
1.389**
Note: *=p<.05; **=p<.01); Country (Ethiopia) and gender (female) were reference categories.
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4. Discussion and conclusion
This paper has explored the role of demographic, socio-demographic, acculturative, and lifesatisfaction factors in refugee parents’ communications with their children. Given that we
could not observe or measure family relationships and intergenerational communication
directly and could not survey children in resettled refugee families, we had to rely on the
parents’ perceptions of communication with their children. It is possible that their responses
were influenced by social desirability bias, so their survey responses may reflect a rose-tinted
version of family relations. Despite assurances of confidentiality, social desirability may have
been strengthened by the group setting in which the survey data were collected face-to-face.
Our hypotheses were partially supported. Acculturation and life satisfaction were
positively correlated with constructive and positive intergenerational communication.
Acculturative stress and employment reduced the positive communication and increased the
dysfunctional intergenerational communication. Life satisfaction was also related with
intergenerational dissonance.
Most parents reported spending significant amounts of free time with their children;
they also reported that their children were comfortable sharing problems with them. In line
with cross-cultural research on families, mothers appeared to be more engaged with their
children than fathers, while those who were employed (more often fathers) were
comparatively less engaged with children. Our data also showed that parents’ level of
acculturation enhanced positive intergenerational communication: those who perceived
themselves as being more acculturated reported more positive communication with their
children. Similarly, those who reported higher life satisfaction reported more positive
communication with their children. However, parents’ other demographic characteristics –
such as age, country of origin, length of stay, English proficiency, education , and confidence
about future prospects – were not playing a role in determining communication with children.
Another interesting finding is that an increase in parents’ acculturative stress
increased their perceptions of communication problems in the parent-child relationship,
probably due to intergenerational acculturative dissonance well-established in the literature
and discussed in the introductory section of this paper. It is plausible to argue that parents’
acculturative stress exacerbates parenting difficulties in a new cultural milieu. In their study
of immigrant Chinese families in Canada, Costigan and Dokis found that (2016: 1253)
“acculturation differences may be associated with more intense conflict because different
levels of acculturation may signify less proficiency in English on the part of parents and less
proficiency in Chinese on the part of children”. The finding that communicative dissonance
in the family is associated with acculturative stress calls for further investigation.
Those participants who felt comfortable about their future job prospects were less likely
to identify an acculturative dissonance vis-à-vis their children; conversely, those who were
confident about their own future job prospects were more likely to report a decrease in
dissonance. It seems that these parents were anticipating a positive work experience and were
relating well with their children. Contrary to expectations, the findings seem to suggest that
employment negatively affected parents’ relationship with children. It is possible that, after
entering the workforce, parents become busier and tend to spend more time away from their
children, which may be associated with deterioration in communication. It is interesting to
note that an increase in life satisfaction did not rule out a perception of acculturative
dissonance. Closer examination of the items on this scale indicated that it consisted of
satisfaction with finances, health, neighbourhood, and community, which may have coincided
with a range of experiences. This may mean that life satisfaction was interpreted in a specific
way, which needs further investigation. Unsurprisingly, when parents and children were on a
similar acculturation trajectory, the result seemed to be more harmonious communication
within the family unit.
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4.1 Implications for policy and practice
Prior to arrival in Australia, UNHCR-sponsored, permanently protected refugees are given a
general cultural orientation to life in Australia through the Australian Cultural Orientation
(AUSCO) Programme. Our findings indicate that these orientation sessions could include
more family-oriented cross-cultural information about differences in parenting styles and
methods. A pre-warning about the likelihood of different acculturation rates between
generations could also better prepare refugee parents for their family life and inevitable
changes in the dynamic of the family unit during their settling in to their new life in Australia.
Successful settlement and family harmony are crucial for life satisfaction among
migrants and refugees resettled in Australia and elsewhere. The factors that can contribute to
life satisfaction, such as being employed in an appropriate job (where income and job status
correspond to one’s skills and expectations), need to be addressed by the government-funded
settlement program, as this in turn impacts on positive engagement and constructive
communication with the second migrant generation. Refugee families may harbour various
traumas that can negatively impact on family life and communication, and this may be helped
by making counselling for parents easily available as their children progress through
successive stages of childhood, adolescence, and corresponding stages of schooling.
4.2 Limitations and future directions
Our findings are based on a relatively small sample of respondents from specific refugee
groups and, therefore, they cannot easily be generalised to wider refugee populations in
Australia or comparable countries. In addition, as in any study of minority populations,
language and cultural barriers may have affected data collection, although we addressed this
difficulty pre-emptively by using bilingual assistants and rigorously back-translating the
survey battery into community languages. Given the topic and the self-reporting involved in
data collection, it is likely that a degree of social-desirability bias crept into responses, in
spite of our efforts to secure anonymity and reassure the participants about confidentiality.
Another important limitation is that we only gathered information from one family member: a
parent. In consequence, it is possible that our data contain a parental bias and present a
somewhat rosy picture of intergenerational communication.
Future research should employ a longitudinal study to capture changing familial
relations and acculturation dissonance over time. Future studies should also compare refugee
and non-refugee families. Further, studies that include both parents and their children may be
helpful in gaining a holistic insight into communication within the family unit exposed to
migration and refugee experience. Exploring dynamics and changes in parental gender
relations following migration would be an excellent complement to this investigation into
intergenerational engagement and communication.
Despite the limitations detailed above, our findings are an innovative contribution to the
understanding of intergenerational communication dynamics in the refugee family. In this
research project, we have developed and applied the Refugee Parent-Child Relational
Communication Scale to measure intergenerational communication and explore its
determinants in refugee populations. This instrument may be applied in further research into
intergenerational communication issues in migrant and refugee families: the issue that are
often observed by settlement professionals and practitioners, but not explored in depth in
psychological, sociological, or communication studies literature.
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The Role of Locally-produced Foreign-language Media in the
Migration Experiences of Lifestyle Migrants in the Algarve
Kate Torkington1, Filipa Perdigão Ribeiro2 & Laura López Romero3
Universidade do Algarve and Universidad de Málaga
Abstract: This study explores the relationships of northern Europeans living in the Algarve
(Portugal) with locally-produced foreign-language media. For such “lifestyle” migrants, these
media play an active role in their migration and post-migration experiences. Besides their
functional role, they may also contribute to community-making processes. Findings from a
survey and focus groups indicate that respondents are familiar with these media, using them
as sources of information regarding local news, events, and services. However, the findings
also reveal ambivalence about the extent to which these media are useful in providing cultural
understanding as aid to intercultural communication or to feeling integrated in local society.
Keywords: foreign-language media, lifestyle migrants, social integration, post-migration
experiences, Algarve.

1. Introduction
Migratory processes and population movements throughout history and across the world have
led to multicultural societies sharing the same territory. By the 19 th Century, international
migratory flows had reached an unprecedented level, and the need arose to create a media
structure that contributed to informing communities of residents who, not knowing the
language of the country where they settled, required an intermediary to create their own
conception of the territory and their place within it (García Galindo 2009: 490). In America,
in particular, the ethnic-community press became established as a product of ethnic groups’
attempts to “organise, communicate and facilitate their transition” (Viswanath & Arora 2000:
40) into their new social surroundings. The role of the foreign-language press in regions
where there are large migrant communities has undoubtedly changed since the days when its
principal function was found to be the preparation of immigrants for good citizenship in the
countries of settlement (Zubrzycki 1958). Nevertheless, a further role identified by Zubrzycki
– providing essential information about the customs, traditions, and institutions of the country
to bridge the cultural gap between the place of origin and the current place of residence –
doubtless still holds true. Such media can contribute to familiarizing migrants with the
sociocultural context of the destination place so as to ease the transition of moving and
assimilation into the new place (Matsaganis, Katz & Ball-Rokeach 2011). At the same time,
these media may well also contribute to locality, community, and identity-making processes
in migration experiences (Deuze 2006; Husband 2005; Ramasubramanian, Doshi & Saleem
2017; Tufte & Riis 2001; Zhou & Cai 2002).
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Drawing on data obtained from a broader study of foreign-language media,4 the main
research question for this paper focuses on the role of locally produced foreign-language
media in the post-migration experiences of northern Europeans 5 (British, Germans, French
and Dutch persons) living in the Algarve region of southern Portugal. These migrants are part
of the contemporary phenomenon of “privileged” migration (Croucher 2012; 2015), which
has come to be known as lifestyle migration (Benson & O’Reilly 2009, 2016; Benson &
Osbaldiston 2016) and which is characterized by people whose resources enable them to
choose a destination from an array of possibilities perceived as leading to a better lifestyle
(Lawson 2017). The lens of lifestyle migration has enabled analytical exploration of
migrations fueled by a quest for a perceived lifestyle that would enhance quality of life, rather
than economic or political factors. In other words, the migrants who are conceptualized in this
way are those who “can approach migration as a form of consumption in contrast to the
production orientation attributed to most other migration flows” (Benson & O’Reilly 2016:
22). Notable examples of such migration flows on a large scale are those undertaken by
northern Europeans to the coastal areas of southern Europe that have already been developed
as tourist destinations. The undeniable link between tourism and migration in coastal areas of
countries such as Spain and Portugal has led to the coining of the term “residential tourism”
(Huete, Mantecón & Aledo 2008) to include those who may not have committed to full-time
living in the destination but who spend extended periods there in second homes purchased or
rented for the purpose. It positions “residential tourists” as individuals who, as part-tourist and
therefore “visitor”, are somehow exempt from the duties and obligations of a full-fledged
citizen of the country.
In studies of those who decide to become full-time and often long-term residents, the
question of integration into the host society invariably arises. Notwithstanding the complexity
surrounding the concept of integration and the fact that there is no clear definition of what it
entails, it appears to be “a key factor that frames the moral landscape of lifestyle migration”
(Lawson 2015a: 9), often leading to ambivalence, contradictions and dilemmas at both the
individual and collective level of identity projects. It is therefore pertinent to explore migrant
perceptions of experiences of integration. Although some recent studies have argued that
lifestyle migrants often discuss integration as a kind of moral obligation (e.g., Benson 2011,
Lawson 2015b, Torkington 2015), the apparent superficiality or even total lack of social
integration of these migrants has been well-documented since the earliest studies of these
communities (e.g., O’Reilly 2000, Huber & O’Reilly 2004).
One obstacle to integration that is almost always cited is the language barrier. Many
studies have observed that inability to communicate in the local language is widespread
(Torkington & Ribeiro 2019). The reasons listed for the creation and maintenance of this
language barrier are always similar: participants report that it is not, after all, necessary to
learn and use the local language to enjoy the “good life”, including in the Algarve
(Torkington 2015). One reason for this is the way in which these migrants tend to form strong
social networks and communities among themselves, concentrating on building the bonding
rather than bridging form of social capital (Putnam 2000), as noted by Casado-Díaz and
colleagues (2014). Another factor is the widespread use of English as lingua franca in
commercial and service activities due to the highly developed tourism sector in these
destinations. A third reason offered is the age of the migrants, since it is clearly the case that
the greater part of this type of migration to the south of Europe happens in later life stages,
often following retirement.
4

The study presented in this paper is part of a broader research project entitled Communication Media and
European Construction: A Socio-communicative Study of EU Residents in the South of Spain and Portugal,
funded by the Spanish National Programme of Research, Development and Innovation.
5
The collective term “northern Europeans” is used here from the geographical perspective of Portugal.
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Tied in with all of these aspects is the evolution of the locally-based foreign-language
media, which forms an important part of the meso-level of the so-called migration industry
(David, Eimermann & Åkerlund 2015), by simultaneously stimulating and informing
aspirations to move and mediating the process of settling. For many people, this type of media
may well have a strong influence on how they live their daily lives in their new place of
residence as well as, more subtly, how they construct and perceive community and identity.
However, the literature on the relationship between this type of migration and the media has
largely focused on the representation of migrants in the mainstream media, with scant
academic attention paid to local media initiatives that are produced by migrants for migrants
(David 2012). This is curious, given that these media seem to play an important part in
contributing to and maintaining the “public sphericule” (Gitlin 1998) within which much of
the communication among and about these migrant communities takes place – as well as
being in itself a space for the production of community, identity and locality. In many of the
studies on lifestyle migration in the south of Europe, locally produced media get a cursory
mention – if at all. O’Reilly (2000: 106), for example, in her detailed ethnography of British
nationals living on the Costa del Sol in the 1990s, remarked that:
…The newspapers and magazines published in the area by and for English-speaking
people… tend to focus on British club news and entertainment, on places to go and
things to do, on eating out, a little bit of local and Spanish news and a little bit of British
news. The emphasis is on having fun and enjoying your time on the Costa del Sol.
Serious issues are only occasionally tackled… with special relevance to the expatriate
experience.
However, no further commentary is made on the role of these media, despite the fact that they
have been prolific in the Costa del Sol since 1915 (García Galindo 2004, López Romero &
Serrano Porras 2016). Gustafson, who carried out extensive research among Swedish
nationals living in Spain, notes in passing that the news media play a part in constructing the
Swedish environments in Spain that enable migrants to lead a highly Swedish lifestyle,
meaning that “integration in Spanish society is not a necessity but an individual choice”
(Gustafson 2002: 907); but he does not discuss this further. The situation is similar as far as
the Algarve is concerned: Torkington (2014), describing the linguistic landscape of the
Algarve, acknowledges the existence of a wide range of locally produced media published in
a language other than Portuguese; but she does not explore this further. The only detailed
studies to date have been done by David (2012, 2015), who explored the role of an English
language radio station in the Algarve in the lives and settlement processes of its listeners.
This paper aims to contribute to the growing body of knowledge about communities of
northern Europeans living in a southern European tourism destination by exploring in more
depth the relationships between these communities and the media produced locally by and for
them. Taking data obtained from a questionnaire survey of British, German, French, and
Dutch residents in the Algarve as well as focus groups conducted with groups of British and
German nationals, we explore the role of these media and ask whether they are perceived as
having a primarily functional/informational role, or whether they are also thought to have a
role in community or identity building. We begin by discussing the concept of foreignlanguage media, followed by an inventory of foreign media produced in the Algarve. This is
followed by a section explaining the methodology and data before going on to present our
findings and analysis based on the questionnaire responses and focus-group sessions. The
paper ends with a discussion of the findings and some conclusions.
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2. The concept of locally-produced foreign language media
The first studies on the immigrant press date from the early 20th Century and were centered on
immigrant populations in the USA (e.g., Park 1922). In Europe, there are cases of printed
media directed at foreign communities going back to the 19 th Century, such as the Englishlanguage press in the Canary and Balearic Islands, aimed at foreign residents who had moved
there for a variety of reasons, not least the amenable year-round climate of the archipelagos
(García Galindo 2004). Nowadays, the Spanish coastal regions continue to be notable for their
sheer volume of production of foreign-language press. A survey of printed journalistic
publications in the Costa del Sol in 2005 cited 124 media aimed at the foreign community
(López Romero 2009), with various locally produced online digital media and radio stations,
indicating that this phenomenon continues to be a stable feature of the region, located at the
intersection of what Appadurai (1996) has termed the “mediascape” and “ethnoscape”.
There is no real consensus in the literature on the terminology of this media
phenomenon, which has been variously called immigrant press (Blau 1998), ethnic press
(Lacroix 1998, Mataganis et al. 2011, Rhodes 2010, Rigoni 2007), exile press (Cooper-Richet
2015), tourist-resident press or resident-immigrant press (Gómez-Escalonilla 2008: 17-18),
geo-ethnic media (Liu et al. 2018) or minority media (David 2015). Nevertheless, we consider
what is perhaps the broadest and most widely accepted term – “foreign-language media” – to
be a valid concept for this study. We add the modifier “locally produced”, to distinguish from
the widely available foreign-language media that have been imported from the country of
origin for consumption by foreign nationals.
3. Foreign-language media produced in the Algarve
This section provides an inventory of the locally produced foreign-language media identified
in the Algarve in May 2017. Eighteen different media were identified, including two weekly
newspapers, two digital news sites, twelve magazines, one newsletter 6 and one radio station.
Table 1 shows the publications by media type and language.
Without a doubt, the two English-language weekly newspapers, The Portugal News and
The Algarve Resident, are the most widely known and read of all the foreign language media
present in the Algarve. The Portugal News was established in 1977 (then called The Algarve
News), and is the longest running of all the media. Since 2017, it has adopted the slogan “the
loudest English voice in Portugal”, attesting to its uncontested popularity as the main English language periodical not only in the Algarve region (where it is still based) but in the whole of
Portugal. It currently has a weekly print run of around 18,000 and, although the printed
version has a nominal cover price (€1.50), only around 12% of copies are sold through
newsagents or other vendors, with the rest distributed freely, mostly in major supermarkets
and shopping malls and at the airport. This indicates the level of success of the advertising
sections of the newspaper, since it is clear that the running costs of the publication are met
almost entirely by paying advertisers. The newspaper has a comprehensive and regularly
updated website, which can be viewed online without subscription. Readers can subscribe to a
weekly newsletter for a digested version and follow regular news updates via social-media
channels (e.g., Facebook, where it currently has a following of around 35,000).

6

Due to the large number of members of the Association of Foreign Property Owners in Portugal (AFPOP) and
its long-standing influence as a source of local information, their newsletter was included. Other newsletters,
circulated amongst members of smaller associations, were not counted.
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Table 1: Foreign language media in the Algarve (2017).
Type of media

Title

Periodicity

Language(s)

Year of launch

Newspapers

The Portugal News

weekly

English

1977

The Algarve Resident

weekly

English

1989

The Algarve Daily News

updated daily

English

2009

Algarve 24

updated daily

English, French, Portuguese

2014

Simply Algarve

monthly

English

2016

East Algarve

monthly

English

2008

Central Algarve

3 per year

English

1993

Inside Carvoeiro

quarterly

English

2007

Inside Lagos

quarterly

English

2007

Tomorrow

monthly

English

2011

Smart Living

3 per year

English

2017

Clubhouse

annual

English, Portuguese

2007

Essential Algarve

bi-monthly

English, Portuguese

2000

Vale do Lobo Living

annual

English, Portuguese

2008

Update (AFPOP)

bi-monthly

English, German

1987

Entdecken Sie Algarve

monthly

German

1989

Vivre le Portugal

quarterly

French

2014

KISS FM

daily broadcasts

English, Portuguese

1992

Digital news sites

Magazines

Radio

Besides some national and European news, the focus is firmly on the Algarve region, with
sections including local and community news, sport, lifestyle and leisure, food and wine,
travel, motoring, real estate, “what’s on”, finance, and letters to the editor. In terms of
advertising, besides full- and half-page advertisements there is a directory of local businesses
and classifieds (small ads). The advertising is clearly directed at a target audience of expats
with products and services often provided by the expat community for the expat community.
The Algarve Resident was established in 1989 and bills itself as “the voice of the
Algarve’s expatriate community”. 7 Currently owned by the Open Media group – a media
company based in Portugal – it has a weekly press run of 5,000. Unlike its competitor, The
Portugal News, it still sells over 80% of its copies through newsagents and vendors, with a
further 15% allocated to paid subscribers. However, its website has recently evolved into a
free, national digital news site called The Portugal Resident Online, claiming around 40,000
unique visitors per month. The newspaper has a Facebook page with around 13,000 followers
and a Twitter account. Its many sections resemble those of The Portugal News.
The Algarve Daily News is an English-language, online-only digital service, although it
originated in 2006 with the print publication Get Real, published weekly until 2009. Since
7

See http://algarveresident.com/sample-page/.
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then, it has undergone several updates and now comprises a website with approximately
15,000 unique visitors per week and a companion weekly e-newsletter with around 6,500
subscribers. 8 This news site promotes itself as providing an “irreverent insight into current
Algarve events and affairs”. Besides local and national news, the website has sections
including “what’s on in the Algarve”, “charity news”, “business”, “property”, and “learn
Portuguese”, as well as local advertising and classifieds.
The other digital news media identified at the time of the study, Algarve24, originated
as a Portuguese language digital news site. In 2014, the decision was taken to make it
bilingual: Portuguese/English. In 2016, a French-language version was added. In May 2017,
there were around 39,000 unique visitors to the site per month, with roughly the same number
of views for the Portuguese and English versions, and a growing readership in French
(personal communication from the Director, May 2017). 9
Of the twelve magazines identified, seven are published in English only. These provide
coverage for different areas of the Algarve and are characterized by features on local events,
businesses (e.g., restaurants) and aspects of Portuguese lifestyle and culture. Added to these
are several bilingual magazines. Essential Algarve (English/Portuguese) is a glossy, lifestyle
magazine “with a focus on luxury living”, currently with over 100 pages per issue targeting
“the top end of both the tourist market and the international residential community”. Its
publishers (Open Media Group) estimate a readership of around 100,000 per issue, although
the print run is just 12,000. This is because the newspaper is left in public spaces such as hotel
foyers, medical clinics, etc. Clubhouse focuses on the world of golf in the Algarve, whilst
Vale do Lobo Living is the magazine of one of Algarve’s biggest and best-known resorts,
which has a good deal of second-home tourists as well as full-time foreign residents.
There is just one magazine in German, also owned by Open Media, but due to its long
history (launched in 1989) it is a well-established publication in the German expat
community. There is also just one French publication, Vivre le Portugal, launched by Open
Media in 2014 to cater to the growing community of French nationals in the Algarve. Both
these magazines have companion websites, which include regularly updated news stories.
Finally, a longstanding radio station, Kiss FM, has been broadcasting from Alb ufeira
since 1992, mainly in English. It can be picked up across most of the Algarve. It also has a
website and can be listened to live via the Internet. It has a strong social media presence.
In sum, there are relatively few-foreign language media in the Algarve, compared to the
Costa del Sol in Spain, 10 due to a relatively smaller foreign population but also the wellestablished media that are available across the region and online, and the current monopoly by
one media group, which owns around half of the foreign language publications in the Algarve.
In terms of news, the two longstanding weekly newspapers have established such a reputation
as would be hard to compete with, at least in the printed press.
4. Methodology and data
This paper draws on data collected through an online survey and two follow-up focus groups.
The online survey, available in English, French, and German, was applied to foreign residents
of EU nationalities in the Algarve region from November 2017 to February 2018. Its main
purposes were to collect socio-demographic data (age, nationality, place of residence,
education, and employment status) and gain insights into reasons for moving to the Algarve,
the process of settlement in the area (length of time living in the Algarve, intentions to stay
8

Data provided by owner.
This news site subsequently closed down.
10
The broader research project of which this study is a part identified over 100 relevant media in the province of
Málaga.
9
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for the foreseeable future, indicators of social integration such as social relationships, and data
on Portuguese language learning and skills), and finally media diet.
The survey included a total of 41 questions, of which 19 focused on media consumption
and perceptions, with both open and closed questions. It was advertised on social media and by
emailing/messaging various local associations and organizations that have close ties to the
migrant communities in the Algarve – as well as via personal contacts – to encourage snowball
sampling. A direct link to the questionnaire was provided.
Once we had collected all the responses, we applied non-probabilistic quota sampling
adjusted for nationality according to the proportion of each national group living in the
Algarve relative to the total population of the four national groups under analysis: British,
German, Dutch, and French. At the same time, we needed to eliminate respondents who could
more aptly be described as tourists than residents or those who were relative newcomers to the
region. To this end, a question was included to determine length of residence in the Algarve.
Respondents who had not been living in the region for at least six months were eliminated
from the sample. Although the survey obtained responses from 13 European nationalities, we
focused on responses from the British, German, French and Dutch residents, since these are
the top four groups of European Union nationals officially registered as living in the Alga rve,
according to the 2015 data 11 on which we based our sampling; see Table 2.
Table 2: Questionnaire survey sample.

Nationalities

Sample

Sample
(%)

Sample by
gender
M

F

Average
age

Top 4 EU
nationalities
residing in
the Algarve
(2015)12

Top 4 EU
nationalities
residing in
the Algarve
(2015) (%)

United Kingdom

151

55.9%

84

67

67

10,045

57.5%

Germany

46

17.0%

20

26

65

3,052

17.5%

Netherlands

39

14.4%

27

12

66

2,287

13.1%

France

34

12.6%

21

13

65

2,075

11.8%

Total

270

100.0%

152

118

66.2

17,459

100.0%

As a follow-up to the survey in 2018, we conducted two focus groups: one with seven British
and the other with four German residents. The groups consisted of both men and women who
were long-time residents in the Algarve. Even though some were retired and some still
professionally active, their ages reflected the average age of those nationals living in the
Algarve (Table 2). We followed a loose topic guide based on the results from the
questionnaire, some of which we also presented as visual stimulus to the discussion. One of
the aims of these focus groups was further to explore different views, attitudes and
perceptions (Litosseliti 2003: 18) on how foreign-language media impacts feelings of
integration in the Algarve; the analysis presented for this study is centered on this part of the
discussion. The focus groups were conducted in the native language of the participants
(English and German) and lasted for 90 minutes (British) and 53 minutes (German). The
focus-group discussions were transcribed and, in the case of the German data, translated into
English. We repeatedly attempted to organize a French focus-group session but were unable
11
12

Source: SEFSTAT (2015), https://sefstat.sef.pt.
Source: SEFSTAT (2015), https://sefstat.sef.pt.
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to recruit participants. It was decided not to conduct a session with Dutch participants, as no
locally produced media in the Dutch language had been identified.
5. Findings and analysis
5.1 General findings on locally-produced foreign language media consumption
Overall, the vast majority of respondents (88%) stated that they consumed some form of
locally produced foreign-language media. However, it was found that, when the sample was
broken down by nationality, one quarter of the French respondents did not consume foreignlanguage media: a fact that is no doubt accounted for by the lack of such media in French.
For those who categorized themselves as regular consumers of foreign-language media,
we found that the most common type of regularly consumed media were newspapers, closely
followed by digital news sites and magazines. Only around one in five respondents (mostly
British) said that they regularly listened to the English-language radio station, Kiss FM.
The three most frequently selected reasons for foreign-language media consumption
were “I’m interested in what’s happening here”, “it gives me useful information for my daily
life”, and “it helps me to get to know the Algarve”. All three of these reasons were selected by
over half the sample. Just over 40% gave the reason “because it’s in my language”, although
only 20% selected “because I don’t understand the Portuguese media”. When asked to select
the media features that they found most interesting, the most frequently cited was “news about
Portugal” (just over 80% of respondents), followed by “local events” (around 70%) and
“culture and free time” (55%).
In all, 83% of the sample thought that these media gave them more understanding about
the place where they live although, in answer to a slightly differently worded question (“do
you think these media help you to understand Portuguese society?”), only 60% responded
affirmatively – showing that the concept of local place is somewhat divorced from that of
Portuguese society.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, less than a quarter of British, Dutch, and French respondents
felt that these media help them with learning Portuguese, although this figure rose to 43% of
Germans. Around half of the sample thought that the media were helpful in daily life and in
making everyday decisions, while around 80% thought that the advertising sections were
particularly useful.
Around two-thirds of the respondents agreed that the foreign-language media help forge
a sense of unity among members of the foreign communities in the Algarve, with almost 60%
agreeing that these media help create a sense of belonging. Slightly fewer responses (55%)
showed agreement with the statement that these media help the foreign communities integrate
into Portuguese society, with 39% disagreeing and 6% not answering. This finding, which
reveals a clearly split perception, was felt to be worthy of particular attention since it was
backed by data from an open question and from the focus groups, as reported in the following
section.
5.2 Foreign-language media and issues of integration
An open-ended question asked respondents to give reasons for thinking that foreign-language
media might help with integration. The answers given 13 14 can be sorted into those that
mention a functional/informational role and those that seem to suggest a more affective or
community-building role. Where appropriate, we use extracts from the focus group data to
lend support to and gain greater insight into the answers provided to this survey question.
13

14

65% of British, 56.5% of German, 71.7% of Dutch, and 47% of French respondents answered the question.
All responses not given in English have been translated for the purposes of this paper.
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Many of the answers to the open question stressed the information-giving role:
typically, local and national current affairs and cultural events that, importantly, fill a gap for
those who do not have sufficient command of Portuguese to obtain certain types of
information from Portuguese language media. The foreign-language media “provide
information that otherwise might be missed” (British respondent) or would be difficult to find
elsewhere “without fully grasping the Portuguese cultural and political references” (French
respondent). These media have an important role to play in helping migrants better understand
the sociocultural context in which they find themselves. The same point is well reported by
the German respondents. For some of the Dutch respondents, the English -language
newspapers help them gain information about the local area “in a language I can understand”,
although they also mentioned that the newspapers focus too much on the British community.
The informational role of these media means that “foreigners are able to participate in
events when they may otherwise not know of them” (British respondent) – information that
can lead to local involvement. This idea was taken further by some respondents, especially the
British (along with one or two French respondents), who note that having access to
information through these media encourages them to “join in”, “support”, and otherwise “take
an active part” in local events and charities, as well as helping them discuss and understand
local events and encouraging interaction. For some, this leads to a feeling of being involved,
of feeling “more at home here in Portugal” – of having the opportunity to “meet the
Portuguese” and perhaps, ultimately, gain “greater understanding between communities”.
From these comments, it is clear that, for some respondents, there is an affective need for the
bridging effect these media can offer: one that goes beyond simply providing information.
In the British focus group, much of the discussion revolved around how the English language newspapers inform on and validate the charitable work and fund-raising activities of
the expatriate community: activities that are mostly aimed at helping animals and the poor.
One participant remarked on how the media reported on one local charitable project, to raise
money for equipment for the local bombeiros (firefighters), showing “how the Portuguese and
the foreigners are working together…. It seems to be bringing people together.” Another
suggested that “it’s a quiet way of integrating, it’s through the charitable sector”. Another
participant was not so convinced, arguing that “there’s a big difference between giving money
and being integrated… it’s a big jump. I’m not sure that the media could do that.”
The German participants seemed skeptical when assessing the role of the media helping
with social integration. The focus-group session agreed that “up to a point yes they help us to
be better informed” and “to understand the way to do things” but “they [the media] aren’t
produced with that intention [to help integration]”. Responses to the open-ended survey
question included several mentions of how it is impossible to integrate without knowing the
language.
Some British respondents also focused on language issues. On the one hand, “it allows
English speakers to not make the effort to learn Portuguese”, reinforcing how the language
barrier contributes to the self-seclusion of expat communities. On the other hand, as one
respondent put it, “as they’re in English it precludes many Portuguese from reading them” –
perhaps thereby giving the impression of an elitist ingroup of English speakers that excludes
outsiders from accessing their community. Another respondent noted that “the two
cultures/languages don’t overlap much”, reinforcing the idea of two very separate
communities living side-by-side with few bridges between them. As one Dutch respondent
noted, “you have to take part in the interaction, not read about it”.
Other reasons given for feeling that foreign-language media hindered rather than helped
integration were directed towards issues of content. Many comments suggested that the
coverage of news and events was too narrow, with a focus on events “outside of Portuguese
society” that are clearly aimed only at expats. Some French respondents complained that these
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media are “too commercial” (no doubt in reference to the strong presence of real-estate and
related services advertising on which the majority of the media seem to survive financially);
they “hardly mention the Portuguese community” or the “Portuguese way of life”. There were
some suggestions not only of “insufficient encouragement/information” on Portuguese events,
but also of “often inaccurate” coverage of such events. This point was also made in the British
focus group, with several participants giving examples of, and anecdotes about, inaccurate
information published in the newspapers, as well as offering fairly derisive comments about
the quality of some of the journalism.
Finally, some comments stressed identity-orientation issues. While some blamed the
media for having a clear orientation towards expats and an agenda centered on “their point of
view”, thereby setting up barriers to integration, others expressed the opinion that there is no
apparent desire for integration on the part of the foreign community: “The majority of the
British community do not wish to integrate!”, one British respondent wrote, while a German
respondent observed that “retired people do not want to integrate”, and another simply stated
that “we are foreigners and will remain foreigners”. Finally, one British respondent put the
blame on the host community: “I don't believe the Portuguese want any integration”. In these
cases, the role of the locally produced foreign media as a bridge between the foreign and host
communities would seem irrelevant.
6. Discussion and conclusions
This paper has aimed to explore the perceptions of EU residents who might be considered as
lifestyle migrants on the role of locally-produced foreign-language media in the Algarve. We
hope in this way to contribute to the scant body of research into the relationship between
locally produced foreign-language media and contemporary migration experiences. Most of
the literature that deals with issues of local press and communities of foreign residents focuses
on the second half of the 19 th Century and the first half of the 20 th Century – particularly in
the United States, where the proliferation of media produced by immigrant communities was
widespread (e.g., Miller 1987, Rhodes 2010). Research exploring this relationship in more
contemporary contexts – especially since the emergence of mass tourism and the related
phenomenon of lifestyle migration from the north to the south of Europe – is much scarcer.
While a handful of recent studies have focused on the production side of these media (e.g.,
García Galindo 2004, García Galindo & Cuartero 2019, López Romero 2009, López Romero
& García Galindo 2018), very few studies have focused on readership.
In general terms, the studies that analyze the origins of locally produced foreignlanguage press and its evolution conclude that one of its most evident functions is to promote
social cohesion and extol community identity. Pena writes (2018: 133) that this type of press
was initially created to “develop a sense of cohesion and consensus among immigrants” as
well as to help the “public projection of the immigrant community in North America”, while
Pitsos (2018: 142) argues that it also exercised the function of promoting public participation
in American society. Of much the same opinion is Richet (2018: 106), who claims that these
media have represented “bridges towards the host society” and that the community-building
function was “by far the most important function fulfilled by these periodicals produced by
residents”. García Galindo and Cuartero (2019) argue that these media currently serve as
“services” journalism in the initial post-migration phases but are no longer consumed by
residents after long-term settlement.
The findings of our study seem to indicate that this is not entirely the case in the
Algarve, since many of the respondents continue to consume locally produced foreignlanguage media despite having settled in the Algarve for many years. The findings show that
these media have a clear functional role in providing information on local news, local events,
services, and the place itself. For many people, whose lack of Portuguese language skills has a
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potentially alienating effect, the media provide a much-needed bridge, giving them a window
into local affairs and events. For some, this may be limited to simply gleaning more
information and a better understanding of the place they live in, while others use this
information to take a more active part in the social world in which they live and gain a more
positive sense of belonging. For still others, the community-building role is more ambiguous.
Some clearly feel that these media do nothing to help feelings of assimilation and may even
actively discourage or set up obstacles to integration. Many people seem unhappy about the
segregating effect that these media seem to impose, not only through reinforcing language
barriers but also by seemingly delineating certain aspects of culture as being sp ecifically
either for expats or the Portuguese, thus reinforcing the separateness of and boundaries
between these communities.
In answer to our initial research question, we were unable to find support for a clearly
defined role of these media among northern European residents in the Algarve. Although the
survey results suggest that locally produced foreign-language media continue to be widely
and regularly consumed – and may therefore be considered to play a considerable part in the
migration and post-migration experiences of the majority of migrants – it would appear that
there is no real consensus about how these media are, or should be, perceived. This is perhaps
not surprising in light of the conclusions of other research on lifestyle migration , which point
to feelings of ambiguity that stem from finding oneself positioned in a fairly self -secluded and
privileged community. The bonding type of social capital achieved through interacting and
forming networks with other “people like us” who “speak the same language” – which is
inevitably reinforced by sharing community-based media – seems to be strong enough for the
majority of northern European migrants to feel a sense of belonging and “home”. The
question remains how much intercultural communication and interaction these migrants
actively seek. There appears to be a sense of frustration that these media do not or cannot
provide more of the bridging type of social capital that so many lifestyle migrants seem, on
some level, to be lacking.
To conclude, we might well ponder the future of these media, especially considering the
rise of social media and the Internet. One finding from our research that we considered
particularly interesting is that printed media do continue to have a marked significance in the
mediascape of lifestyle-migration destinations and the media diet of such migrants. However,
this might be tied to age group: the tangible aspect of newspapers and magazines is certainly
an important part of the cultural lifestyle of older generations. Printed media serve not only as
sources of information, but also as leisure pursuits in their own right: from “flicking through”
a glossy magazine, to doing the crosswords in the newspaper, as was noted in our British
focus-group session. At the same time, it was noticeable from the focus-group sessions that
even the older generations are increasingly turning to digital media sources, which are without
a doubt changing both local and global mediascapes. These changes and their effects might
well provide a focus for future research on media in lifestyle migration contexts.
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Discerning Goodness via Nonverbal Cues: Perspectives from HighContext Cultures
Madiha Hashmi1 & Moniza Waheed2
American University in Dubai and Universiti Putra Malaysia
Abstract: The current study ventured to explore nonverbal behavioral cues associated with the
construct of goodness. In a focus-group setting, perceivers from the high-context cultures of
Malaysia and China were asked to define goodness and discuss how they interpreted goodness in
others. Across all groups (Malaysian and Chinese) a recurring theme consisting of dynamic cues,
static cues and paralinguistic cues was frequently cited, with emphasis across the spectrum. The
study findings have implications for the areas of nonverbal communication, social judgments,
and person perception.
Keywords: nonverbal communication, goodness, morality, focus-group interviews, social
judgements, impression formation.

1. Introduction
To make sense of the world, people tend to make spontaneous judgments by relying on nonverbal
cues. When they enter a bus or a train, they scan the environment and choose to sit with the
person they feel less threatened by. Making inferences about others based on brief snippets of
nonverbal behavior has functional and adaptive significance in social interaction (Ambady,
Hallahan, and Rosenthal 1995; Gray 2008). It is important to make rapid inferences about others,
even if they are minimally diagnostic, to survive and avoid potential danger. Moll, Zahn,
Oliveira-Souza, Krueger, and Grafman (2005: 805) assert that “making implicit or explicit moral
appraisals when engaged in the social world requires the ability to efficiently extract social
perceptual and functional features from the environment. Social perceptual features are extracted
from facial expression, gaze, prosody, body posture and gestures.”
Nonverbal cues mean “perceptible behaviors, such as facial expressions and tones of voice
that have the capacity to give insight into the expresser’s attributes or condition” (Hall, Bernieri,
& Carney 2005: 237). In their seminal study, Mehrabian and Ferris (1967) concluded that 55% of
impression formation in people’s interactions is based on visual cues; 38% is based on vocal
cues, and only 7% is based on the verbal content of a message. Anderson (1999) asserts that
around 60-70% of meaning is gleaned from nonverbal cues, as opposed to verbal exchange.
Givens (2005) claims that the proportion of emotional communication often exceeds 99% in
nonverbal exchange as compared to verbal exchange. Regardless of the differences in the
proposed weighting assigned to nonverbal communication, there is a consensus among scholars
that nonverbal communication is heavily relied on to make inferences about others (Knapp 1972 ,
Ellis & Fisher 1994, Sadler-Smith 2008).
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2. Salience of nonverbal cues in human communication
The pivotal role of nonverbal cues in social judgments has been widely acknowledged by
scholars across disciplines (Ambady & Rosenthal 1992; Argyle, Salter, Nicholson, Williams &
Burgess 1970). Studies indicate that first impressions are formed primarily on the basis of
nonverbal indicators as opposed to verbal messages (Mehrabian & Weiner 1967 , Burgoon 1994,
Ambady & Weisbuch 2010). Social judgments based on nonverbal cues of unknown others helps
people survive in an uncertain world and manage affairs efficiently (Patterson, Foster & Bellmer
2001). According to the ecological approach to social perception (Gibson 1986, McArthur &
Baron 1983), gleaning other persons’ personality disposition through nonverbal behavior has
adaptive value. It is pragmatic to be able to discern what the other person can do for you and vice
versa (Zebrowitz & Collins 1997).
Nonverbal communication is considered a tricky domain owing to its cryptic nuances.
Bente, Senokozlieva, Pening, Al-Issa, and Ficsher (2008) argue that defining nonverbal cues is
challenging, since neither can its meanings be looked up in a dictionary nor does it follow any
stated rule or grammar. A broad definition provided by DePaulo and Friedman (1998) declares
nonverbal behavior to be a communication mode that is non-linguistic in nature. Ambady and
Weisbuch (2010) define nonverbal communication as a mode of communication where encoding
and decoding take place via nonverbal behavior.
2.1 Types of nonverbal cues
Ambady and Weisbuch (2010) stratify nonverbal behaviors into micro- and macro-level domains.
Micro-level nonverbal behaviors consist of smiles, forward-leaning postures, eyebrow raising and
finger tapping. Macro-level nonverbal behaviors are broad impressions of nonverbal behavior
entailing wider psychological dimensions – characterized by warmth, dominance, or immediacy.
According to DeGroot and Gooty (2009), nonverbal behavior comprises dynamic, static, and
paralinguistic cues. Dynamic cues refer to eye contact, body posture, smile, gesture, and head
movement. Static cues comprise physical attractiveness and demographics. Paralinguistic cues
include vocal inflections in tone and speech. Out of all these cues, the dynamic nonverbal signals
– gaze, gesture, and smile – have been reported to have the most impact with regard to
impression formation (Nagel, Maurer & Reinemann 2012).
2.2 Nonverbal behaviour, morality, and goodness
Nonverbal behaviour (appearance as well as style) importantly affects person perception when
forming social judgments (Rosenberg & McCafferty, 1987: 33). Researchers have long studied
judgments. Arguably the most intriguing are the ones that deal with morality: specifically, is a
certain person good or bad (Kihlstrom 2010)? Leathers (1992: 32) explains that “the face
communicates evaluative judgments through either pleasant or unpleasant expressions that
indicate whether the communicator sees the current object of his or her attention as good or bad”.
Several studies on person perception in social judgments have concluded that morality is a
dominant element in impression formation (Goodwin et al. 2014, Brambilla et al. 2011,
Brambilla et al. 2012, Wojciszke 2005, Parzuchowski & Wojciszke 2014). However, the
existing literature on morality is too broad and vague – falling short in exploring explicitly how
people understand, interpret, and discern morality in others. In instances where researchers have
attempted to study this ambiguous terrain, they have often either conflated traits such as warmth
and sociability with moral character or chosen to define moral character in very broad terms
(Wojciszke, Bazinska & Jaworski 1998; Fisk, Cuddy & Glick, 2007; Goodwin et al. 2014).
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Related literature in person perception has mostly assumed goodness to be a subcomponent of
morality (Goodwin et al., 2014) without ever delving into the notion of goodness per se.
Empirical studies on the notion of goodness are scarce, particularly in the context of person
perception. A quantitative study by Smith and colleagues (2007) attempted to define a good
person by asking participants from seven countries (individualistic and collectivist) to list
prototype words that they could think of in relation to a good person. The dominant concepts
associated with a good person were benevolence, conformity, and traditionalism. The study failed
to delve into the meanings associated with these broad concepts and provided little explanation
into participants’ frames of reference in making these associations. Furthermore, the authors
relied on works relating to morality and moral traits to make strong assertions concerning the
study findings – implicitly conflating these concepts.
A study by Hashmi and colleagues (2017) defined goodness by asking participants from
high-context cultures to explain the construct of goodness in a focus-group setting. Participant
narratives emerging from the study revealed that perceivers from high-context cultures related
goodness with selfless orientation where concern for others’ welfare was a key signifier of
goodness: i.e., goodness was something that could be judged based on actions (actions that
manifested altruistic disposition: charity initiatives, helping and supporting others, etc.) This
dominant perspective aside, narratives of effective communication, close family ties, and
resilience of spirit were also cited as manifestations of goodness.
2.3 Nonverbal communication in different cultures
The degree of emphasis on nonverbal behavior may vary across cultures; however, some
nonverbal behavioral expressions have been found to be universal. Despite differences in culture,
people the world over are able to communicate feelings of anger, happiness, sadness, and surprise
through facial expressions (Ekman 1999, Matsumoto 2001). However, when examining the
importance of nonverbal cues in different cultures in detail, research shows disparities with
regard to different classification of cultures, such as collectivistic versus individualistic cultures
(Jandt 2016) and high- versus low-context cultures (Bai 2016, Lustig & Koester 1999).
Scholars studying nonverbal communication in cross-cultural contexts echo one another in
asserting that there is a larger emphasis on nonverbal communication among those from highcontext compared to low-context cultures (Mohd Yussof, Zakaria & Muton 2017; Bai 2016;
Lustig & Koester 1999). According to Hall (1976, 1983), “high context” refers to cultures that
emphasize the interpretation of a message and not the spoken words. Lustig and Koester (1999)
echo this definition, noting that – in this culture – meanings are internalized while placing
emphasis on nonverbal codes. Consequently, information is largely expressed by facial
expressions, actions, and body movements (Bai 2016). The whole meaning of an utterance can
only be understood by combining nonverbal cues together with the information communicated
verbally. Countries belonging to this category include Malaysia, China, and India (Mohd Yussof,
Zakaria & Muton 2017).
On the other hand, the meaning of utterances is accepted at face value while the nonverbal
elements are a secondary indication in low-context cultures (Bai 2016; Hall 1976, 1983). In these
cultures, people are vocal in expressing opinions, needs, and feelings. Countries that fall within
this category include the US, Australia, and many Western European countries. Based on the
literature, one may conclude that the world view of people from different cultures differ. Since
people from high-context cultures are sensitive to nonverbal cues, social judgment may affect
them differently compared to those from low-context cultures. Should this be the case, then a host
of other values may be affected as well.
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2.4 Rationale of study
Goodwin and colleagues (2014: 148) postulate that moral character is the first thing evaluated in
person perception; moral character in person evaluation holds prime importance “because the
goodness of another person’s character determines whether they are likely to be harmful or
helpful to the self”. A recent study by Hashmi and colleagues (2017) explored how goodness is
discerned in others. They delineated goodness from morality and contended that concern for
others’ welfare predominantly shapes the narrative of goodness among Malaysian and Chinese
perceivers. This paper furthers the discussion on goodness by delving into the nonverbal
dynamics associated with the notion of goodness. It ventures to identify the nonverbal cues that
signal goodness when forming impressions of others, producing a new body of knowledge on
nonverbal indicators of goodness. To achieve this, we pose the following research question:
RQ: How do nonverbal cues influence lay perceptions about goodness?
The focus of this study is participants from high-context countries: Malaysia and China. Falling
within the category of high-context culture is an indicator that people should be sensitive towards
nonverbal cues. The data generated through this investigation provides insights with regard to the
significance of nonverbal dynamics in relation to goodness, particularly in this context.
3. Methodology
This study used focus-group interviews to gain a deeper understanding of the nonverbal cues that
signal goodness in others. Waterton and Wyne (1999: 129) postulate that “focus groups could
potentially illuminate things” – which might be hard to pin down in a survey method. “If treated
in an appropriate way, focus groups permit us to open up epistemological assumptions about the
subject matter - for example, how, or more accurately, in what ways, do people ‘know’.”
3.1 Participants
Participants consisted of 32 students enrolled at a public university in Malaysia. Participants had
to be reasonably proficient in English so that they could express ideas comfortably in a focusgroup setting. The primary researcher and second author were both based in Malaysia when the
study was conducted. The Chinese students selected for the study were from mainland China and
studying in the same university. They were included in the sample to examine if there were
similarities across the two high-context cultures with regard to nonverbal indicators of goodness.
Scholars in qualitative research are of the view that, for the researcher to stand on firmer ground
in making claims, two focus groups suffice – since “this would suggest that the differences
observed are not just a feature of a one-off group, but are likely to be related to the different
characteristics of participants reflected in selection” (Barbour 2007: 59). Six focus-group sessions
were conducted: three groups of Malaysian participants and three of Chinese participants,
comprising six to eight members each. Barbour (2007: 87) is of the view that “focus groups are
well placed to explore people’s perspectives on issues to which they have previously given little
thought”. Myers and Macnaughten write (1999: 174): “focus groups offer a practical way of
eliciting such complex talk, and in analyzing the conversation we acknowledge the situatedness
of opinion, and recover some of the richness and complexity with which people express, explore,
and use opinions”.
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3.2 Procedures
Participants were briefed on the nature of the study and signed a consent form prior to the focusgroup session. Pseudonyms were used to ensure confidentiality of all participants. Participants
were compensated monetarily for their participation.
The focus-group discussions were carried out in semi-structured fashion. The questions
were posed in a conversational manner to put participants at ease. To avoid groupthink, the
moderator borrowed the central idea of Nominal Group Technique (NGT: Porter 2013) to ensure
that all participants’ views were equally represented and participants primed to think
independently from the outset. This format combines cycles of individual and group activity.
Individuals start by thinking about their own ideas prior to sharing them – if they wish – one at a
time with the group, in a round robin. When all ideas have been given, they are clarified through
discussion (Porter 2013: 36). Aside from diminishing the possibility of group think in a focusgroup setting, NGT helps provide extended space to people. This may be particularly important
where individuals might be less articulate, not too confident or require more time – making it all
the more relevant for this study since the sample comprises Malaysian and Chinese students
whose first language is not English.
NGT was not rigidly applied to the group discussions but only used for certain questions.
The moderator began the session by eliciting discussion about goodness: what does goodness
mean? How would you define it? This gave participants a chance to reflect and state ideas
without getting influenced by their peers. From the outset, participants were primed to think
independently, diminishing the prospects of groupthink. Once all participants shared their ideas
relating to goodness, only then was a follow-up discussion permitted, to facilitate exchange of
ideas concerning goodness. Each focus-group session lasted around one and a half hours.
3.3 Data handling
All six sessions were digitally recorded and transcribed right after the session was over.
Transcriptions averaged 8-9 pages. To analyze the data in a rigorous manner, transcripts were
read and reread (D’Cruz 2002). Each transcription was transcribed by the primary researcher.
The process of coding was inductive – which, according to Patton (2002: 453), entails
“discovering patterns, themes, and categories in one’s data” – based on the study’s overarching
research question. The primary researcher immersed herself in the data by reading and rereading
the transcripts, followed by open axial coding of the dataset. This process allowed the researcher
to identify common themes emerged from constant comparison (Glazer & Strauss 1967), which
calls for arranging data in a manner that facilitates systematic comparison across the dataset
(O’Connor et al., 2008). The transcripts were color coded to identify distinct categories and line
numbered to facilitate data retrieval. Excerpts from the analysis, below, represent the themes that
had the most resonance across groups.
3.4 Trustworthiness
The trustworthiness of the study was established by participant validation and peer debriefing.
Participants were asked to go over the transcripts to validate if what had been recorded was in
accordance with their stated views. They were instructed to flag the researcher in case of any
inconsistency. Of the 32 students, 29 responded and gave feedback. Of the 29, 23 verified in the
affirmative and emailed responses within the first week. Of the remaining six, five flagged typing
errors but requested no substantial modification. Only one participant asked for clarification –
which was provided, after which he gave his approval. This whole process of participant
validation and member checking greatly helped enhance the credibility of the study.
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To further lend credibility to the study, peer debriefing was used to verify data analysis. A
peer debriefer “provides support, plays devil’s advocate, challenges the researchers’ assumptions,
pushes the researchers to the next step methodologically, and asks hard questions about methods
and interpretations” (Creswell & Miller 2000: 129). Two PhD scholars – one from the
university’s Department of Communication and the other an expert in qualitative research –
oversaw the data-analysis process, providing constructive feedback on the codes, categories and
themes derived from the focus-group data. The feedback received helped fine tune the analysis,
enhancing the study’s rigor. The conversations and correspondence with the peer debriefers
throughout the process helped maintain a reflexive orientation – challenging biases that may have
inadvertently been introduced into participant narratives.

4. Results
Participants were asked the following questions: “What does goodness mean to you” / “what do
you associate goodness with?” “What cues do you rely on to make judgments of goodness about
others?” “Can you share examples of goodness / people who you consider as good -- in your
family, in show business and in politics?” “What would be the opposite of goodness for you?”
Probes were used judiciously to ensure fluid discussion, which enabled participants to elaborate
ideas without inhibition.
Results from the analysis shows that three categories emerged from the focus-group data:
(1) dynamic nonverbal cues, (2) static nonverbal cues, and (3) paralinguistic cues. Dynamic
nonverbal cues of the face including smiling and eye behavior were found to play a central role in
discerning goodness in others. In the category of static nonverbal cues, attire and overall
appearance appeared to be very significant criteria in making judgments about the goodness of
others. Finally, paralinguistic cues including intonation and pitch were important to the
discernment of goodness in others but carried less weight compared to dynamic and static cues of
nonverbal behavior.
4.1 Dynamic nonverbal cues
Dynamic nonverbal cues comprise facial expressions (including smiling and eye behavior),
gesture, and posture. All are dynamic due to their changeable nature: e.g., when a person speaks,
her facial expression, gesture and posture may change according to the context. Th e inherent
transparency of dynamic nonverbal cues results in more authentic reading of others’ personalities.
Both groups of participants associated goodness with dynamic nonverbal cues. Participants
stressed the importance of smile and eyes in discerning goodness. Posture was also deemed
important. There was no discussion about gesture. Hence, the resulting subcategories were
labelled “deciphering goodness in the face” and “deciphering goodness in posture”.
4.1.1 Deciphering goodness in the face
Face expressions tell a lot… we can know goodness of some person based on their
expressions (Mary, Malaysian participant).
The face tells a lot, you can see a lot of things… (William, Chinese participant).
Both groups of participants highlighted the significance of the face and facial expression in
making judgments about the goodness of others. They cited as examples leaders, celebrities, and
family members to explain their notion of goodness. They spoke at length about two nonverbal
indicators in the face: smile and eye behavior.
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Lee, a Malaysian participant said, “I think smile makes a good first impression, smiles are
very important: they bring people closer”. Leena also viewed smiling as central to goodness. She
said that goodness is a rare quality and that it’s difficult to find people who smile at others:
First thing I will look whether the person smiles when I look at them. If they are strangers
and when I look at them I smile and if they smile back then I know that ok he/she is a
friendly person – maybe a good person. Nowadays, it’s hard to find that kind of person that
smiles back at you…so goodness is really hard to find.
Another Malaysian participant Mary alluded to the significance of smiling when forming
impressions of goodness:
When you are sitting in a subway or anything and when you see a person co ming towards
you – if the face expression is smiling then we feel oh this person is giving positive aura,
positive expressions to everyone…he’s a good person.
Chinese participants across the board echoed similar views. Santana said, “I think first thing to
recognize if a person is good or not is the smile”. Some associated smiles with a friendly aura,
which they – similarly to their Malaysian counterparts – interpreted as approachability and
goodness. Renne said, “if someone’s smile is friendly it shows a lot”. Probed to give an example,
Renne spoke of her friend who, according to her, reflects goodness due to her smiling demeanor.
“My friend Zoya, because she always smiles to all people, she always talks to all people. She
won’t ignore anyone”. In another focus group, Miranda said:
Smile is something that shows your heart. When I like you of course I want to show my
smile, I want to get close to you…yea its goodness. But If I don’t like you I wouldn’t like to
smile or get close to you. So this means goodness is smile.
When asked to provide examples of celebrities who exuded goodness, participants gave insightful
examples. Keith, a Malaysian participant, considered Jackie Chan someone who exudes
goodness. “The first person that I think of is Jackie Chan. I think he’s kind of a good guy and he
always smiles in front of the camera. In a separate focus group, Chinese participant Nazia also
mentioned Jackie Chan: “he’s always smiling and he looks very kind”. Chinese participant Lily
spoke of Audrey Hepburn as someone whose smile reflected goodness and purity:
Audrey Hepburn. I like her movies so much…she seems like a fairy to me. She always has
that kind of very pure and very encouraging smile.
Participants’ narratives further revolved around the role of eye behavior in communicating
goodness. Alex, a Malaysian student, equated goodness with sincerity. He was of the view that
the eyes are a direct window to gauging goodness: “my professor said that if you want to know
the sincerity of someone look at their eyes”. George, a Chinese student, expressed similar views.
He observed: “eyes tell a lot, when you look at people’s eyes, you’re able to read something”.
Zena also talked about the importance of the eyes in inferring others’ intentions:
The eyes are important, I think. It can give us a lot of information as to what this person is
thinking… through the eyes….
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Yana likewise acknowledged the significance of the eyes in deciphering goodness. She said one
can glean others’ purity of intentions through their eyes and eye contact. She construed avoidance
of eye contact as a sign of disrespect and bad behavior:
Your eyes reflect a lot of things from your heart. From my experience, when someone is
talking with me and they are not looking at me, I feel like there’s no respect.
Keith, a Malaysian student, alluded to the importance of making eye contact as an important
determinant of goodness. Avoiding eye contact was the opposite of goodness:
To me, when you talk to the people, if they don’t look at you, I think that’s kind of badness.
So that’s kind of opposite, not so good to present yourself…talking something and not
looking at people....
Terrence, a Chinese student, was convinced that the eyes can reveal lot about one’s personality.
“I do believe that you can identify people’s personalities like that most of the time (through
eyes)... may not be 100 percent though”. He explained in detail about different eye shapes that
people observe in forming judgments about others:
There are three types of eyes. People who have triangle shaped eyes, their personality is
ambitious, powerful and they don’t wish to spend a lot of money. People who have big eyes
like cycles, are friendly, kind and helpful. People who have small eyes… are smart, but not
clever [he elaborated, saying: smarter people are thinking about short terms gains and
clever people are thinking about long-term gains]. People who have deep eyes… are full of
energy.
4.1.2 Deciphering goodness in posture
The Malaysian and Chinese participants overwhelmingly considered the face the central element
in deciphering goodness. Nevertheless, focus-group discussions surrounding nonverbal cues of
goodness elicited discussion on the relative importance of posture as well. Although the
discussion was brief, it was clear that posture was still an important consideration for both
nationalities when discerning goodness in others. Liya, a Malaysian participant elaborated:
Liya: I guess the movements… like some people when they walk they have a slumping
posture (slumping her shoulders to make her point) signaling that they might be very shy,
but when someone is like that (erect shoulders) maybe that someone is outstanding,
confident and all that...I think I look more towards the posture.
Moderator: Now when you’re looking at the posture, are you making an opinion about
that person’s goodness or are you saying that this person might be a nice person?
Liya: More towards the character, more towards goodness.
Santana, a Chinese student, likewise acknowledged that posture is an important consideration in
forming impressions. He equated approachability and friendliness with goodness. He made his
point about good posture by referring to the posture of the focus-group moderator:
Santana: I will share one more thing about the nonverbal cues. Like how a person
positions him/herself. For example, like you, when you listen to me you do like this [leaning
forward] and some other people do like this [bending backwards].
Moderator: So, what is that telling you?
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Santana: That’s saying [leaning forward] that you are more friendly, whereas [bending
backwards] this is more serious or distant.
4.2 Static nonverbal cues
Static nonverbal cues do not change during the course of interaction. These include such physical
attributes as height, look, age, and race; attire; jewelry; and choice of environment. A consensus
arose in the discussions that general appearance is an important signifier of goodness. It was
heralded by Malaysian and Chinese participants alike. Discussion centered on choice of attire and
being presentable looking / professional, meandering a little towards physical attributes (in
particular, looks). At times, clothing and looks were mixed together. Bat, a Malaysian participant,
commented on the importance of both:
I would look at looks first. I mean the attraction of a person and the clothing, basically the
nonverbal things that they show. For example, how they look like, what clothes they
wear…things like that.
Amy, on the other hand, focused on attire alone: “I see from the appearance, from dress up…”
Probed further as to what exactly she observed in clothing, she explained:
If he or she wears a T-shirt – round neck or collared neck. Sometimes, when we see people
wearing round neck T-shirts we know that they don’t have discipline, while the collared
necks might be more disciplined.
The amount of emphasis paid on dress and overall presentation was not restricted to a few voices
but rather emerged as a recurring theme when perceiving goodness in others. Here is Helen:
About wearing a coat, you know looking professional, I sometimes think people wearing
coats can be a little arrogant. Because I’ve experienced that myself that instantly when you
put on a coat you feel confident, and at times bordering on arrogance as well.
Here is Chinese participant Zena:
Zena: I think clothing, because different people choose different clothes. It can give
information that this person is…what is his personality? It can tell whether a certain
person is good or not.
Moderator: So you think clothing can tell whether a certain person is good or not?
Zena: Yes, I think.
Lily similarly interpreted clothing – specifically, traditional attire – as a manifestation of
goodness:
Jackie Chan’s gestures and movements and clothing also shows goodness. He often wears
traditional Chinese clothes that shows he cares about traditional values…
4.3 Paralinguistic cues
Paralinguistic cues are nuances evident in speech such as variation in tone, speed, and intensity,
along with pauses. Such cues influence impression formation and perceptions (Knapp et al.,
2013).
Malaysian and Chinese participants alike spoke of paralinguistic cues in relation to
goodness, though not as much as other nonverbal channels of communication. Despite the brief
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discussion, paralinguistic cues were deemed important nonverbal indicators of goodness. Wendy,
a Chinese participant, alluded to the importance of tone of voice in discerning goodness. She
started off the discussion by talking about the face, but later steered towards paralinguistic cues,
drawing attention towards tone and intensity in particular. She stated:
First, I think is the face, a person who always smiles and if you are friends with such
people you will feel happy and relaxed. Another thing is the tone of the voice. Some people
who speak loudly you can get the energy and the power. If a person’s voice is not very
strong, you may think that this guy is not confident, so because of that we may not want to
communicate with such a person.
Participants in all focus groups were asked to elaborate on answers by giving examples of
prominent personalities. Some spoke about the nonverbal behavior of celebrities and corporate
leaders, while others cited examples from politics. Keith, a Malaysian participant, remarked on
Mahathir Muhammad’s manner of speaking:
Dr. Mahathir, he’s the first person that comes to my mind… the way he expresses himself,
the way he tried to cool down the people.
Leena agreed with Keith’s assessment, lauding Mahathir Muhammad’s calm manner of speaking:
The thing is, just like Keith, the first person that comes to mind is Tun Mahathir. But then,
he’s no longer a leader. I just want to add when Mahathir was the PM, he was very firm
but calm, never aggressive. Nowadays, politicians are very aggressive, screaming and
doing this and that...that is what makes Mahathir look good, like a good person, because he
is very firm but calm.
Wendy, a Chinese participant, spoke about the former leader of China Deng Xiaoping. She said
his communication style during a time of crisis in China helped calm the situation. She explained:
I want to say that our leader Deng Xiaoping. First, he was an old man. If some place had a
disaster, he was always the first one to oversee things and was there to provide
instructions. He communicated with everyone and spoke in a way which was not loud yet
powerful. He could talk to anyone and help them understand and resolve things.
Participants were asked to provide examples of celebrities who exuded goodness. Mary talked
about a Malaysian celebrity, Lisa Surihani, alluding to her soft manner of speaking as a signifier
of goodness: “she looks so sweet and the way she talks is very decent, soft spoken…”. Zena, a
Chinese participant, gave an example from the corporate world, describing Baidu CEO’s
speaking style as a reflection of his goodness:
Baidu’s search engine CEO is a good person I think… His tone of voice is always slow. By
just listening to his voice you can see that he’s not power hungry…he’s very kind .
4. Discussion
The main aim of this study was to explore the nonverbal dynamics associated with goodness
among perceivers from the high-context cultures of Malaysia and China. We asked: “how do
nonverbal cues influence lay perception about goodness?”
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Three themes were identified from the data: dynamic nonverbal cues, static nonverbal cues
and paralinguistic cues. Dynamic nonverbal cues were further subcategorized as deciphering
goodness in the face and deciphering goodness in posture. When deciphering goodness in the
face, participants stressed two nonverbal cues: people’s smiles and eye behavior. The discussion
on posture was not as extensive, but posture was still frequently cited. The one subcategory that
emerged from static nonverbal cues was deciphering goodness in appearance, with emphasis on
people’s clothing and dress sense. Finally, the one subcategory that emerged from paralinguistic
cues was deciphering goodness in vocal nuances, with emphasis on tone of the voice, pace of
speech and manner of speaking / enunciation.
Our findings support those of several other scholars. First, our findings show that
participants were able to decipher goodness through nonverbal behavior: i.e., they were able to
form judgments without being exposed to linguistic information. This supports DePaulo and
Friedman (1998), who contend that nonverbal behavior is a communication mode without the use
of words. Nagel, Maurer, and Reinemann (2012) state that of all nonverbal behavior, the smile
has the most impact. Our findings show that one of the first indicators of goodness offered by
participants was indeed the smile.
Responses obtained from participants were similar for the Malaysian and Chinese
participants. This supports Mohd Yussof, Zakaria, and Muton (2017), who categorize both
Malaysia and China as countries where nonverbal cues and utterances are combined to
understand the communicated message. There is a dire need for fostering understanding of
nonverbal cues and the skill of deciphering them for people from low-context cultures if they are
to communicate effectively with those from high-context cultures.
The most novel aspect of this study is its contribution to knowledge on goodness. A
previous study on goodness by Hashmi and colleagues (2017) provided conceptual clarity on how
people perceive goodness in others. The current study builds on that, probing the nonverbal
aspects of communication that signal goodness in others. This adds to the body of knowledge in
the conceptual domains of goodness, morality, and person perception.
Data on nonverbal cues associated with goodness provide incisive observations regard ing
the significance of nonverbal nuances in impression formation. This study expands the literature
on nonverbal communication, underscoring the centrality of nonverbal behavioral cues in person
perception. It is hoped that the narratives emerging from this study will further understanding on
the notion of goodness in the context of person perception and will contribute to developing a
comprehensive typology of enhancers and diminishers of perceived goodness.
This study has its share of limitations, as is the case with any research endeavor. First, the
findings of the study ought to be interpreted with caution due to the relatively small sample size.
Since this is a qualitative study, no generalized claims can be made. That said, the purpose of a
qualitative study is not to generalize but rather to understand and describe a phenomenon
holistically, from the participant’s viewpoint. That is what this study has strived to achieve. It is
up to the reader to decide on the transferability of the findings to a similar context.
Second, although only participants who were reasonably proficient in English were selected
for the study, some nuances might have been missed during the focus-group sessions. Non-native
speakers of a language struggle at times to articulate thought processes with confidence and
clarity. To reduce language anxiety, the focus-group moderator encouraged reticent participants
to engage in cross talk in their own language, with the more fluent members of the group helping
translate the exchange.
This study assumed the Malaysian and Chinese cultures to be somewhat the same. This,
too, can be construed as a limitation. Having said that, the researchers contend that, based on
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their findings, Malaysians and Chinese have more similarities than differences in their
conceptions concerning nonverbal indicators of goodness. The claims made by the study have an
embedded collectivist context. A natural extension of this study would be to gather data from
other high-context countries to enable stronger claims about the study findings. Additionally,
follow-up studies should obtain participant narratives from low-context cultures to arrive at a
more holistic understanding of the conceptual domain of perceived goodness.
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Role of Japanese in English-medium Instruction Programs at
Japanese Universities: Toward the Globalization of Education
that Values Diversity
Atsuko Tasaki1
Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology
Abstract: This paper highlights the role and efficiency of first-language use alongside
English in English-medium instruction (EMI) programs in Japanese universities. To provide
educational support and enhance bilingual communication between Japanese and international
students, two courses are suggested: elementary Japanese for international students and
intercultural communication for both. An analysis of their communication and remarks during
these courses indicate that the use of English and Japanese worked efficiently to en sure
communication, build relationships, and teach about Japanese culture. In light of the results,
the use of English in EMI programs is considered to hinder the appreciation of Japanese
culture and the value placed on diversity in globalization.
Keywords: Japanese language, bilingual communication, lingua franca, international students,
Japanese students.

1. Introduction
With the globalization of education in recent years, education conducted in English (i.e.,
English as medium of instruction or EMI) is rapidly increasing within higher education in
non-English-speaking countries (Dearden 2015, Kirkpatrick 2011, Wilkinson 2013). Every
country encounters issues in implementing EMI programs. Case studies reflecting each
situation have been conducted: e.g., relations between English-language proficiency and
educational attainments in Indonesia (Ibrahim 2001), Korea (Joe & Lee 2013), and China (Hu
et al. 2014); concerns surrounding the acceleration of English imperialism; and those
regarding the lack of appreciation for the linguistic diversity of European countries (Doiz et
al. 2011, Phillipson 2016). This paper focuses on EMI in Japanese universities and discusses
the challenges involved.
To catch up with the trend on globalization of education, Japanese universities have
begun promoting EMI programs with the aim of acquiring top-class international students and
fostering a global mindset among Japanese students. The Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) launched the 300,000 International Students Plan in
2008. This was followed by the Project for Establishing a University Network for
Internationalization (2009–2013, henceforth “Global 30”) to expand the intake of
international students, then by the Super Global University Project (2014-present, henceforth
“SG”) to provide budgetary support. This support enabled the rapid establishment of
programs in which it was possible to obtain a degree in English only. These grew
substantially in number: from eight undergraduate faculties at seven universities and 139
graduate schools at 73 universities before the Global 30 (2008) to 65 undergraduate faculties
at 38 universities and 233 graduate schools at 100 universities in 2016, numbers that continue
to increase (MEXT 2010, 2017). At the outset of establishment of EMI programs, it was
thought that – by removing the barrier of Japanese-language learning – Japanese universities
would acquire top-class international students. However, problems have emerged.
1
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First, many of the universities chosen for the Global 30 and SG projects have not
incorporated their EMI programs into the curriculum of the university as a whole, establishing
them instead as special departments or majors. As a result, the programs are unlikely to lead
to the promotion of internationalization of the university as a whole (Ashizawa 2013, Ota &
Horiuchi 2018). Moreover, university information is rarely translated into English, and few
faculty members possess high English-language abilities, leading to reports of international
students arriving with no Japanese language ability, facing difficulties carrying out
administrative procedures and accessing information from the university, thu s becoming
isolated (Ota and Horiuchi 2018).
Second, Japanese students who are expected to study with international students in EMI
programs are in a difficult situation. Japanese is the main language of the country, and English
is barely used. Moreover, because university education has conventionally been conducted
only in Japanese, Japanese students belong to the group of students from developed countries
with the lowest English language proficiency (Educational 2017), particularly with respect to
communication skills. Bearing these circumstances in mind, it is difficult to imagine that
communication within EMI programs goes smoothly or that it brings any great educational
benefit to either their Japanese or international students.
This paper identifies communication-related issues between Japanese and international
students in EMI programs at Japanese universities and suggests bilingual use of Japanese and
English. Offering elementary-level Japanese courses may promote the use of Japanese
alongside English by both groups of students. Educational practices can be introduced that
foster intercultural communication skills, based on Byram’s model (1997) – allowing students
to use Japanese and English effectively. Byram’s model targets communication in native and
non-native speakers alike, which is applicable to the students in this study (details in Section
2.2). Finally, with all these factors in mind, I discuss the positioning of EMI programs in the
non-English-speaking world, as they are promoted in the context of globalization.
2.

Literature review

2.1 English education for Japanese students
During Japan’s modernization in the latter half of the Nineteenth Century, Western
knowledge was incorporated into higher education through the translation of Western works
into Japanese, and a unique educational system was established in Japan. Since then,
university education has been conducted entirely in Japanese. As a result, Japanese students
have excelled in major fields but lack exceptional English-language skills, while a high level
of Japanese-language ability is required of international students who wish to enroll in
Japanese universities, to understand lectures and communicate smoothly.
Although Japanese university students possess a high level of English proficiency,
which they acquire for university admission exams, they are not accustomed to using English
as a means of communication. Moreover, the English education they have received is not
designed for conducting academic study and research in English. When the medium of study
is limited to English, they bear a heavy psychological burden and often do not communicate
actively with international students (Iwamoto 2010). Over 90% of the international students
who study in Japan are from non-English-speaking countries (Japanese 2017), so their first
language is not English. Consequently, their English-language proficiency is not consistent;
their English pronunciation and expressions are of ten influenced by their native language. It is
not necessarily the case that all of them can communicate smoothly with Japanese students in
English.
The focus of EMI programs in Japan has been on accepting as many excellent
international students as possible, rather than Japanese students, since EMI officially started at
universities in 1995 as part of the curriculum for one-year inbound programs. From the start,
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no educational support was provided to Japanese students to study under EMI (Yamada
2003). To date, this situation remains unchanged (Rose & McKinley 2017). As a result, a
number of Japanese students enrolled in EMI classes dropped out without completing their
programs (Selzer & Gibson 2009).
Global 30 and SG have pitched studying abroad as an educational means to improve
English proficiency for Japanese students. This suggests that MEXT regards globalization of
education for Japanese students as being achieved by increasing opportunitie s to study at
overseas universities and not via EMI programs with international students in Japan.
Therefore, Japanese students struggle when studying with international students in English,
which has had a negative impact on international students enrolled in EMI programs. They are
placed in circumstances where they have no chance to learn Japanese culture from their
Japanese peers, increasing their frustrations (Burgess et al. 2010, Hashimoto 2013).
2.2 Education for intercultural communication
Japanese and international students in EMI programs from diverse lingua-cultural
backgrounds. They are required to have attained intercultural communication competence
(ICC) as well as sufficient English abilities to ensure mutual understanding and achieve their
academic goals.
Byram (1997) presents the ICC model, including language-related (linguistic,
sociolinguistic, and discourse-related) and intercultural competence, claiming that learners
(non-native speakers) need to be “acting interculturally” as equal “social actors” to acquire
ICC, not aiming to speak like native speakers of the target language. Language-related
competence enables communication by creating new rules in the process of interaction
between people from different cultures.
Intercultural competence includes attitude, knowledge, and skills. Note that intercultural
competence is required not only for non-native speakers but also for native speakers engaged
in interaction with non-native speakers.
Byram’s model can be applied to the Japanese and international students in this study .
They are expected to build good relationships and achieve their academic goals, overcoming
the barriers of language and culture, exploring their own communication styles using Japanese
and English.
2.3 Bilingualism in Japanese and English
It goes without saying that facilitating communication among students in EMI programs
requires Japanese students to improve their English abilities. However, once programs have
begun, there is no time to wait for this to happen. Moreover, it is limiting to describe everyday
experiences and share feelings with one another in English: a language that is not used in
Japanese society. Most international students in EMI programs come to Japan with no
Japanese language ability, but they begin to learn Japanese after reaching Japan; it should be
possible for them to chat and express their daily experiences in Japanese. Using a language
rooted in the Japanese society that reflects the conditions of everyday life will help bring
conversations closer to reality and aid the formation of relationships with fellow group
members. The assumption is that the use of the Japanese language to express experiences will
help Japanese and international students alike foster a sense of belonging.
The use of Japanese assists Japanese students in group discussions, given their
otherwise low level of participation. Analyses of group discussions among Japanese and
international students conducted in EMI lectures showed that introducing the elementary-level
Japanese that international students had learned since their arrival evoked contributions from
the Japanese students, allowing the topic to develop (Tasaki 2017, Yoshino & Nishizumi
2015).
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International students’ study of Japanese is meaningful when seen in terms of English
use. The results of an analysis of questions and answers between Japanese professors and
international students, following class presentations, suggest that even when English is the
language used, if the international student has acquired discourse competence in Japanese to
connect short statements and show recognition of what the other person has said, the content
of the questions and answers develops in greater depth (Tasaki 2017).
Neustupn’y (1997) claims that for non-native Japanese speakers to build relationships
with native speakers in Japan and work cooperatively with them, they must adopt a Japanese
sociocultural aptitude (i.e., understanding of aspects of culture and the ability to act on the
basis of that understanding) and possess sociolinguistic ability (i.e., using and understanding
language appropriately, in line with one’s relationship to another person and the social context
of the conversation) – even if the language used is English. Fostering these abilities falls
within the scope of Japanese-language education. These sociolinguistic and discourse
competences overlap with the competences named by Byram (1997), as described in Section
2.2.
Based on these results and as a way of responding to the issues affecting EMI programs
at Japanese universities, this paper proposes teaching elementary-level Japanese to
international students upon their arrival in Japan, thus not limiting the means of
communication between Japanese and international students to English. In other words, both
groups gain knowledge of both Japanese and English. If international students gain
proficiency in elementary-level Japanese, it also helps them communicate with clerical staff
on campus, allows obtain information more easily, and no feel isolated at the university.
3. Education in EMI programs at graduate schools of science and technology
In the bilingual communication of Japanese and international students, the elementary-level
Japanese spoken by international students new to Japan needs to be a common language.
Japanese-language education should be provided as part of the curriculum of the university.
Education is necessary for both sets of students to acquire ICC using English and Japanese as
campus lingua franca: i.e., a means of communication among non-native speakers of English
and between native and non-native speakers of Japanese.
This section examines graduate schools of science and technology that feature a
particularly high number of EMI programs among Japanese universities. It also discusses the
educational activities conducted to help Japanese and international students become bilingual.
3.1 Target students
Globally, Japan has a high standard of science and technology, and there are many overseas
students who want to pursue their studies in these fields at Japanese graduate schools. In
science and technology research in particular, much of the literature is written in English, and
students are encouraged to write papers and present their research in English. Consequently,
many universities have set up EMI programs and are actively taking in international students.
In case of a master’s program, these students reside in Japan for at least two years to complete
their research.
Japanese graduate schools of science and technology are characterized by their studentcentered research activities. When conducting experiments, students do everything from
preparation to execution to tidying up afterwards. It is common for senior students to teach
their juniors how to perform experiments. Students spend long hours in their labs, with
informational and interpersonal relationships from the research group affecting not just their
research activities but also their private lives. Adapting to life in the research group has been
identified as the most important issue for international students aiming to obtain a degree
(Sawyer 2006). To participate in networks and build relationships within the research group, it
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is necessary to communicate with group members and share aspects of daily life outside
research activities.
However, there are reports that, in EMI programs, communication between Japanese
and international students has not progressed smoothly (Fukagawa & Takabatake 2017).
While international students may be able to write papers, make research presentations, and
engage in discussions with faculty in English, it is not easy for them to have everyday
conversations – having no particular set topic with Japanese students who are not used to
communicating in English. In graduate schools of science and technology, this
communication bottleneck is a serious problem, causing obstacles to research activities that
can only progress through cooperation.
To resolve such issues, basic knowledge of Japanese is surely useful for
communication, but it is not realistic to conduct all communication by elementary-level
Japanese. English is required for complex and specialized topics. Therefore, it is suggested
that students become bilingual in English and elementary-level Japanese. To facilitate this,
beginning-level education for fostering bilingual ability – consisting of Japanese-language
education for international students and intercultural communication education for both
Japanese and international students (in English and Japanese) has been conducted. In the
following sections, I discuss the implementation, and highlight the role, of Japanese-language
and efficient bilingual communication based on analysis of students’ remarks on feedback
sheets and transcribed audio and video recordings of students’ communications and teachers’
observations.
3.2 Japanese-language education
At the time this study was conducted, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology
offered a Japanese-language course for international students as a graduate-school course.
Students took elementary-Japanese classes of 90 minutes each: six classes per week in the fall
semester and three in the spring. Although the course was not compulsory, all new
international students enrolled.
3.2.1 Class overview
The main objective of the course was for international students to acquire Japanese
proficiency to share their daily experiences with Japanese students while building
relationships as research colleagues. Because Japanese-language study and research activities
took place concurrently, this objective had to be realized quickly. In addition to grammar and
vocabulary, the course focused on improving students’ ability to develop a topic of
conversation, with conversation practice taking the following points into account.
Fostering conversational skills in Japanese
From the earliest stages of the elementary level, the Japanese conversational style – in which
participants collaboratively link small utterances (Szatrowski 2004) – was taught through
sample conversations. Students were encouraged to develop the given topic bearing this in
mind. In particular, the role of the listener was emphasized, with variations of Japanese
backchannels taught in terms of both linguistic and non-linguistic behavior, to enable students
to use them in actual conversation. Using previously learned vocabulary and grammar – the
substitution of unlearned vocabulary with English was permitted – students practiced
expressing their thoughts, processing statements made by their partner, and developing a topic
relevant to daily life occurrences such as shopping, lunch, weather, etc. – while occasionally
adding questions to elicit responses from the other person. This style is not too difficult for
international students with limited grammar abilities and so can easily be incorporated into
practice.
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Use of English
In light of the circumstances of international students conducting their research activities with
English as the main language, the use of English should be natural during the elementaryJapanese class, which helps students with their daily communication.
The effects of first-language use in second-language classes have been acknowledged in
various aspects, such as constructing good relationships between teacher and learners,
fostering solidarity of learners (Nikula 2007, Widdowson 2003), and promoting study of
grammar, vocabulary, and culture (Moore 2013, Sampson 2012). The necessity of using the
first language of learners to discuss what to do in multilingual and multicultural societies has
recently been acknowledged (Hall & Cook 2012).
English, a common language for learners of Japanese in Japan, promotes vocabulary
learning and interaction. Its use ensures that learners acquire needed information in class
(Turnbull 2018). It also provides students with opportunities to achieve proficiency in
Japanese and accomplish their communication goals. The training described here can be of
help for Japanese and international students alike in conducting research activities in both
languages. The elementary-Japanese class activities placed emphasis on deepening the content
of discussions, with the use of English words and simple sentences to supplement unknown
vocabulary items or grammar points, which were permitted in Japanese classes. This allowed
students to express thoughts without being restricted by their level of Japanese vocabulary.
Analysis of their communication shows that this level of English use is effective in eliciting
the negotiation of meaning, the better cooperatively to discover Japanese meanings and
develop topics of conversation, thereby improving Japanese language proficiency.
Activities with Japanese students
In the Japanese class, a visitor session was set up in which Japanese students from the same
departments as the international students were invited to participate. On this occasion,
activities were designed in which students could share their daily experiences in Japanese,
with the goal that the activities would lead to building of relationships between international
students and their Japanese counterparts. A sample activity is shown below.
Group discussion: Positive aspects of the university and scope for improvement
Taking the university as a topic allowed both sets of students to exchange opinions on an
equal basis. The activity proceeded as follows:
1) International students checked vocabulary and grammar relevant to the topic.
2) In groups of three, international students discussed this topic among themselves,
learning how to express what they wanted to say in Japanese and change their response
depending on the content of the other person’s statements.
3) The Japanese students were asked beforehand to speak slowly and clearly, in simple
sentences.
4) Group discussions were held comprising two international and two Japanese students,
to elicit a greater diversity of opinion than a one-to-one discussion would allow and
enable the Japanese and international students to assist one another’s speech, to achieve
mutual understanding.

3.2.2. Results of Japanese-language education
The Japanese-language course was evaluated on the basis of analysis of learners’ feedback
sheets (see appendix) and transcriptions of audio and video recordings of the group
discussions in class. The overall evaluation for the course was considered high if the score
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was more than four on the five-point scale in every activity. The main achievements and
challenges of the course are described below.
Sharing of everyday experiences
In the group discussions with the Japanese students, students expressed both positive points
and points to improve in relation to campus facilities (classrooms, cafeterias, gymnasiums,
etc.) as well as classes and faculty. Suggestions were substantiated with explanations.
Remarks on the feedback sheets showed how Japanese and international students alike
realized that they were able to communicate in Japanese as peers: “I realized international
students had the same kind of impression on the circumstances of the university as me”
(Japanese student), “We talked a lot in Japanese with the help of English” (Japanese student),
“It was the first time we spoke about the university with Japanese students; it was fun”
(Malaysian student). Through these discussions, students were able to see what meanings
others attached to their experiences at the university. By sharing these experiences in
Japanese, students were able to develop a sense of being among likeminded students. The use
of the Japanese language and the educational setting encouraging both sets of students to use
Japanese with the help of English. In the process, the international students were able to
express themselves, learn the Japanese names of the facilities and learn standard Japanese
expressions related to evaluation.
However, a number of challenges remained. Although the international students had
practiced expressing what they wanted to say in Japanese beforehand, and this produced
results, it was still very difficult for them to understand the Japanese students. That served as
an obstacle to further development of the topic. Although the Japanese students used simple
sentences as requested, they also used characteristic Japanese sentence inversions, fillers, and
pauses that native speakers use among themselves, which confused the international students.
This suggests the necessity of providing Japanese-language education to Japanese students, to
enable them to use elementary-level Japanese as a means of communication with international
students.
Promoting communication in English with Japanese people
One effect commonly found on the class feedback sheets was that tasks such as everyday
shopping became easier for international students as a result of being able to speak basic
Japanese. There were also comments that the number of conversations with Japanese students
increased. Some students said that, by learning Japanese pronunciation, sentence structure,
and responses, they came to find the English spoken by Japanese people easier to understand :
e.g., they understood why the Japanese pronunciation of “hamburger” was difficult to
understand (omission of sounds not present in Japanese, accent difference), why people often
used the word order of declarative sentences while asking questions (word order does not
change between declarative and interrogative sentences in Japanese), and why people often
said “yeah, yeah” in the middle of conversations (frequent use of backchannels in Japanese).
Some students added that, by learning how to take part in Japanese conversations, they
developed the ability to make their own utterances short and provide communication
backchannels, even during communication in English. This shows consideration on the part of
the international students, who made an effort to help Japanese students speak in English.
This represents a great supportive contribution on their part in letting communication proceed
smoothly for Japanese students not used to communicating in English.
Network formation among international students
In the Japanese course, networks formed among the international students who studied
together. The feedback sheets showed many comments such as “In Japanese class, I made
friends with international students from various countries and other majors” and “I obtained
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information about daily life during Japanese class”. Situations where students voluntarily used
Japanese in their small talk before and after class became common.
Although collectively referred to as “international students”, these students are
foreigners from different cultural backgrounds, speaking diverse languages. By coming
together regularly in Japanese class as fellow learners of Japanese practicing conversation
together, they built relationships as peers – sharing their experiences and information about
living in Japan as a foreign country. It seems that conversations in Japanese about life in
Japan enhanced awareness and served to foster a sense of identity. Examined from the
perspective of building networks, the act of learning Japanese together at university can create
deeply meaningful connection for international students. The results show the value of
international students studying Japanese together at graduate school even when Japanese is
not required of them.
3.3 Intercultural communication education
Byram (2008) states that intercultural competence should be cultivated by interacting with
people of different cultural and linguistic backgrounds. Acknowledging the importance of
interaction, a number of courses for intercultural communication have been conducted at
universities in Japan, including group projects that encourage Japanese and international
students to work toward goals cooperatively (Suematsu & Arongna 2008, Yoshino &
Nishizumi 2015).
Through this kind of meaningful communication, students are expected to recognize
aspects of culture and create their own communication styles to accomplish the objectives.
For the training to be effective, the students’ tasks should fulfill their needs or interests and
must be equally engaged in by their fellow students. In particular, training for Japanese
students lacking experience in group discussions should be provided. The following describes
a lecture that takes these considerations into account.
3.3.1 Course overview
For Japanese and international students to acquire sociocultural and sociolinguistic abilities as
well as intercultural competence, and for them to build mutual relationships on equal footing
as fellow students of the university, a course titled Intercultural Communication is conducted
at Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology for first-year Japanese and international
students (see appendix), alongside the elementary-Japanese course. The course includes the
study of culture and English communication and makes use of group projects. Because all the
international students taking the course are also enrolled in the elementary-Japanese course
every year, the use of elementary-level Japanese is encouraged. In the second half of the
course, a group project is introduced to promote mutual understanding and communication
between Japanese and international students.
The teacher for the course (the author) was in charge of the elementary-Japanese course
as well and thus aware of the elements of Japanese that the international students had already
studied. That made it easier to take the initiative in using Japanese in this course, too.
The course is composed of three elements: lecture, discussion, and group projects.
Lecture and discussion
In the first half of the course, students learn about definitions of culture and ways to promote
intercultural communication, based on the literature. When introducing new information and
theories, the teacher conducts group discussions incorporating students’ immediate
circumstances, allowing them to understand abstract concepts through concrete examples.
To cultivate sociocultural and sociolinguistic proficiency in Japanese, the course
examines the norms of behavior necessary for daily life, including Japanese expressions
required in the context of supermarkets, stations, restaurants, etc. It discusses the underlying
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Japanese values and aspects of lifestyle. The international students exchange opinions with
Japanese students about the Japanese norms for expression (contextual use) of apology and
gratitude, along with ways of addressing, greetings, and praising people, and backchannels
learned about in the elementary-Japanese course. They discuss the difficulties faced in using
these norms and how the norms are different from their own cultures. These activities raise
both Japanese and international students’ awareness of the sociolinguistic and sociocu ltural
aspects of the Japanese language.
Group projects
In the second half of the course, students conduct projects in mixed international and Japanese
groups of four to five members. The task is to “demonstrate ‘invisible culture’ through
‘visible culture’” (Lazar et al. 2007), each group taking one aspect about life in Japan that
international students think interesting or unusual, then showing how it is understood by
Japanese people and what function it serves. Each group then demonstrates the Japanese
values, ways of thinking, and communication styles that underlie the issues, while making
comparisons with the cultures of the international students’ countries. The objective is to help
Japanese and international students use phenomena close to them as an opening for discussing
Japanese culture from their respective viewpoints, as well as to grasp Japanese values and
share experience of how these values manifest in daily life.
3.3.2 Results of intercultural communication education
Discussions on culture and communication
The introduction of information about and theories on culture and communication and the
subsequent group discussions included lively exchanges of opinions analyzing students’
experiences in Japan. Introduced to the concepts of high- vs. low-context cultures (Hall 1976),
students worked in groups to find expressions in their shared languages of Japanese and
English that reflected high- vs. low-context cultures, discussing how the expressions worked
in each context. Students proceeded to imagine the kinds of communication issues that might
arise between people from different cultural backgrounds, learning through concrete examples
about the difficulties of intercultural communication and ways of dealing with them.
In analyzing Japanese communication, the international students posed many questions
to the Japanese students and brought up points of difference from their own languages. Figure
1 presents an example of such discussions on differences in greetings. The Japanese and
international students offered a variety of opinions and shared their feelings through
discussion, along the way discovering their own personal approaches.
Unlike the elementary-Japanese course, English is the main language used in this
course. The international students have no problems with language and are able to discuss
content in depth. The course is conducted concurrently with the elementary-Japanese course
to give international students opportunities to analyze Japanese language and behavior in
concrete situations alongside Japanese students, so that their sociolinguistic skills might be
improved by listening to the ideas of native speakers. This corresponds with Byram’s (1997)
suggestions for improving intercultural competence.
The international students’ questions about Japanese language and customs represented
an opportunity for Japanese students to consider anew the sociolinguistic and sociocultural
characteristics of the Japanese language themselves. This enabled them to cultivate the ability
to analyze their own language and culture: an important intercultural communication skill that
is required of native speakers (Byram 1997).
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Figure 1: Discussion on greetings.
Group projects
The topics chosen for group projects were things/places that students used/visited on a daily
basis, such as bicycles, convenience stores, and vending machines. This paper presents as an
example the results of one group’s analysis of day planners, which Japanese people of all ages
carry. The project focused on surveys the students conducted to understand the inclinations of
Japanese people and international students. No attempt was made to process the survey results
statistically to find generalizations.
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Group project: Day planners
・Members: two Japanese students and three international students (one each from Ghana,
Vietnam, and Indonesia).
・Question: why do Japanese people carry day planners? Do international students carry
them, too?
・Survey method: questionnaires and interviews with Japanese teachers and students and
with international students (twenty each).
・ Results: all Japanese people surveyed carry day planners, as do about 80% of the
international students (70% of whom purchased one after arriving in Japan).
On the basis of the results, the group made the following observations about the reasons
behind the differences between Japanese and international students regarding day planners.
・ Ways of setting up appointments
Japanese people make appointments several months or even up to a year in advance,
so a day planner is a necessity. As a result, they can adjust their schedules easily, and
more people can participate in events. In contrast, in some of the international
students’ home countries, people make appointments only two to three days in
advance.
・Lateness
Whereas Japanese people regard lateness as behavior that disrupts group activities
and causes annoyance, in some of the international students’ cultures, it is not
considered a serious issue to be ten-to-twenty minutes late.
A class discussion followed students’ presentation of the survey results. Most of the
international students said they felt pressured by Japanese people to arrange appointments
months in advance and felt judged harshly for lateness. During discussion, a Japanese learner
pointed out that the Japanese for “I’m sorry for being late” is learned at an early age.
Discussion ensued on whether the phrase’s frequency and importance were related to the
Japanese attitude to lateness. Nonetheless, the international students acknowledged the
benefits of being able to conduct group activities smoothly owing to everyone arriving on
time.
Many of the Japanese students expressed opinions to the effect that Japanese people’s
ideas of consideration for others and “not causing trouble for other people” had a major
influence on the way they made appointments and their own attitudes toward lateness.
Nevertheless, some reported that they, too, felt pressured from having always to make
appointments in advance as well as being judged harshly for being late, many saying that
teachers had admonished them for lateness. In this way, they shared their experiences of
Japanese life with the international students. This is precisely the process of acquiring
attitudes and knowledge of Japanese culture by sharing between native and non-native
Japanese speakers (Byram 1997).
Japanese language learning
During group project discussions, video recordings and teacher observations showed that
various words and expressions from daily life such as “station,” “go shopping on foot”, and
“inexpensive” were expressed in Japanese. The international students asked the Japanese
students for appropriate phrases for each situation, encouraging communication between the
two groups. Statements such as “did you complete the PowerPoint?”, “not yet”, “what time is
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the meeting tomorrow?”, “it’s a bit difficult”, “that’s good”, “awesome”, and “that’s
convenient” were also observed in Japanese, as students used their Japanese to work
collaboratively and share feelings. Short utterances placed less burden on the languagelearning international students. The use of Japanese, which is highly context dependent, is
appropriate for this kind of collaborative work. The international students’ use of Japanese
effectively reduced the Japanese students’ psychological burden of feeling compelled to use
English, making it easier for them to contribute.
4. Issues in bilingual training
As noted in Section 3, Japanese-language and intercultural-communication education were
carried out concurrently. As shown in Figure 2, the aim was to develop the Japanese language
skills necessary for building relationships between Japanese and international students along
with fostering their sociocultural, sociolinguistic, and intercultural communication. A certain
level of success was achieved.

Japanese language
Grammatical competence
Discourse competence
Strategic competence

Intercultural Communication
Japanese
Sociocultural/Sociolinguistic
competence
Intercultural competence

Figure 2: Capacities cultivated in the two courses.
Canagarajah (2007: 923-939) states that English as the lingua franca used by non-native
speakers of different languages should be context dependent: created cooperatively within the
local context in the process of interaction to achieve certain objectives. Speakers often bring
language resources other than English and establish their own communication styles. These
points can be applied to the Japanese and international students in this paper: most of them
use English as non-native speakers, incorporating Japanese into their English depending on
the context.
It is true that a negative reaction has arisen regarding the use of Japanese in EMI at
universities in Japan because it shows up the lack of English-language abilities among
Japanese students. Both Japanese and international students have avoided using Japanese even
though it can be a useful language resource. It appears that English-language education at
Japanese universities aims to cultivate monolingual English speakers, without consideration
for their multilingual and varied cultural circumstances (Murata et al. 2019). Bucking this
trend, this paper reports on a unique style of English as lingua franca suitable for EMI in
Japan, cultivating bilinguals who speak English and elementary-level Japanese.
The most crucial issue remains the development of Japanese students’ ability to adjust
their Japanese to communicate better with international students. During group discussions in
the elementary-Japanese course, situations were observed in which the international students
were unable to understand the Japanese students. It is necessary for Japanese students to
understand the vocabulary and sentence structures that international students learn at the
elementary level, to be aware of the kind of Japanese that is easy for international students to
understand; they must adjust their communication style to make it easier for conversation to
develop. Their ability to adjust plays an important role in the context of globalization for the
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following reasons. First, it improves communication with international students who come to
Japan having only limited Japanese ability, the number of whom will probably increase in the
future. Encouraging communication support and enhances research activities.
Second, if Japanese students understand the relevant characteristics of the Japanese
language in terms of syntax, phonology, and pragmatics, it will enable them to perform
comparative analysis with English. Japanese native speakers will then be able to understand
the points that require attention when using English, leading to improved En glish proficiency.
Third, improved adaptability on the part of Japanese speakers should be useful in
spreading Japanese language and culture overseas. Japanese students who have opportunities
to work overseas can teach Japanese to foreigners.
I believe that Japanese language education for Japanese students can only support and
enhance research in graduate schools of science and technology, as well as fostering a global
mindset. As such, it should be considered an essential part of graduate-school education.
5. Conclusion
In an era in which the use of English as the dominant international language is continuing to
expand, EMI programs are essential to the globalization of education and research. In EMI
programs, all students receive an education in English regardless of their linguistic or cultural
background. However, using only English at a non-English-speaking university – based on
the standards of the English-speaking world – cultivates students holding a standardized
Anglophone perspective. Even when studying at a Japanese university in an EMI program,
international students need to understand Japan’s values and ways of thinking and appreciate
Japanese culture and the diversity of global society. Learning a language is a way to
understand various cultural aspects, since language is reflected by the culture and lifestyle
where it is spoken. It is often said that Japan is a monolingual country and that foreigners
without proficiency in the Japanese language feel isolated. Instead of relying on English
alone, international students and other foreigners can learn Japanese, the better to work with
the Japanese people and foster an identity as a resident of Japan.
Appreciating diversity is an essential aspect of studying abroad. For international
students at Japanese universities, this means learning Japanese and acquiring sociocultural
and sociolinguistic abilities alongside Japanese students. A high level of Japanese, enabling
specialist discussion, is not demanded. The purpose of learning Japanese is to understand the
values of Japanese people, the Japanese communication style, and the structure of Japanese
society; share experiences in Japanese while building relationships with Japanese people and
other international students; and broaden perspectives on language and culture. Even an
elementary knowledge of Japanese functions sufficiently when used alongside English in
collaborative communication with others – as this paper has described.
To attract students from other countries and accelerate globalization of the university,
the university must not neglect appropriate education to help students from the host country
adapt. In the non-English-speaking world, English education is essential; but it is also
necessary to provide training communicating in one’s native language with people who are
presently learners of it – of which the Japanese-language education for Japanese students
described in this paper is an example.
Each country and university faces different challenges in implementing EMI programs
in non-English-speaking countries, depending on circumstances. To advance EMI programs
and foster distinctive student experiences, it is necessary to identify challenges and design
measures to tackle them. In future research, I will survey EMI programs at Japanese
universities for faculties and graduate schools outside the science and technology domains. I
will investigate the challenges they face and, in that way, contribute to the development of
EMI programs in Japan and beyond that facilitate globalization with respect for diversity.
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Appendix
Japanese-language course (elementary)
1.
2.
3.

4.

Number of students: 15.
Country: Brazil (2), Vietnam (3), Ghana (2), Indonesia (2), Cambodia (2),
Uzbekistan (2), Malaysia (2).
Classes take place for 90 minutes on Mondays, Thursdays, and Fridays. In
alternating weeks, the classes are organized around grammar and conversation
(Week One) and activities (Week Two). The activities include interviewing about
breakfast, making small talk (about shopping, earthquakes, the weekend, etc.),
giving speeches (about the school festival or winter bread), presenting posters
(introducing one’s own culture), and conversing with Japanese students. Note that
these activities are ordered by degree of interaction.
All 15 students completed the course evaluation (in English) using a five-point scale
from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly agree”). The average score is in
parentheses.
•
•
•
•

5.

“The course was useful for communication with Japanese students.” (4.5)
“The course was useful for understanding daily life in Japan.” (4.0)
“The contents of the course (grammar, conversation practice, and activities)
helped improve your Japanese skills.” (4.1)
“The number of the class was appropriate.” (4.0)

Students also submitted feedback sheets for each activity. Select comments are
quoted in the paper.

Intercultural-communication course
1.
2.
3.

4.

Number of students: 21.
Country: Brazil (2), Vietnam (3), Ghana (2), Indonesia (2), Cambodia (2),
Uzbekistan (2), Malaysia (2), Japan (6).
The course consists of 15 classes, where the first eight classes offer orientation
followed by lectures on culture and intercultural communication, while the seven
remaining classes are organized around group projects (involving group work
followed by presentations and feedback).
Nineteen of the 21 students completed the course evaluation (in English) using a
five-point scale from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly agree”). The average
score is in parentheses. Students also offered general comments and suggestions;
select comments are quoted in the paper.
•
•
•
•
•
•

“The course was useful for understanding other cultures.” (4.2)
“The course was useful for understand your own culture.” (3.9)
“Appropriate group projects were used to achieve the goal of this cou rse.” (4.1)
“The lectures in the first part were useful for the group projects.” (4.0)
“The course gave me confidence to communicate with people from diverse
cultural and linguistic backgrounds.” (4.3)
“The course was useful for building a relationship between Japanese and
international students.” (4.0)

